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This treatise focuses on four classical guitarist-composers who found their
“American voices” and played key roles in the creation of a distinctive sound in
contemporary American classical guitar music: Andrew York (b. 1958), Benjamin
Verdery (b. 1955), Bryan Johanson (b. 1951), and David Leisner (b. 1953). Their work
illuminates the quintessentially “American” guitar vocabulary that has become a common
vernacular in American classical musical culture.
These American guitarist-composers stand out in their generation for several
reasons. First, each has found an instantly recognizable voice in performance and
composition by forging meaningful bonds between the popular musical idioms of his
American cultural background and the classical tradition. Second, each is recognized as a
prolific composer in what this treatise dubs the “American classical guitar vernacular.”
Third, their music represents the broad spectrum of stylistic approaches to this
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vernacular. Leisner and Johanson are closer to the art music (classical) end, while York
and Verdery provide a more direct link to popular styles. Fourth, their personal success
stories have legitimized the American classical guitar vernacular in classical composition
and encouraged the development of similar styles within the broader international
classical guitar community.
The purpose of this study is two-fold. First, it examines the process by which
American guitarists “find an American voice” within a chosen stylistic dialect. Second, it
defines the specific musical vocabulary -- technical, interpretive, and aesthetic -- of the
American guitar vernacular and studies the way it is integrated within the parameters of
the classical style. To do so, it examines the lives and works of players who were among
the first to embark on such a process within their professional community, setting their
artistic perspectives within the broader context of American guitar culture. In a broader
sense, this study explores how our relationships, collaborations, and perspectives as
players both reflect the American experience and shape our national sound on the guitar.
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Introduction

This treatise focuses on four classical guitarist-composers who found their
“American voices” and played key roles in the creation of a distinctive sound in
American classical guitar music: Andrew York (b. 1958), Benjamin Verdery (b. 1955),
Bryan Johanson (b. 1951), and David Leisner (b. 1953). There are several reasons why
these American guitarist-composers stand out in their generation and have been chosen
for this study. First, within the classical guitar community, each has found an instantly
recognizable voice in performance and composition by forging meaningful bonds
between the broader European classical tradition and the musical idioms of his particular
American cultural background. Second, each is recognized as a prolific composer in what
this treatise dubs the “American classical guitar vernacular,” a concept that will be
explained in Chapter 1. Third, their music represents the broad spectrum of stylistic
approaches to the American classical guitar vernacular--Leisner and Johanson are closer
to the art music (classical) end; York and Verdery provide a more direct link to popular
and traditional styles of the vernacular. Fourth, their personal success stories have
legitimized the American guitar vernacular in classical composition and encouraged the
development of like styles within the broader international classical guitar community.
From a biographical perspective, the four guitarist-composers at the heart of this
study have two major things in common. First, all were born and raised in the United
States as part of the same generation of players. Second, their formative experiences on
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the instrument focused heavily on playing American popular and traditional styles--the
music of the “American guitar vernacular” along with European classical music. Those
experiences shaped their individual voices, their outlook on music, and, ultimately,
played a key role in pushing the American--and, indeed, the international--classical guitar
community toward a new stylistically inclusive direction.

Andrew York
Andrew York (b. 1958) set out on a path to create a distinctive repertory drawn
from his own life experiences and has been tireless in sharing it with others. A versatile
guitarist/composer, York is a musician who can explore and combine highly
differentiated musical strands in his compositions. Yet, his music consistently “speaks”
in a distinctive personal voice. In a recent conversation about his compositional process,
he told me, “It’s important to open yourself up to how the guitar can be a communion of
styles.”1 In over twenty pieces for solo guitar and several works for guitar duo, guitar
quartet, and chamber ensembles, York has created this kind of communion. His
“American voice” blends bebop jazz, bluegrass flat picking, steel string techniques, shred
guitar licks, reggae, triadic folk harmonies and song forms with odd meters, classical
forms, Renaissance counterpoint and lute techniques. His personally honest, inclusive,
musical style has made him one of the most successful guitarist-composers of his
generation.2

1
2

Andrew York, interview by author, April 14, 2004.
See Appendix A for a complete discography and list of published works.
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As a classical composer, York’s roots in folk music, rock, and jazz playing are
never far from his mind. Born into a musical family of folk musicians with a passion for
listening to classical music, he started playing the guitar as a child. Once he had absorbed
the folk guitar techniques passed on to him by his father and uncle, he began classical
lessons and discovered his family’s eclectic record collection. In high school he played
and worked in rock bands, fusion, and bebop groups. York went on to study jazz guitar
and later obtained his Master’s degree in classical guitar performance at the University of
Southern California where he studied with Pepe Romero. York’s “big break” in the
mainstream classical guitar community came when recitalist John Williams recorded two
of his compositions: “Sunburst” and “Lullaby” on his 1989 CBS recording Music of the
Americas. York published and recorded the first set of his original compositions in 1986
for Guitar Solo Publications in San Francisco. In 1990, he became a full-time member of
the Grammy-winning Los Angeles Guitar Quartet, which has recorded some of his
original works.
Today, York takes his music out to the international public as a concert artist,
educator and author. In 2006, he left the Los Angeles Guitar Quartet to devote time to his
flourishing career as a solo concert artist. His original works have been released under
both “classical” and “popular” labels. As a teacher, he is a frequent presence at masterclasses, workshops, and international festivals. Recently, he has turned his popular
seminar for the National Guitar Workshop into a book series published by Workshop
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Arts/Alfred Publishing entitled Jazz for Classical Cats.3 York’s music is just as likely to
be heard on National Public Radio or the international concert stage as it is to be heard
during such important personal moments of his listeners’ lives--the birth of a child, the
wedding of a friend, the death of a parent, or a teenage rocker’s first experience with
classical music. In finding his “American voice,” Andrew York has created a
compositional vernacular that speaks to listeners from many walks of life.

Benjamin Verdery
Benjamin Verdery is recognized as a musical voice in performance and
composition that personifies the American sound. 4 In conversation, students, friends and
colleagues refer to him as “a force of nature.”5 Like Andrew York, Verdery has created a
distinctive American vernacular that combines personal honesty with a vast array of
guitar styles. His sincere and obvious enjoyment of his own musical experiences
captivates fellow musicians and listeners alike. He has the visceral energy of a rock star
and the refined technique, tone, and phrasing of a classical concert artist. Verdery brings
together the best of both worlds and is one of the most sought after performers and
teachers of his generation.

3

Andrew York, Jazz for Classical Cats, 2 vols. (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Publishing/Workshop Arts, 2005).
This characterization of Verdery’s music was articulated by Thomas Duffy, Acting Dean of the School of
Music at Yale University, at ceremony honoring Verdery’s twenty years of teaching at Yale. Duffy stated:
“He is American music.” Thomas Duffy, speech given in Sprague Memorial Hall, Yale University, March
25, 2006.
5
Mark Teicholz, conversation with author, March 26, 2006. Teicholz is a professor of guitar at The San
Francisco Conservatory of Music and a Yale School of Music graduate.
4
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Now a classical composer, Verdery’s roots in rock guitar playing are never far
from his mind. In his youth, he began on acoustic guitar but made the switch to electric
and spent most of his musical childhood and adolescence learning rock music and
playing in bands. At age seventeen, he heard a harpsichord recital that featured the works
of Johann Sebastian Bach and was inspired to learn classical music. During his last year
of high school, he began formal lessons with Phillip de Fremery, who now teaches guitar
at Smith and Mount Holyoke Colleges. In college at SUNY Purchase, Verdery went on to
study with guitarist/composer Frederick Hand and worked at length with John Williams
and Leo Brouwer in summer programs. Verdery joined the faculty at the Yale University
School of Music in 1985. His first major recordings followed in 1991 and 1992 on the
Newport Classic label. Ride the Windhorse (1991) includes works by David Leisner.
Some Towns and Cities (1992) features Verdery with collaborating artists including
guitarists Leo Kottke, John Williams, and Paco Pena.
Verdery’s stature in the classical guitar community is reflected by his long and
varied list of collaborations. Over the years, Verdery has recorded and performed with
such diverse artists as Leo Kottke, Andy Summers, Anthony Newman, Jessye Norman,
Rie Schmidt, Paco Pena, Hermann Prey, John Williams, the Metropolitan Opera and his
ensemble Ufonia. As the editor of the two-volume Verdery Guitar Series for Frederick
Harris Publishing, he champions the work of other young American composers for the
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classical guitar.6 Verdery is currently chair of the guitar department at Yale University’s
School of Music.

Bryan Johanson
Rooted in Oregon, Bryan Johanson is a guitarist/composer who embarked on a
personal journey to find his “American voice.” His resulting vernacular is what he calls a
“music of place” that finds its roots in his beloved Pacific Northwest. In a recent
conversation, he told me that he wanted to “create a convincing musical vernacular that
you would have to recognize as American”--one that at the same time was uniquely his.
The result of this process is a voice in music that moves freely between such disparate
influences as those J.S. Bach, Samuel Beckett, Jimi Hendrix, and Li Po. Like York and
Verdery, Bryan Johanson’s skillful, clever and prolific blend of eclectic personal
influences has made him one of the most sought-after guitarist/composers of his
generation.
Much like Verdery, Johanson was heavily influenced by rock guitar styles. But in
contrast to Verdery, Johanson’s youthful experiences were more firmly rooted in
listening rather than playing. As a teenager in the 1960s, he saw Jimi Hendrix, Cream,
and Eric Clapton in concert and visited his older brother’s summer job at a radio station.
During that time, he absorbed a variety of musical influences ranging from Wes
Montgomery to Paul Butterfield to Julian Bream. During college, he played electric
6

Benjamin Verdery, ed., The Verdery Guitar Series, 2 vols. (Oakville, Ontario: Frederick Harris Publishing
Co., 1996)
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guitar professionally and began to study formal classical composition. His guitar study
was with such luminaries as Christopher Parkening, Michael Lorimer, and Alirio Diaz. In
1978, he founded the guitar department at Portland State University and is currently a
professor of guitar and composition and Music Department Chair there.
Over the years, Bryan Johanson has won popular and critical acclaim for his
compositions. His music has won awards from the Kennedy Center, the Aspen Music
Festival, the Festival of August in Venezuela, and the Esztergom International Guitar
Festival. Johanson personally champions new music through performances with The
Third Angle New Music Ensemble (he has been a member of this group since 1985) and
through the Portland Guitar Festival, which he organizes annually.7 His most recent
collaboration is with the Los Angeles Guitar Quartet for the album titled Guitar Heroes
(Telarc Records, 2004). He composed two works for this album. The first, titled “Pluck,
Strum, and Hammer,” is a tribute to Jimi Hendrix. The second, titled “Let’s Be Frank,”
was written in honor of Frank Zappa.

David Leisner
David Leisner is a guitarist/composer whose creative process aims to reflect the
strength of the human spirit through the balance of his popular and art music influences.
His “voice” in composition and performance has weathered storms that have silenced
many talented musicians. In his music, personal trials are transformed into positive forces
7

The Portland Guitar Festival is an annual spring guitar festival and competition held on the campus of
Portland State University for three days in March or April.
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through his playing, teaching, and compositions. At the heart of these trials is the lost
function of two right fingers due to focal dystonia in 1981. He is something of a medical
marvel as the first person known to find a cure and correct his own focal dystonia. He
writes and teaches on the topic, sharing his method with other affected players.
Empowered by a sense of artistic purpose, Leisner has shaped his musical values by
creating music that “balances heart, mind, and spirit with more equal weight” than many
of the offerings of his classical contemporaries. 8 His compositions balance the energy he
hears in American popular music and the depth that he finds in the classical style.
Through this balance, David Leisner has become one of the most versatile and prolific
American guitarist/composers of his generation.
As a classical composer, his roots in folk music and experiences as a
singer/songwriter are always near. As a child, he listened intently to both classical music
and jazz from a young age and this dual interest has followed him ever since. Leisner
began the guitar at ten years old in a folk class at his local Jewish Community Center. By
age thirteen, he was performing his own songs, those of singer/songwriters James Taylor,
Laura Nero, and Joni Mitchell, and selections from Broadway comedies. He began his
classical study at age seventeen in both guitar and composition. Although he considers
himself to be primarily self-taught on the guitar, Leisner studied with David Starobin,
Angelo Gilardino and John Duarte. He studied composition with Richard Winslow,
David Del Tredici, and Virgil Thompson. In 1975 and 1981, he won top prizes in the
prestigious Toronto Guitar Competition and the Geneva International Guitar
8

David Leisner, liner notes for Music of the Human Spirit (Azica Records, ACD-71218).
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Competition. During the 1980s, Leisner began teaching at the New England
Conservatory and in 1993 he joined the faculty of the Manhattan School of Music.
Leisner presents his music to an international public through solo performances
and in collaborations on many prestigious chamber music series. His compositions have
been supported through grants from the Aaron Copland Fund, the American Music
Center, and Meet the Composer. His works have been performed by many of world’s
leading players, and recorded on such labels as Sony Classical, Centaur and Dorian. As a
teacher, he frequently leads master classes at international festivals. Leisner served on the
guitar faculty of New England Conservatory for twenty-two years. Currently, Leisner is
the co-chair of the Guitar Department at the Manhattan School of Music.

The Aim and Structure of this Study
The purpose of this study is two-fold. First, it examines the process by which
American guitarists “find an American voice” within a chosen stylistic dialect. Second, it
defines the specific musical vocabulary of the American guitar vernacular and studies the
way it is integrated within the parameters of the classical style. To accomplish this, it
examines the lives and works of four classical guitarist/composers who were among the
first to embark on such a process within their professional community--Andrew York,
Benjamin Verdery, Bryan Johanson, and David Leisner--and sets their personal views
and artistic perspectives within the broader contexts of popular and classical guitar
communities in America.

9

Chapter One, “American Guitar Culture,” is a succinct and necessary introduction
for the non-guitarist. It also defines some of the essential concepts (such as the
“American guitar vernacular”) that will be raised or developed throughout this treatise.
Chapter Two, “Musical Values,” discusses the factors that lead players to specific styles
as well as the various concepts of authenticity that affect artistic choices. Chapter Three,
“American Roots,” discusses factors in a player’s stylistic and personal background that
shape his or her musical perspective. Chapter Four, “American Performance Practice,”
defines and discusses the techniques, sensibilities, and aesthetics of the American guitar
vernacular with examples from the works of York, Verdery, Johanson, and Leisner. In
Chapter Five, “The Compositional Process,” representative works by these four classical
guitarist/composers are analyzed to show the way in which they incorporate the
American guitar vernacular into the classical style. Chapter Six, “Reception Issues,”
discusses the challenges this contemporary approach to composition presents to listeners
and performing guitarists. The Appendix of this study presents a discography and works
list from the four featured composers.

Scope and Limitations
York, Verdery, Johanson, and Leisner are at the very core of this study. To help
provide context and occasionally expand upon their views, however, I have also solicited
the opinions of other prominent musicians in the field. I would like to acknowledge them
here.
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Stephen Robinson (Stetson University) is a classical guitarist with American roots
in popular guitar playing. Adam Holzman (University of Texas at Austin), by contrast, is
an American guitarist who grew up playing solely in the classical style. John Knowles is
a nylon-string finger-style guitarist/composer known for his work with Chet Atkins, Jerry
Reed and Lenny Breau. David Hamburger is a self-described “piano influenced, blues
pickin’ singer songwriter” and writer on American roots music. Ed Gerhard is a
classically influenced finger-style guitarist/composer. Seth Austen is a multiinstrumentalist in the folk style and a steel-string guitarist/composer. Jeff Peretz (New
York University) is a producer, rock and jazz guitarist and oud player influenced by rock,
rap, world music and the classical style.9 Adam Levy is a jazz guitarist who reconnected
with his folk roots and found a personal style that led to Grammy-winning recordings
with Tracy Chapman and Norah Jones. Mitch Watkins (University of Texas at Austin) is
a versatile jazz guitarist/composer who has played with many well-known artists
including Lyle Lovett. Kirby Kelley is a rock influenced Delta style blues player who is
considered an expert in slide techniques. Jody Fisher is a multi-influenced solo jazz
guitarist. Tom Dempsey is jazz guitarist/composer who has become increasingly
influenced by his “American” roots and has worked on Broadway. Greg Horne is a multiinstrumentalist, songwriter and old-time musician and published author of several
instructional method books.

9

An oud is a pear-shaped, fretless stringed instrument with Middle-Eastern and North-African (Moorish)
cultural roots and a modern community of players. By way of Moorish culture, the oud was introduced to
Europe during the first century and is considered to be an ancestor of both the European lute and the
classical guitar.
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In toto, with myself included, this book includes the perspectives of eighteen
American guitarists--hardly a large enough number for a scientific study. But, this is not a
scientific study. Instead, the intimate scope of this research provides the reader with a
rare window into a network of players from across American guitar culture. Each
guitarist who contributed to this study brought to the table a rich set of experiences,
influences, preconceptions, pressures, vocabularies and sense of history that, together,
have an effect on the kind of contemporary American music for the guitar that is written,
played, taught and heard.
In the broadest sense, this research presents an informal but honest and working
consensus drawn from a group of American guitarists. It reflects how and why our music
develops from our personal perspectives. It represents what I have learned as a classical
guitarist searching for an “American voice” from a group of players who have truly found
their own. It explores how our relationships, collaborations, and perspectives as players
reflect the American experience and shape our national sound on the guitar.
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Chapter One
American Guitar Culture
“The Way of Our People”
One evening in July 1992, classical guitarist/composer Andrew York and I
embarked on what had become a familiar trek from the schoolhouse to the dining hall
following an afternoon of classes at the National Guitar Workshop in New Milford, CT.
There is a steep hill between the two buildings and about halfway to the summit-burdened with a heavy load of Leaf guitar cases--we were met by a teenage rocker in
mid-descent.1 His caseless Strat slung over his shoulder, he loosely sauntered toward us
and “noodled” to himself--his fingers moving across the strings with the same ease as his
gait.2 Between riffs, he looked up at us and asked York, “Hey man, why not lose the case
and just wear it with the strap?”3 York stopped walking, looked him straight in the eye,
and said very seriously: “That is not the way of our people.”
For a brief moment we regarded each other. Our new friend thoughtfully cocked
his head to the side and froze his fingers in mid-shred, and York and I thankfully set our

1

The “Leaf” case is a classical guitar case designed by Mark Leaf specifically for airline travel. The case
itself is shaped like a giant egg and made of fiberglass. During the 1980s and 1990s, the Leaf was one of
the most widely used flight cases within the American classical guitar community.
2
The term “Strat” refers to the Stratocaster, an American model of electric guitar designed by Leo Fender
and manufactured for the first time in the early 1950s by the Fender Guitar Company. The Strat is a guitar
of choice among rock guitar players and is associated with acclaimed players such as Jimi Hendrix, Eric
Clapton, and Stevie Ray Vaughan. The term “noodling” refers to a habit common to electric guitarists in
which they whimsically improvise or play technical exercises on their instruments.
3
The term “riff”refers to a short, memorable motive heard at the opening of a song. It is often the song’s
most defining melodic fragment. A more detailed discussion of the “riff” is given in Chapter Three,
“American Performance Practice.” The term “strap”refers to the leather or cloth strap that electric and
acoustic guitar players attach to knobs on either end of the instrument’s body so that they can play guitar
while standing up.
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cases on the grass for a moment’s respite.4 The young rocker broke the silence with an
affirming, “Cool, man.” With a flip of his hair and his personal jam resuming, he was off
to his nightly gig of serenading the girl’s dormitory. York and I laughed a bit to each
other, heaved our cases once again, and resumed our quest to join the rest of “our people”
at dinner.
This story has rarely failed to spark discussion among “players” about the
guitarist’s experience in contemporary American guitar culture.5 “Beautiful,” reacted
Adam Holzman, Director of Guitar Studies at the University of Texas at Austin. “That’s
great,” he added, laughing to himself. “That just says it all.”6 To American classical
players, “the way of our people” calls to mind a sense of belonging to a community of
guitarists who have devoted their musical lives to the study and advancement of the
classical style--an approach to the instrument with a European tradition dating back
hundreds of years.
At the same time, while classical players hear the phrase “the way of our people”
and think about what classical playing is, non-classical players hear the same phrase and
focus on what their chosen style is not. Responding to the same story, jazz guitarist Bret
Boyer laughed and exclaimed, “Great! That image is so telling--the young rock guy so
free to be creative while the two of you are struggling to make it up that hill dragging all
4

The term “shred” refers to a technique used in the metal style of electric guitar playing in which players
string together rapid scale runs played as fast as possible. This technique will be further defined in Chapter
Three, “American Performance Practice”.
5
The term “player” is used by guitarists to refer to a professional musician or to a professionally-minded
advanced student. By contrast, an amateur is described as someone “who plays” or who is “a guitar
student,” but not a “player.”
6
Adam Holzman, interview by author, December 2, 2005.
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of Western Music behind you.”7 For Boyer, the young rocker is emblematic of a musical
aesthetic defined by its emphasis on maverick personal expression, and, above all, a sense
of creative freedom unburdened by the baggage that many American guitarists associate
with the classical tradition.
For Holzman and Boyer, “the way of our people” represents the commonly held
sentiment among American guitarists that each guitar style is defined by a specific set of
traditional influences and musical vocabularies shaped within distinct communities of
players. These defining characteristics include techniques, sensibilities, aesthetics, and
personal histories that are passed down orally through formal and informal
apprenticeships. The styles are continually evolving and are shaped from one generation
to the next by innovative and strong-willed individuals as well as the students who
coalesce around them.
From the player’s perspective, the oral-apprenticeship tradition is at the heart of
the distinct conceptual philosophies, pedagogies, performance practices, and
compositional processes within American guitar culture. Jazz guitarist and author Tom
Dempsey has addressed the importance of apprenticeship to players who keep traditions
alive and advance them through their relationships with one another.

As a guitarist, I think of all American music nowadays as being
‘folk’ music in its pure form. Folk music to me is something that develops
in intimate settings where secrets are passed down person to person.
7

Bret Boyer, interview by author, March 24, 2004.
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That’s the way jazz was passed down initially. You hung out with
different musicians and they passed down their secrets. And really, that
was the only option for learning. There was no academic curriculum on
how to play things --you hung out with the musicians and absorbed it. And
I think that within our community of players, we’ve maintained that oral
history--and that sense of history through oral traditions so that,
fundamentally, for us as guitarists, all music is really still folk music.”8

Dempsey underscores a fundamental reality of American guitar culture: it is a
living, breathing, collaborative enterprise--folk in the most literal sense of the word.
When Andrew York referred to “the way of our people” on an evening’s walk in July
1992, he likewise underscored the reality of communal divisions among the folk.

“Finding a Voice”: The Purist and the Maverick
Regardless of the stylistic community to which he or she belongs, “finding a
voice” is an important goal for American guitarists. For many, the search lasts a lifetime
and, for most, a voice is rarely found with ease. The player’s experience in American
guitar culture is a constant negotiation between the values of a “purist”--which focus on
the preservation of a chosen tradition--and those of a “maverick”--characterized by the
drive to push traditional boundaries in musical expressions. The artistic process of
8

Tom Dempsey, interview by author, April 15, 2004.
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balancing the values of purist and maverick in order to create a personal, distinctive
sound within any style or tradition (whether classical or popular) is known as “finding a
voice.”9 A guitarist who has found a voice has become a recognized individual within his
or her style.
To say one has “found a voice” is the highest accolade among players. It implies
two things. First, that the player has lived up to the mandate of the purist by achieving a
fluent command of the technical, interpretive, and historical demands of a chosen stylistic
tradition. And second, that he or she has embraced the values of the maverick by
incorporating sounds, energies, and aesthetics that are rooted in his or her contemporary
cultural experiences.10 In our stylistically diverse American guitar culture, a player’s
“voice” is rarely static. It is shaped over a lifetime of experiences with teachers, friends,
colleagues, recordings, and concert performances within his or her intimate circle and
with the traditions of players from other guitar communities. As a person grows and
changes, so does his or her “voice.”

9

The guitarist’s concept of “voice” finds its parallel in the concept of “authenticity” as discussed by
musicologist Richard Taruskin, who writes: “Authenticity . . . is more than just saying what you mean. . . .
[It] is knowing what you mean and whence came that knowledge. And more than that, even, authenticity is
knowing who you are and acting in accordance with that knowledge.” Richard Taruskin, Text and Act:
Essays on Music and Performance (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), 67.
10
In a recent interview, jazz guitarist Pat Metheny elaborated on this players’ definition of a “voice” with
the following comments. “Of course, having the basic fundamentals of what it takes to be a good player, a
good musician in hand is a given. But this tradition also demands at its highest level that the player bring
his/her conceptions that are based on his/her cultural experiences and personal love for music. To me, that
process of illumination and clarification through sound is what people are talking about when they speak of
musicians “having a voice.” Pat Metheny, “Pat’s Musical Philosophy in His Own Words,” open letter to
listeners; available from interact.patmetheny.com; INTERNET.
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Guitarists in the United States find something inherently “American” about the
process of “finding a voice.” Greg Horne, a guitarist and author, set the concept deeply
within the broader context of American cultural history.

In America, we have this “frontier mentality.” There’s this idea of
really being out there on your own, and carving your own niche, and
making your own life--moving West from the East and conquering new
territories.
It’s about having an individualistic streak--the idea of being a
maverick. And that value is fundamental in American music and in the
way that people play it. Also, when you hear people with a folkloric or
traditionalist mentality play, say, old-time music or blues or country or
classical music--or really any style--they will try to reproduce the sound of
a specific time or specific players and composers. For example, people
will try to play exactly like Robert Johnson because that is the traditional
way. And to me, I always felt like what you needed to do to be part of that
tradition was--yes, to embrace the tradition and learn about what those
guys would do with it, but also take the mentality they had of
individualism. They set themselves apart from everybody else with the
sense that they were going to do things their own way, “by God.”

18

That seems to be what’s common to every great American master
across all these different styles. The tendency to reproduce and to restrict a
style within historic parameters is actually part of another powerful
American tradition--Puritanical Conservatism. The purist idea is valuable
when learning a tradition, but artistically it seems like, whenever these
players are going back and reproducing [something], whatever [it is]
they’re reproducing is the music of these guitar players who were the
mavericks of past generations--men and women both.11

As Horne sees it, every maverick looks to the future, pushing the limits and
parameters of a style to new heights and in new directions, while the purist maintains the
traditional standards (often forged by a maverick from the past) and passes them on to the
next generation. And so the cycle goes. In the oral history passed down from one
American guitar generation to another, “finding a voice” is a central theme in the
American history of the instrument and the culture that has grown around it.

The Roots of the American Guitar Sound
The guitar rose to prominence in American musical culture in the second half of
the nineteenth century. Relatively easy to acquire and very portable, it quickly became
an instrument of choice for first-generation American musicians committed to preserving

11

Greg Horne, interview by author, March 10, 2004.
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their European classical and folk music traditions. It was popular among those who
aspired to make a living with new music that both expressed their personal “American”
experience and displayed their skill.12 In this creative climate, players learned any kind
of music for the guitar that they could get their hands on including folk songs, blues,
popular tunes, and classical music. European settlers and African Americans brought to
this country a deep sense of their own traditional musics and began to share their
approaches with one another as they absorbed and developed the new sounds of their
American experience.
The commercial markets caught on quickly. By 1900, the most widely read
instructional music method was Holland’s Comprehensive Method for the Guitar, written
by the African American classical guitarist Justin Holland (1819-1887). First published in
1874, it was the first American publication to include the works and technical approaches
of Fernando Sor, Matteo Carcassi, and Mauro Giuliani--the representative guitar
composers of Europe’s “Golden Age” (ca. 1810-1850). In 1859, C.F. Martin began massproducing standard model guitars at his factory in Nazareth, Pennsylvania, after an

12

The precise timeline of the guitar’s rise to prominence in American culture has not been established with
certainty. Blues scholar David Evans, for example, gives the years 1890-1910. Classical guitar writers
Ernie Jackson and William Banks claim it was earlier (1870s) and cite as proof the American classical
guitar methods published by Justin Holland in 1874 and 1876. Guitar writers David Hamburger and Greg
Horne point to the development of the American-made guitar first mass-produced by C.F. Martin in 1859.
For relevant discussions, see David Evans, “The Guitar in the Blues Music of the Deep South,” in Guitar
Cultures, eds. Andy Bennett and Kevin Dawe (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), 13; Ernie
Jackson, The Music of Justin Holland (New York: Cherry Lane Music, 1995), 4. David Hamburger offered
his perspective on the issue in an interview with the author on September 20, 2003. Greg Horne addressed
the timeline in an interview by the author on March 14, 2004.
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experimental classical design.13 Following Martin’s example, Sears Roebuck made
inexpensive factory-made guitars available through their mail-order catalogue as early as
1890. Along with the instrument that Sears Roebuck sold, the customer received a brief
instruction manual that included several of the same classical arrangements featured in
Holland’s method. Through such means the guitar and its pedagogy came to prominence
in American musical culture.14
Players today recognize the results of this collective process of innovation and
stylistic sharing that began in the nineteenth century as the “American guitar sound” that
is detectable in virtually every style of contemporary guitar performance. Players
recognize several stylistic dialects, each with its own tradition, parameters of technique
and musicianship, and communal adherents. The dialects include: folk and blues--styles
considered to be American roots music; rock, country, and jazz guitar playing--popular
styles that developed from the cross-pollination of the roots styles; and classical--a guitar
style that preserves the European art music roots of the instrument.15 Extensive
collaboration between players from these different stylistic communities has resulted in a
common “American guitar vernacular” that transcends stylistic boundaries. This
13

C. F. Martin immigrated to the northeastern United States from Saxony in 1833. His early guitars were
modeled after those by Viennese maker Johann Georg Stauffer with whom he apprenticed for fourteen
years. His American guitars, however, were quite different and reflect an original experimental design. I am
grateful to Bryan Johanson for this information which may be found in his unpublished book manuscript
titled “The Guitar: Its Music and its History,” 142-144.
14
See Jackson, Music of Justin Holland, 5; Elijah Wald, Escaping the Delta: Robert Johnson and the
Invention of the Blues (New York: Harper Collins, 2004), 46.
15
For the purposes of this study, classical, folk, blues, country, rock and jazz, will be presented as the six
major stylistic dialectics in American guitar playing. Each will serve as an umbrella for crossover styles,
traditions, and sub-genres including fusion, funk, soul, rhythm and blues, punk, hard-core, metal, singersongwriter and finger-style. The term “popular music” as it is used in this study excludes industry-driven
contemporary styles of pop music that rely on sampled and electronically generated guitar parts. For
further discussion, see Chapter Three, “American Roots.”
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American guitar vernacular is a set of techniques, sensibilities, and aesthetics that players
identify as a quintessentially “American sound” and recognize as a common ground
among various styles.16

The American Guitar Vernacular
The pan-stylistic and yet distinctive sound of the American guitar vernacular sets
it apart from the sound of a European School. While every American guitarist seems to
know this, answers will vary as to precisely why. Guitarist and author David Hamburger
couched the audible distinction of American playing in its diverse ethnic roots brought
together by cooperative relationships between players.

The tune “Red-Haired Boy” I learned as a bluegrass tune, but its
roots are as an Irish tune or a Celtic tune. My impression of it as a playing
musician is that it’s a matter of dialect. If I wanted to play this tune with a
group of Irish musicians, then I would have to play it differently than if I
was going to play it with Americans. The rhythmic feel, the
ornamentation, the instrumentation would be different. And you could test
my perspective because you could go to Ireland and hear the authentic
Irish version.

16

For a more detailed discussion of the techniques, sensibilities, and aesthetics, see Chapter Four,
“American Performance Practice”.
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You can’t go hear a more authentic version of the blues in Africa.
You could hear African music that has been handed down in its authentic
form. You can still hear traditional drumming, story telling, and songs that
are roots of American blues. But neither the Celtic or the African are
going to sound and feel American.
I think that one of the amazing things about American roots music
is that it is American--it’s a synthesis. Just like the American political
system, which is a mixture of a real or an imagined idea of how Rome or
Greece was put together. So in our playing, there’s a Mediterranean
influence with an obvious North Atlantic influence, and then you’ve got
cultural influences and contributions from African people who were
brought here against their will or came here voluntarily and the resulting
system is a living synthesis. And that’s really the same process that
created the American sound.17

The majority of American guitarists who have achieved prominence within their
chosen styles in recent years were born during a creatively rich era that placed a dual
focus on turn-of-the-century guitar traditions and new levels of personal expression.
Guitarists born between 1950 and 1965 grew up with a creative perspective shaped by the
American blues, folk, and classical revivals that valued purist approaches to these

17

David Hamburger, interview by author, September 28, 2003.
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traditions and pushed for higher levels of technical facility within their communities.18 At
the same time, rock music exploded onto the cultural scene. Rock ascended to the
forefront of the American consciousness in the 1960s and 1970s through the work of
maverick players who broke new ground by drawing on the revived styles of folk, blues,
and classical playing. Young guitarists who grew up with unprecedented access to this
varied guitar culture through recordings, radio, and live concerts developed a sense of
ownership for a variety of stylistic traditions. Even as they committed themselves to a
specific stylistic dialect in their professional lives, many players felt compelled to explore
the broader, multi-stylistic roots of the American guitar vernacular. Rock players
explored blues, folk, and classical. Blues players branched out into rock and explored
jazz. Jazz players found their roots in blues and classical music and their contemporary
link to rock. The maverick classical player explored all of these.
Ask a group of contemporary professional players for an example of an
“American sound” on the guitar and you will hear about a spectrum of styles and
personalities as different as those heard in the opening story of “The Way of Our People.”
Take a consensus of those perspectives, however, and a holistic picture of contemporary
American guitar culture develops--one with common values, common roots, and a
common musical vernacular. It is this common creative process and common sound that
connects American players across American guitar culture. They allow every person

18

During the mid-twentieth century, American musical culture experienced revivals in three major guitar
styles. The folk revival, which was linked to the peace movement during the Vietnam era; the blues revival,
which involved the “discovery” of 1920s blues artists in the deep South by song-catchers such as John and
Alan Lomax; and the revival of the classical style, spearheaded by Spanish recitalist Andres Segovia.
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who has “found a voice” to reflect his or her part of the American cultural experience-even as “the ways of their people” can show them to be worlds apart.

The American Guitar Vernacular and the Classical Style
Not surprisingly, it is in the classical music of the United States that the American
guitar vernacular manifests itself most clearly. It is also there that the development of an
American sound has been most rapid. In the 1960s and 1970s, many young guitarists
were introduced to the American roots of their styles and their common guitar vernacular
through the folk and blues revivals. By contrast, players in the classical guitar community
embraced a style that was viewed as separate from the music of their American roots.
Although the current generation of classical guitarists tends to embrace a broad
range of styles, the situation was quite different in the past. By and large, the midtwentieth century revival of the classical style that brought the guitar into the
conservatory classroom and reintroduced it to the mainstream of the classical music
world was a Eurocentric endeavor spearheaded by the Spanish virtuoso Andres Segovia
(1893-1987). An internationally acclaimed recitalist and recording artist, Segovia
transcended conventional levels of popularity among classical musicians. He was a
household name and an iconic figure to guitarists of all styles. A self-proclaimed purist,
Segovia publicly disdained American popular guitar styles and viewed them as a threat to
the establishment of a standard and mainstream classical guitar repertoire that could
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claim a central place on the concert stage.19 American players who chose the classical
guitar during that period did so in the midst of Segovia’s enormous artistic personality
and purist perspective.
The purist values of this towering figure in the classical guitar community had a
profound effect on the perspectives of young American classical guitarists who were
beginning their own careers. Guitarist/composer Bryan Johanson remembered his
impressions of Segovia’s powerful influence on the community during his first years of
teaching at Portland State University.

In the sixties and the seventies, the whole classical guitar world
was completely Eurocentric. And it was Spanish. Segovia had grabbed all
the attention. Whatever you think about his playing--and I’m not crazy
about his playing--he was a master PR guy--nobody recorded as much as
he did. Nobody was on TV as much as he was.
In the early days of the media--stereo recordings came in the late
1950s --that’s when he did all of his great recording and playing with
orchestras. He grabbed up all the media attention. He created his own
legend. He created his own myth.

19

This common players’ perspective on Segovia’s musical values is articulated in the writing of Victor
Anand Coehlo, who writes that Segovia “constructed an impenetrable firewall around the Western art
tradtion” of the guitar. Victor Anand Coelho, “Picking Through Cultures,” in The Cambridge Companion
to the Guitar, ed. Coehlo,(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2003) p.8.
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The way he did it, the things he projected were [those of] a
Romantic, conservative, nineteenth century artist. That was the image he
projected, and yet he was a man of the media. In many ways he was like
Glenn Gould. Whatever the new technologies, he just embraced them and
embraced them with a nineteenth century persona. So, everybody was
learning the guitar in the shadow of Segovia.20

The majority of young professionals and aspiring players in the classical guitar
community followed Segovia’s lead. They embraced the nineteenth-century aesthetic he
championed and left the American popular styles of their personal roots behind. It was
not until after Segovia’s death in 1987 that mainstream classical guitarists began to
incorporate the American guitar vernacular into their public voices in performance and
composition. During the twenty years that followed Segovia’s death, American classical
guitarists and composers embraced the maverick values of innovation. They pushed
Segovia’s strict limits on technical and interpretive parameters of style by incorporating
popular influences of which he never would have approved. In this sense it is fair to say
that, as of 2008, the “American sound” in the mainstream classical guitar community is
just over two decades old.

20

Bryan Johanson, interview by author, September 22, 2003. Andres Segovia is widely considered the
most influential classical guitarist of the twentieth century. Although there were other influential and
prominent contemporaries, the story of Segovia’s dominance has become a permanent part of the oral
history in the classical guitar community. For further discussion of his influence in the guitar communities
of the late twentieth century, see Chapter Three.
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The emergence of the American guitar vernacular in the classical guitar
community during the 1980s and 1990s was a stylistic revolution. Classical guitarist
Stephen Robinson, a player who studied with Segovia in the 1980s, discussed this shift in
musical values and the resulting changes in the American classical guitar community.

True--[Segovia] had a very strong personality and he kept
everything in check while he was alive. And, you know, if you look at the
explosion of all of this American music that you’re talking about--the
composer/performer in our field, it happened right after Segovia died. It’s
really fascinating. I mean, honestly, when was the last time you went to a
piano concert and saw a pianist play their own music? Or a violin concert
and saw a violinist play their own music? We’re the only ones doing that
in classical music at such a high level and in such quantity. Everybody
plays music written by other guitarists. And a lot of people play their own
music--that expresses their influences. And that was not the case before
Segovia died, although Segovia himself dabbled in composition a little bit.
In his early years, he did write a few things and did play them. But I think
that he was so intent on making the guitar like all of the other instruments
in order to be accepted into the classical world. I think he felt it was
necessary to play recitals just like everyone else was playing in the
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classical world, which meant not playing your own music but playing the
music of other prominent composers.21

The American classical guitarist/composers of the “post-Segovia generation” are
credited with bringing the American guitar vernacular into the mainstream of the classical
style. Those born in the 1950s and 1960s were at the cutting edge of a group that created
the first true American classical guitar vernacular. This generation of players is
recognized today as a “baby boom” of young professionals in the classical guitar
community.22
Members of the American classical guitar’s “baby boom” tend to share several
characteristics. First, they are American born musicians who had access to a
conservatory or university music education with the guitar as their primary instrument.
Second, before they embraced the classical style and embarked on their formal classical

21

Stephen Robinson, interview by author, March 11, 2004.
In addition to York, Verdery, Johanson, and Leisner, important American guitarist/composers of the
“baby boom” generation include Stephen Funk Pearson, Brian Head, Michael Chapdelaine, Matt Dunne,
James Piorkowski, William Kannengeiser. There are also international composers who have adopted the
vernacular of their own cultures. Such artists include Sergio Assad (Brazil), Roland Dyens (France), Dusan
Bogdonovic (Serbia), Arnaud Dumond (France), and Carlo Domeniconi (Italy/Turkey). Prominent
recitalists who regularly program works in the American classical guitar vernacular are Adam Holzman,
Stephen Robinson, the Los Angeles Guitar Quartet, The Gray/Pearl Duo, The Assad Duo, Ricardo Cobo,
Steven Aron, Lily Afshar and Dale Kavanuagh. Classical players who have made collaborative overtures to
popular styles include Sharon Isbin with Steve Vai and Antonio Carlos Jobim, Manuel Barrueco with Al
Dimeola, David Tannenbaum with Pepe D’Augustino, Arnaud Dumond with Pierre Pesnon, Benjamin
Verdery with Bill Coulter, Leo Kottke, and Ufonia, and Andrew York with Pierre Bensusan and
“International Guitar Night”. More information on this “baby boom” in our American classical guitar
lineage can be found in the following articles written by classical guitarists: Bryan Johanson, “Theme and
Variations” in his unpublished book manuscript titled “The Guitar: Its Music and History,” 134-35; and
David Tannenbaum, “Perspectives on the Classical Guitar in the Twentieth Century,” in The Cambridge
Companion to the Guitar (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 198.
22
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training, the majority had some experience with American popular music--rock guitar,
singer-songwriter literature, folk music, blues, rhythm-and-blues, Motown, and jazz.
Third, many of the players were introduced to the classical style through Segovia’s
recordings, but also through the work of artists who were more open than he was to
influences from the popular world and the classical avante-garde. Such artists include
John Williams, Julian Bream, Leo Brouwer, and Frederick Hand. Bryan Johanson, a
“baby boomer,” reflected on the contribution and formative influences of his generation
in the following way.

I think that everybody from my generation, you know -- guys who
are in their forties and fifties and in major teaching posts today--if they’re
being honest-- they’ll tell you that they didn’t grow up just listening to
classical guitar. I think that we are the American generation of classical
guitarists-- the first real American generation of classical guitarists. I am a
part of that and most of the guys that you learned from are probably from
that generation too.
The common American guitar experience is that you just pick it
up. Everybody picked up a guitar in their teens. It’s a rite of passage.
Everybody has got to have a guitar in their hands in this culture. They’ve
got to hold it. And I think to some degree we’ve all had the experience
where we’ve played electric guitar or acoustic guitar or popular music or
30

folk music--which is popular music--before any of us made the decision to
do classical. Almost everybody from the “American school” played
electric guitar or some kind of acoustic guitar in a band or whatever. Its
just part of our background, so there’s more of an appreciation for that.23

American Guitar Culture after Segovia
Even after the death of Segovia in 1987, the influence of his purist musical values
persisted even among the “baby boom” generation. These values often manifested
themselves in the critical reception of compositions and performances of the emerging
American classical guitar vernacular. Although the majority of the “boomers,” like
Johanson, claimed personal roots in American popular and traditional music, players who
did not study with Segovia directly found that it was his standard repertoire and not their
“American” work that was valued by record companies, competition juries, hiring
committees, and academic composers. For such reasons, the early “American” musical
offerings of maverick American guitarist/composers including Benjamin Verdery and
Andrew York were publicly and privately scorned as “not serious,” “not legitimate,” and
even as “a disgrace to the instrument.”24
From the late 1990s and into the twenty-first century, the professional incentives
of the classical guitar community began to change. Once-maligned mavericks began to
enjoy a comfortable level of mainstream acceptance. As their part-time guitar

23
24

Bryan Johanson, interview by author, September 22, 2003.
See Chapter 6, “Reception Issues.”
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professorships became more secure tenure-track positions, leading players became
increasingly open to new approaches to the instrument--especially works in the American
classical guitar vernacular--that brought new listeners and aspiring students to classical
concert series and programs. As established pedagogues, they began to realize that the
next generation of American classical guitarists would be confronted by challenges very
different from their own. In short, emerging guitarists were more educated and more
polished from a technical standpoint. But the professional incentives for following a
purist “Segovia-like” approach were disappearing. The trailblazing guitar professors
awarded tenure in the 1990s would not be retiring any time soon and similar academic
positions would be few and far between.25 The second post-Segovia generation (many of
whom were born in the 1960s and 1970s) thus had every incentive to follow in the
footsteps of mavericks. By necessity, they would have to find a voice and a professional
niche that would help them to stand out among their peers and, perhaps more importantly,
appeal to a wide audience.

The American Classical Guitar Vernacular Established
Their position within the classical guitar community secure, and their voices in
performance and composition garnering professional and commercial success, performers
and composers in the American classical guitar vernacular were empowered to contribute
their personal perspectives to a tradition forged in the twentieth century by Segovia. It

25

See Tannenbaum, “Perspectives,” 182.
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would seem emblematic that, in 2006, guitarist/composer Andrew York recorded a
program of his own American vernacular compositions on Segovia’s former guitar. In the
notes to the recording, York offered his telling perspective on the relationship between
Segovia’s legacy and his own work.

Andres Segovia is responsible for the entire world of classical
guitar as we know it today, from university degree programs to worldwide
concerts of classical guitar music. Segovia also made it his life’s mission
to create a repertoire for the instrument, and this he did; by transcribing
masterworks of the past (such as works by JS Bach) but also by working
directly with composers to create a living, modern body of work for the
guitar. Following Segovia’s life work, Julian Bream is especially noted for
increasing the guitar repertoire by commissioning many twentieth century
composers to write for the instrument.
My goal is the same as Segovia’s. On his guitar, I am playing new
music, just as he did in his day. Like him, I understand that it is vital to
push the musical envelope in new and unusual directions.26

26

Andrew York, Liner Notes, Hauser Sessions (Majian Music, 2006) The guitar played in this recording
was built in 1931 for Andres Segovia by Herman Hauser I. This instrument is owned by Trilogy Guitars –
www.trilogyguitars.com. York’s comments are supported by those of finger-style guitarist Ed Gerhard and
the writings of musicologist Richard Taruskin. Gerhard comments, “I think it’s important that our playing
progresses through time. I don’t think that tradition needs to be this perfect preserved phenomenon, but a
living thing – the alive, evolving, changing art that it truly is. We can only dig up the same dinosaur once,
you know what I mean?” Ed Gerhard, interview by author, April 14, 2004. Taruskin writes, “Verdi,
speaking ironically about the aims of verismo, said, ‘it’s fine to reproduce reality, but how much better to
create it.’…Mainstream performers have always tacitly recognized that tradition did not merely preserve,
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Of course, Segovia may not have approved of any of this. But that is precisely the
point. The playing field has changed and so have the players who dominate it. The
following chapters aim to shed light on the music and aesthetics of the first generation of
players in the American guitar vernacular--the “baby boomers” who have profoundly
reconfigured the landscape for the professional American classical guitarists who
followed them.

but adapted and potentially enriched what it sustained…seeing their work as part of the legitimate lifesupport system that kept contemporary art in contact with yesterday’s and vice versa.” Richard Taruskin,
Text and Act: Essays on Musical Performance, 57, 182.
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Chapter Two
Musical Values
“I wish I could play that fast. . . . But even if I could, I wouldn’t.”
--Ronnie Earl, blues guitarist.

Ronnie Earl shared this quip in a chat with guitarist Kirby Kelly as both admired
the sheer velocity of a colleague’s fingerwork onstage.1 The comment speaks to the fact
that in American guitar culture a player is guided in all respects of his or her music
making by a personal compass. As guitarist John Knowles put it: “great artists play out of
a values system.”2 The system varies from player to player but it might be defined
generally as the technical, interpretive, and conceptual aspects of music making that are
important to a guitarist on a personal level and which form the basis for every decision in
performing, composing, and teaching. Each player’s values system balances the stylistic
authenticities of a chosen guitar tradition and a sense of personal authenticity based in
one’s own cultural experience and creative drive. (The concepts of “stylistic authenticity”
and “personal authenticity” are discussed in separate sections below.) In addition, one has
to make certain choices: am I a purist? a maverick? both? It is a complex process. For
some, discerning a values system is a frustrating and elusive process that spans a lifetime.
For others, it is the first step to “finding a voice.” This chapter takes a look at how the
process works.
1
2

Kirby Kelley, interview by author, March 24, 2004.
John Knowles, interview by author, September 20, 2003.
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Initially, a player’s musical values are met through direct cultural experiences and
develop as he or she becomes increasingly interested in learning the musical vocabulary
of a specific style (blues, rock, classical, etc.). Musical values begin to germinate from
the moment one hears a personally meaningful concert, recording, or touches an
instrument. The development of a working values system then starts as the player
articulates and qualifies his or her influences. (“I like jazz because of Bill Frisell’s tone.
I like rock because of Hendrix’s energy.”) For many, this occurs only after their cultural
circumstances have intuitively led them to choose and study a particular style of playing.
(“Growing up in western Massachusetts, I was drawn to Arlo Gutherie.” “As a rebellious
teenager, I gravitated toward Black Sabbath.”) As one grows, the process becomes more
complex and, as one becomes more familiar with different styles, distinctions begin to
materialize. John Knowles discussed the way in which musical values manifest
themselves in the choices of style and the blends of stylistic authenticities heard in the
voices of American guitarists with multi-stylistic backgrounds.

If you ask people what they aspire to when they play, they’re going
to tell you about their values system. They’ll say, “I’d like to play these
kinds of pieces, this way and sound this way and play these kind of notes.”
That’s what they’re telling you. I don’t know that every player can tell you
all of those things sometimes. But if they can, they will be telling you
what they value--what they aspire to.
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If you ask some people around Nashville those questions, the first
thing out of their mouth is not going to be, “Well, I’d like to have a great
tone and strong consistent nails, and scales at [metronome marking] 186.”
[These are common concerns of the strictly classical guitarist.] As a matter
of fact, when you listen to a jazz guitarist, they’re not the least bit
concerned with some of that stuff right out of the gate. They are much
more concerned with being spontaneous, having a groove, and rhythmic
issues that are interpreted very differently.
What’s funny is when you travel around and you see the values
systems from one style spilling over to another. And this is what one can
really hear in the music of Ben [Verdery] and Andrew [York] who grew
up playing music outside of the classical style and adopting the values of
those styles--much in the way that you would adopt an accent if you grew
up in France instead of if the way you would sound if you took French in
high school. And you’re going to see them bring that to their playing.
And I think that is one of the most common things--someone who
grew up playing the electric or the acoustic guitar, listening to the Beatles
or James Taylor or whatever and then decides to take up the classic[al]
guitar and study it seriously. So by the time they come to the classic[al]
guitar, they have grown up in American popular culture. And it doesn’t go
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away. Just like the fact that Segovia grows up in Spain doesn’t go away
[for him].3

American guitarists like Andrew York, Benjamin Verdery, Bryan Johanson, and
David Leisner, who grew up in the multi-stylistic American guitar culture of the 1960s
and 1970s, developed values systems reflecting the music of their time and their unique
personal experiences. Though commonly grounded in the classical idiom--specifically, as
we have seen, the idiom defined by Segovia--the voices of these four guitarist/composers
nevertheless incorporate personally meaningful popular and folk styles.
The ultimate goal of a defined values system is a unique voice within a chosen
style. Players, however, do not develop their sounds in a vacuum. A values system is
shaped through the aspirations of the individual, the traditions of his or her stylistic
community, and his or her experiences on the cultural front. Once a player gravitates
toward a style, his or her first task is to fulfill the mandate of the “purist.” This involves a
complete immersion in a particular style (blues, for instance), becoming a member of its
community of players, and remaining true to the authenticities of the tradition. As the
musical vocabulary of other playing styles becomes part of one’s musical values, the
authenticities of those traditions must be honored as well. Along the way, each guitarist
begins to develop a sense of personal authenticity that, eventually, in a “maverick spirit,”
will manifest itself in a personal sound that is often lauded as “original.”
3

John Knowles, interview by author, September 20, 2003. Further discussion of the tangible musical
influence that a player’s personal background in American musical culture has on his or her voice in
performance and composition will be presented in Chapter Three.
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Benjamin Verdery is a guitarist/composer who has been dubbed an “American
original.” But he takes exception to the label, noting the clear stylistic and cultural
influences that inform his compositional process.

I’m actually really suspicious of “total originality.” I don’t think
there is total originality. I don’t think it happens. I think everything is
based on something else that comes from something else, that comes from
something--or someone--else. For me, writing has always been this
extraordinary combination of influences, but rooted in the music I grew up
with.4

It may well be that “total originality,” as Verdery put it, does not exist. But it
seems fair to say that there are nonetheless “original combinations” of diverse influences
that go into creating a distinctive sound. In the collective process that resulted in the
development of an American classical guitar vernacular, Verdery and his
guitarist/composer colleagues discovered and honed their values systems in diverse
cultural contexts and in dynamic professional relationships. Of course, the process is
never static. The parameters and aesthetic values of stylistic authenticities change with
the differing perspectives of each generation. In turn, each player’s concept of his or her

4

Benjamin Verdery, interview by author, September 23, 2003.
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own personal authenticity evolves through their exploration of the guitar, its stylistic
traditions, and his or her surrounding culture.

Stylistic Authenticity
In American guitar culture, stylistic authenticity refers to a particular guitar
community’s collective perspective on the techniques, sensibilities, aesthetics, and
history that define its style. This concept of authenticity sets limits on the technical and
interpretive standards for performance and identifies particular aspects of a tradition
(such as shaping right hand fingernails in the classical) and personalities (such as Robert
Johnson) that are valued and passed on as valid markers of a style from one generation to
the next.5 The benchmarks of “stylistic authenticity” can be applied to virtually every
aspect of guitar playing including the choice and construction of specific guitars,
approaches to right and left hand techniques, execution of rhythm, melody, harmony,
form, performance practice, choices of repertoire, and so forth. The benchmarks apply
even to such mundane considerations as notation and score preparation.6
5

These two particular examples: the shaping of the right hand fingernails in classical guitar playing, and
the importance of Robert Johnson in the American blues tradition, are significant examples of the power
that a single generation has in shaping an oral-apprenticeship tradition. During the Golden Age of the
Guitar in nineteenth century Europe, Dioniso Aguado (1784-1849) is credited with introducing the
technique of shaping the right hand nails to aid players in volume, power, and technical facility. Previous to
Aguado’s method, Nuevo Methodo Para Guitarra (1843), even seminal players such as Fernando Sor
(1784-1849) played with the tips of their fingers. Today, in the twenty-first century, fingernails are the
standard for classical guitarists. In blues history, Robert Johnson is a minor figure. Although he died
virtually unknown, he is now lauded as one of the most important blues artists ever recorded. This modern
interest in Johnson’s playing and revision of oral-apprenticeship tradition is due to the rediscovery of
Johnson’s recordings (just two discs’ worth) by players and listeners in the late twentieth century. See,
Johanson, The Guitar, 81, and Wald, Escaping the Delta, xv, 126.
6
Elements of stylistic authenticity as they relate to the American classical guitar vernacular will be defined
and discussed in Chapter 4.
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Players stress that stylistic authenticity is a holistic concept transcending specific
choices of instrument, literature, or experimentation with techniques. For example,
owning the right model of Fender Stratocaster alone will not make you a blues player. It
also requires that the player study the often intangible interpretive and aesthetic values of
a tradition. Instead of approaching a style as an outsider looking in, players are expected
to study a tradition from the inside out as an active participant within a specific
community. One might think of this approach as earning “street credibility.” By honoring
stylistic authenticity in this way, the values and vocabulary of each chosen tradition
become an organic part of a player’s voice, of allowing one to speak in an “authentic”
manner. This concept is of particular importance to classical guitarist/composers who
incorporate stylistic authenticities of the American guitar vernacular in their works. To do
otherwise presents significant risks. Guitarist Ed Gerhard discussed the aesthetic pitfalls
that occur when techniques from the American guitar vernacular are incorporated into
classical compositions piece-meal and the intangibles of stylistic authenticity are ignored.

To take the “roots” approach to classical music by deconstructing
it doesn’t work. It’s hard to take the roots approach unless you’ve lived it.
I think that sometimes classical guys play the rock stuff and they’re so far
on the outside looking in that it can resonate as false and bullshit. And
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there would be just as much contrivance if I were to sit down right now
and play a Bach Cello Suite.7

In American guitar culture, classical performances and compositions that draw
from vernacular styles such as blues, jazz, or rock are labeled “crossover.” This term
means that the musical vocabulary of the work literally “crosses over” traditional
parameters of style. From the player’s perspective, a successful crossover work honors
the stylistic authenticities of its influencing styles but remains grounded within the
stylistic authenticities of player’s chosen style. By this standard, a classical piece written
with a folk influence can speak “authentically” on its own, but (due to its primary
classical approach) would not be accepted as “folk” music. Addressing this issue in an
interview, guitarist Seth Austen made a particular reference to the work of Andrew York.

Andrew York is a good example of a classical composer with a
real authentic “roots” influence. Andrew York is a new classical
composer. He isn’t a folk composer. It would make sense that he has a
varied background that includes folk music because he’s using “old”

7

Ed Gerhard, interview by author, April 14, 2004. The term “roots” used in this context is a common term
for the American guitar vernacular. “Roots music” will be discussed further in Chapter 3. Gerhard’s
comments are supported by those of finger-style guitarist John Knowles, a player who studied the classical
tradition. “The time I spent learning the classic guitar, I was 100% dedicated to learning how to do that.
The time I spent learning how to play like Chet Atkins, I was 100% dedicated to learning how to do that.
It’s really a situation that involves much more than just literature, but you have to come to terms with the
values that go along with the music. Anything less is disrespectful to the tradition. You have to really say,
“this is what I’m gonna be,” and you have to go at it as if it’s what you’re going to do for life, or really and
truly make it a part of your life.” John Knowles, interview by author, September 20, 2003.
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techniques, but his primary compositional language and technique is
classical.8

The stylistic authenticity of a work is judged among players by two standards.
First, one considers whether or not it adheres to the contemporary stylistic values of the
guitar community from which it draws. Second, it is judged by the standards of the style
in which the composer has chosen to write. Players who write a crossover piece must be
clear about the specific vocabulary they are borrowing and convincing in the way they
incorporate these influences into a new work. Guitarist and “old-time” (another way of
saying “early country”) musician Greg Horne addressed the subtleties of this art in the
following way.

If you’re a classical violinist and you’re dying to play old-time
music, it doesn’t behoove you to get a book of fiddle tunes and try to play
them through classical arrangements. If what you want to do is really play
in that style, then you have to go out and find some old-time players and
learn old-time music. If you want to write purely classical variations on
the melodies, then fine, but that is something different. If you want an
arrangement that is somewhere in the middle, then you have to be really

8

Seth Austen, interview by author, March 14, 2004.
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clear about what you’re carrying over and make sure you have that fiddle
stuff from the source and then set it in the classical context.
But that’s where it gets tricky because if you substitute one style
for another and call it the same, that’s where it doesn’t work. I think that
as a player you can really feel the discrepancy. It’s a matter of your
motivation, that’s what makes it rise and fall. It comes down to stylistic
honesty and adventurousness. And of course, there are discussions in
every style about these issues. These discussions don’t just happen in the
classical world.9

As Horne sees it, the key to developing a focused approach to stylistic
authenticity is to define one’s artistic and stylistic motivation. For players, this task
becomes more and more natural as they develop a sense of their own “personal
authenticity,” the issue to which we turn next.

Personal Authenticity
Among players, the phrase “personal authenticity” describes a quality in those
who perform and compose out of a values system that reflects their personal experiences
within a music culture as well as their unique assimilation of traditions in a chosen style.
Throughout their musical lives, a player’s sense of personal authenticity becomes his or
her foundation for stylistic exploration and expression. The amount of personal
9

Greg Horne, interview by author, March 10, 2004.
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authenticity found in a work or a performance will vary. To some, it is a measure of one’s
cultural honesty, musical integrity, and the courage to be “true to themselves.” As blues
guitarist Kirby Kelley put it: “The question every player has to answer for themselves is:
How much of your musical reality are you willing to embrace?”10
The development of personal authenticity begins as players define their musical
values in a chosen style. It grows and transforms as players make choices in repertory,
focus on particular aspects of technical facility, and make decisions about interpretations
and whether or not to “cross over” or stay within specific traditions. Some classical
players value tone and melodic phrasing, for example, and will develop a voice in their
style that is distinct from those who value speed and power or rhythmic groove.
Likewise, players who cross over to the American guitar vernacular will develop an
approach to the instrument that is different from those who do not. For example, they will
likely incorporate strumming or finger-picking techniques from outside of the standard
classical player’s “bag of tricks.”11 These decisions begin to set players apart from one
another in terms of their personal sounds.
In developing their personal values, players find that preferences must come from
within in order to sound “authentic.” In the oral-apprenticeship traditions of American
guitar communities, student players often learn by copying the interpretive gestures and
techniques valued by their mentors. While this practice is important, the reality of

10

Kirby Kelley, interview by author, March 24, 2004.
A “bag-of-tricks” is a slang term for the standard technical and interpretive vocabulary of a particular
stylistic tradition.
11
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personal authenticity is that it can only derive from every individual’s unique musical
values. Every player has to speak in his or her own voice.12
The process of self-discovery, of transition from student to artist, takes place in
every style. But the discovery of one’s personal authenticity in the classical guitar world
is confronted by certain challenges. As the classical guitar became accepted in
institutions of higher learning and increasing numbers of students entered guitar degree
programs from the 1970s through the 1990s, two things happened that affected a player’s
development of personal authenticity. First, the pedagogy on the instrument became more
standardized, with groups of students required to study the same repertoire and technical
exercises. Second, the average length of a student’s attendance in degree programs
doubled from one generation to the next. Classical guitarists can spend nearly a decade in
higher education working through a “tried and true” pedagogy with music that has been
chosen for them. Because of the fairly standardized pedagogical approach, many
contemporary classical players reach a level of technical virtuosity without successfully
developing their personal authenticity.
12

This point is supported by the thoughts of finger-style guitarist John Knowles and musicologist Arthur
Mendel. John Knowles offers, “On a personal level, timing, tone, and line take on different importance to
different players. For example, Segovia would often sacrifice everything else for one great note. We’ve all
heard him do that. So that note is really great when Segovia gives it consideration beyond what the score
intends. However, other players hear that and think, ‘Oh, that’s how it goes.’ Well, it doesn’t, because
you’re not Segovia. For him that’s how it goes – and that’s why it works.” John Knowles, interview by
author, September 20, 2003. Mendel, quoted in an essay entitled “The Services of Musicology to the
Practical Musician” by Richard Taruskin, comments, “Lesser men, then, in search of the secret of the
compelling power of the greater artist’s interpretation, grasp at the details in which it obviously differs from
others – details which the great interpreter has not found explicit in the notation but which have been
suggested to him through his own re-creative imagination. And the lesser men imagine that if they imitate
these details they will achieve an effect similar to that of the performance in which the details occurred.”
Richard Taruskin. Text and Act: Essays on Music and Performance, (New York, Oxford University Press,
1995), p. 187.
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Yet, even in an academic setting, young guitarists must make a commitment to
developing their own values system. In that regard, some have mined the styles of the
American guitar vernacular. By crossing over the parameters of their style, the classical
players who first explored the American guitar vernacular were able to move beyond the
standard pedagogy of their classical training. For many, this was a first step in finding a
personal sound. Ed Gerhard categorized this path to personal authenticity as comparable
to that of American popular players.

When you start hearing things--it’s like learning a language. You
know, when we’re kids, we start hearing things and basically imitate what
we’re hearing. But then at some point, we have to link what we’re hearing
to a concept so we can really learn the language and speak it on our own. I
think that music is the same way.
Really, when you come at guitar playing from a folk or blues or
rock perspective, what you want out of the instrument and what you put
into it is valid--almost right from the beginning. And it seems that in the
classical “world” that is not always the case. There is an accepted valid
approach, and you have to spend your whole life learning that technique,
style, and the standard repertoire--the Sor and Villa-Lobos--in order to
find your own sound within that approach. And I think that to that end,
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there aren’t a lot of classical players nowadays that make it to the point
where you can really tell them apart from one another.
I think that had been true--with Chris Parkening, and Oscar
Ghiglia, and John Williams--some of the older guys--and it’s changing
more and more now through the things that you are talking about [i.e.,
exploring the American guitar vernacular]. I love that! When I hear Ben
Verdery play, I say, “Man, that’s Ben!” And to me, that’s essential for
music to survive--to hear the individual personalities and the individual
information that comes through the instrument.13

For each American guitarist, whether or not the choice is made to cross over, the
path to personal authenticity is a process of self-discovery. Therefore, in order to
understand this concept in more specific terms, we will turn to look at the paths taken by
four players, Benjamin Verdery, Andrew York, Bryan Johanson, and David Leisner.

13

Ed Gerhard, interview by author, April 14, 2004. Gerhard’s comments are supported by those of fingerstyle guitarist John Knowles, who remarks, “I think that in some cases what we’re looking at is a case of
unquestioned values. Players have adopted values from their teachers or their influences without realizing
what the real musical implications are. They are not playing from their own values system. Great artists are
true to themselves. And, when someone has been influenced by these players but has not developed their
own values system, they don’t sound like the genuine article and they don’t sound like themselves either.
One of the hardest things to do as a player is to grow up in the presence of somebody who has profoundly
understood their own values and then walk away and find your own voice. It’s just like the way we all
basically talk like our relatives – you end up absorbing.” John Knowles, interview with author, September
20, 2003.
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Four Paths to Personal Authenticity
For Verdery, York, Johanson, and Leisner, the rediscovery of their musical
influences outside of the classical style proved catalysts in the search for their voices. As
music school students and young professionals, each had achieved a level of success
within the parameters of the classical style. Collectively this success involved recording
and performing the standard repertoire, composing in traditional classical forms, entering
competitions, and passing on the standard pedagogy as professors in growing guitar
departments. At some point, however, each of these guitarist/composers gravitated
toward musical values that were rooted in American popular styles. Once the personally
relevant “crossover” values were identified, each began the process of integrating their
vernacular influences within the classical style.
For Bryan Johanson, the process became a conceptual wrestling match between
the mandates of stylistic authenticity and his own cultural influences. Like many classical
composers, Johanson felt a responsibility to live up to the dictates of the classical
tradition--one that did not include the music of his own personal background. As he
developed his musical values, however, he felt compelled to develop a personally
authentic voice in composition.

I used to be a straight classical composer. I was influenced by folk
music, and you find that in some of my pieces--you’ll see quotes of folk
songs. I go up to “Opus 47”--the first group of compositions all have opus
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numbers. Then I canned opus numbers. I just started to feel this ridiculous
pressure. What I found was that as I started getting higher up, I started
mentally to get all contorted. I reached Opus 47, and I thought--“okay,
that’s Sibelius’s violin concerto, Shostakovich No. 5.” [In other words, I
started to think about] other Opus 47’s. And I really put pressure on
myself. And in the opus 40s, every work was a half an hour, or forty-five
minutes long--huge works. It was the pressure I was putting on myself,
because I was looking at the European model of compositional technique.
In the 1960s and 1970s, most composers were being trained to
compose in an international style. I was trained in serial composition and
classical composition and I shook that serial stuff off pretty early. One of
the things that took a lot longer to shake off was just the stranglehold of
the idea that “you only do one or the other”.
I felt like I wanted a language that could freely express whatever. I
wanted to create a language that you would have to recognize as
American, but that at the same time was uniquely mine. So it was this big
shift in the sense of “How do I incorporate my roots into my music?” I
have to write music that’s honest to me. It’s not just classical--it’s music.
It’s music that is a blend of all the things that I’m rooted in. So I started
struggling for a vernacular that would reflect all that.14

14

Bryan Johanson, interview by author, September 22, 2003.
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For David Leisner, the path to personal authenticity in his “American voice” was
characterized by an attempt to balance musical values based in the vernacular with those
based in the classical style. In the midst of his many influences, it was the clarity of his
values and his acknowledgement of their sources that allowed this composer to find his
voice.

When I listened to popular music, I heard a tremendous amount of
life. And at the same time what the popular music lacked was a kind of
complexity and depth that classical music always had. So I think that my
mission at that point was to bring the two together somehow and see what
I could find in common between the two. In certain pieces, what I very
much was attempting to do was to find the borderline between art music
and popular music. I was specifically trying to find that place right in the
middle.15

Andrew York described the rediscovery of his values in the American guitar
vernacular as an intuitive process rather than a conscious choice. From the beginning of
his dedicated study of the guitar, York had a sense that the development of his personal
authenticity would be a necessary part of finding a voice.

15

David Leisner, interview by author, September 24, 2003.
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When I focused on the classical guitar seriously, I went back to my
roots in folk music. I wouldn’t say it was conscious, just inevitable. I was
exploring. I was doing what I needed to do. I always wanted my music to
be honest and personal, so it compelled me and gravitated me back to my
earliest influences. I really had no choice. You have to explore your own
musical upbringing--you have no choice. If you don’t, you sound
derivative--you’re imitating someone else. You can only explore your own
life. So I began to do that.16

Reflecting on his path to personal authenticity, Benjamin Verdery found that his
eclectic musical influences fit naturally together in his voice. It is his intuitive approach
to his values system that allows the authenticites of different styles to manifest
themselves in his classical composition.

Whatever I’ve learned or taken in, in any way--whether it’s
through listening or study, it tends to come out in my writing. I’ll tend to
be able to say, “Well this is kind of like this, or this reminds me of this”.
Someone else may say, “Well you must be nuts. That piece doesn’t sound

16

Andrew York, interview by author, April 14, 2004.
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anything like Brahms or Alman Brothers to me.” But that doesn’t mean
that in my way of thinking that it doesn’t.
My music incorporates all the things I love, but through my filter. I
think that that’s what we all do if we’re truly open. We’re constantly
influenced by everyone and then we filter it our own way. And I think,
well, I know that I’m not alone--I’ve heard other composers say the exact
same thing. You’ve been inspired by a song or a piece and it comes out in
a different way in your music.
I always need to have things in my pieces that make me smile, that
make me light up. And the same is true for the music I listen to. There’s
something about these tunes, these pieces that I just love--that just kills
me. It might be a solo, it might be a great riff, his singing, some element
that I love. It may not be the whole piece by any matter of means. But,
there will be something in that little element that really ignites something
in me subconsciously or consciously.17

In the context of the oral-apprenticeship traditions of their stylistic communities
and the broader contemporary American culture, players are subject to influences that
affect the development of their musical values. These four classical guitarist/composers -York, Verdery, Johanson, and Leisner -- and their colleagues in traditional and popular

17

Benjamin Verdery, interview by author, September 25, 2003.
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styles identified factors that influenced their own sense of stylistic and personal
authenticity.

Challenges to Authenticity
This examination of musical values and authenticities would not be complete
without some mention of the challenges to their development. Challenges to selfexpression are not unique to music, of course. In this section, then, we will limit
ourselves to a few relevant cases in the classical music world; beginning with David
Leisner’s recollection of an encounter he had with his first composition teacher.

I had a terrible experience with the teacher Theodore Norman. At
the time, he was sort of a “big wig” in the classical guitar world in Los
Angeles and he had been trained as a violinist and a composer in the
Schoebergian style.18 He was famous for a lot of methods and anthologies
that he put out with Schoenberg and so on. He was my first official
classical teacher. I had gotten up the guts at one point to present him with
one of the pieces I’d been writing. And you know, I asked him to look at
it. And when I came back the next week, he handed it back to me like it
was a dirty towel. All he said to me was, “It’s amazing how conservative
young people are these days.”
18

The term “Schoenbergian style” refers to the compositional style of Arnold Schoenberg, a major figure
in 20th century composition known for his strict 12-tone compositional technique.
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So, this was a man who came very deeply from the Schoenberg
twelve- tone tradition. And was, like so many of those people, adamant
about that style of writing and very self-righteous about that as being the
only way to write music. And, I just crashed--I thought, “I have nothing to
offer as a composer, I’m just not going to do it anymore.”19

Players agree that the values system of a teacher is a powerful influence that can
only be put into perspective with time and artistic maturity. Many gain perspective on the
influences of their student years after spending a length of time in the professional world
as an individual artist. But Leisner’s response is telling. Many players will not make it
past the first bad experience with a teacher. Early on, the drive for personal authenticity is
often stopped in its tracks before it has ever left the station.
The next type of challenge will be met only after a student has spent some time
with a teacher in a formal or academic environment. Players in the guitar community
refer to it as the “Mount Everest Mentality”, which equates mastering technical difficulty
with musical superiority. This mentality is common not only in classical, but also in jazz
music.20 Most artists will grow out of this narrow focus on speed and agility, but
19

David Leisner, interview by author, September 24, 2003.
The concept of the “Mount Everest mentality” is further elaborated upon in the thoughts of jazz and
world guitarist Jeff Peretz and blues guitarist David Hamburger. Peretz remarks, “I think this goes for
everybody, whether in classical or jazz. You exhaust the possibilities that you see in the first music that you
play. An instrument is like any other skill-based endeavor – you want to challenge yourself, and that often
takes you to different styles. Then, as you get older, hopefully the criteria changes and becomes more about
making an artistic statement.” Jeff Peretz, interview by author, September 29, 2003. Hamburger remarks, “I
get a lot of people coming to me saying, ‘I want to play jazz.’ And I say, ‘Why? Why jazz? Did you grow
up with Duke Ellington? Did you hear a Charlie Christian record and love it?’ And more often than not, the
20
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guitarist/composers who draw from the American guitar vernacular find that many of
their colleagues carry the prejudices of the “Mount Everest Mentality” into their musical
maturity. Pieces that are written with a vernacular sensibility are often dismissed as
“easy.” Furthermore, players who do approach these works will often assume that their
classical technique is superior to that of the influencing styles and will thus overlook
crucial physical and interpretive gestures that honor stylistic authenticity.
Andrew York discussed the authenticities of the folk tradition that are required to
interpret some of his pieces and the surprise this realization presents to certain classical
students prejudiced by the “Mount Everest Mentality.”

There are times when classical players will play something [that
I’ve written] for me, and every note is there, and clean and “right,” but it
doesn’t really come to life. And then I show them--“look, the first bass
note is played with the flesh, and then the second is accented, so the line
pulls here” and they say “ohhh.” Unless they’ve come to the classical
guitar from a rock or pop background, they’re not used to it, and may not
have even thought of it. It is a different way of playing. It’s a different
sensibility. It requires good technique to do it, which shocks some players
when they try to do it. They realize--“Damn. That’s hard to do well.”

answer is, ‘Well, I play blues, and jazz is supposed to be hard, so that seems to be the next thing I should
work on.’ And it’s the same with classical, because classical is someplace to go when you feel like you’ve
exhausted a finger-picking acoustic or folk-rock music.” David Hamburger, interview by author, September
28, 2003.
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Another challenge is especially palpable at the established professional level.
Within each stylistic community (classical, blues, jazz, etc.), composers and performers
accept a responsibility to continue and improve on the standards of their chosen tradition.
This is a concept known as “furthering the style.” In the classical community, players
“further the style” by pushing the envelope on technical virtuosity, adding to the
repertoire, and passing on knowledge through oral-apprenticeship traditions. For many
players, the sense of responsibility to preserve a received style and pass it on as purely as
possible to the next generation overrides the quest for personal authenticity. Classical
guitarist/composers who feel compelled to “further the tradition” often find themselves
bound by traditional forms and a mandate to fill gaps left in the repertoire when the
instrument fell out of favor in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Bryan
Johanson discussed the pressure he felt as a young composer trying to live up to this
expectation.

I wrote a set of variations on a Finnish folk melody,
“Metamorphosis” for solo guitar. No one plays it. It’s God-awful . . . okay,
it’s not that it’s terrible . . . it’s just way too long. It’s a half an hour long
piece and it’s built on themes of Sibelius. I show it to people now and they
go: “Man--half an hour, are you nuts?” And they’re right. But I was
thinking: “We don’t have that kind of repertoire and it would be good to
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add that kind of stuff.” The pressure gets to composers when we compare
ourselves with composers from previous generations. It’s inevitable,
because we’re competing with those guys for concert space and recording
space.21

Classical performers who focus their professional careers on teaching in an
academic setting feel a responsibility to “further the tradition” by performing the standard
repertoire that their students are required to study. Benjamin Verdery, who has found his
own voice outside of this repertoire, discussed this pressure and his response to it as a
performer and an educator.

As a player, especially at Yale, I feel pressure to play some
standard repertoire. And it’s not that I think it’s crap--I mean, not even
remotely. But, do I want to put in that kind of time? No, I just don’t. In
order to play something I have to ask not, “should I play this?” but “does
this move me?” I realize that our life is short, and I can’t possibly play
everything.
I can still say to my students, “Listen, there’s a lot about this piece
that I admire and I can help you play it. But I don’t feel that at this point in
my life I’m going to learn it.” I feel better about that. Better than saying,

21

Bryan Johanson, interview by author, September 22, 2003.
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“Now at this point in my life I’m going to play a program of music that I
think I should play. I’ve often seen how students don’t listen to music with
an open heart. Instead, they are saying, “I should play this. I have to play
some Sor now”, or whatever it is, instead of “Let me see if I love this, let
me see if I can understand this”.22

Finally, it bears mentioning a factor that affects guitarists at every stage and in
every style--economics. In a nutshell, whether you are a novice or professional, whether
you play classical, blues, country, or rock, personal authenticity will always be affected
to some degree by what people are willing to pay in order to study with or listen to you.
To succeed in a free market system, one’s personal authenticity has to merge to some
degree with an outsider’s tastes and expectations.23

*

*

*

*

*

This chapter has taken a brief look at musical values, authenticities, and the
challenges to a truly authentic personal expression. The development of a musical values
22

Benjamin Verdery, interview by author, September 25, 2003.
Commenting on the influence of economics on a player’s concept of authenticity, jazz guitarist Mitch
Watkins began by referencing the concert career of classical guitarist Andres Segovia, which he pursued
into his ninety-third year. “I’m gonna be playing ‘til I’m ninety too, not because it’s a cool thing, but
because I need to keep working. That’s a real question – ‘Can anyone afford to be a purist anymore?’ As a
working musician, I would say that the professional options for players who don’t branch out have become
limited. One of my best friends, sometimes we’ll end up on [recording] sessions together. And one of us
will play some traditional [jazz], notey sounding line, and the other will say, ‘Food stamps.’ And those two
words say so much, huh?” Mitch Watkins, interview by author, April 20, 2004.
23
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system is an essential step in “finding a voice.” It is, in essence, the personal compass
that will lead you there. American guitarists with a multi-stylistic background are
presented with the challenge of blending their many influences with the authenticities of
their chosen styles. For Benjamin Verdery, Andrew York, Bryan Johanson, and David
Leisner, personal authenticity is a blend of many stylistic authenticities rooted in their
American experiences. The following chapter takes a closer look at the panorama of
styles in the American guitar vernacular and how they have colored the works of these
four composers and like-minded artists.
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Chapter Three
American Roots
The thing about “roots” is that it’s a living thing. You don’t just pick up on your roots.
You live your roots. I think in classical music “roots” is folk music. But in American
music--“roots” is just whatever. And I think that’s a cool thing.
--Bryan Johanson1
Bryan Johanson’s concept of “roots” suggests a duality present in the background
of each American guitarist. His observation speaks to the fact that a player’s voice is
equally rooted in direct cultural experience (personal roots) and the traditions of a chosen
style (stylistic roots). Ideally the two will merge together--you will “live your roots.”
Others share this concept. As blues guitarist Kirby Kelley put it, “Roots music is a
collection of sounds that are indelibly innate in culture--the sounds that you live with, so
that once your ears and your heart feel them, they naturally come out in your playing and
in how you perform.”2 In performance and composition, contemporary American players
strive to reconcile their pan-stylistic personal roots with the story of the stylistic roots
handed down to them in the oral-apprenticeship tradition of their stylistic community.
The individual balance that players find (or do not find) between their personal and
stylistic roots forms the foundation for their musical values system and their developing
“voices.”

1
2

Bryan Johanson, interview by author, September 22, 2003.
Kirby Kelley, interview by author. March 24, 2004.
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This dual concept of roots (personal and stylistic) is a living enterprise dependent
on the collective perspective of each generation of players within a professional
community. Players who embrace their multi-stylistic personal roots are likely to develop
a stylistic roots perspective that supports their “crossover” aesthetic. In turn, players who
focus their musical energy on one style honor and advance a singular perspective on their
stylistic roots. In the 1970s and 1980s, guitarist/composers Andrew York, Benjamin
Verdery, Bryan Johanson, and David Leisner brought their inclusive personal roots into a
classical guitar community that was dominated by a purist perspective. This chapter
examines the formative effects of American roots on these individual guitarists and the
way in which their perspectives illuminated the deeper roots of the American classical
guitar tradition.

Personal Roots
A discussion of “American roots” music begins with a player’s reflection on his
or her background in American guitar culture. Players define their “personal roots” as a
collection of their direct experiences with the guitar as children and young adults. These
include concert experiences, lessons, gigs, practice habits, memberships in rock bands or
ensembles, and the influence of friends, teachers, and favorite recordings. American
players who grew up with the guitar in the culture of the 1960s and 1970s commonly cite
a panorama of folk, rock, blues, jazz, and classical influences. As they turned their focus
to one style in pursuit of a professional career, many players came to the realization that
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the music of their childhood could be significant to their adult musical lives. Bryan
Johanson recalled the moment in his career that brought him back to his personal roots.

I just realized that I wasn’t having enough fun. I started to get
worried about that. Everything was abstract. I was writing symphonies,
concertos, quartets, but I began to feel that I wanted to appeal more to my
fun side, and my poetic side. And, I began to think about this exact issue
that you’re talking about, “what is roots music?” And then, “what are my
roots?” I’ve sort of had this startling revelation that “roots” music is really
the music that you grew up with, the music that you’re rooted in. And I
had put the music I grew up with behind me. Not that I was embarrassed
or anything, but I was just getting on with the business of becoming an
adult composer. But I realized that the music I’m rooted in--the music that
I really love--is very diverse.3

Once the decision is made to embrace the music of their eclectic American roots,
players often find that their influence has been latent in their subconscious, forming a
natural part of their relationship with the guitar. Guitarist/composer Benjamin Verdery
discussed the mix of rock and classical music in his personal roots and the intuitive
nature of his compositional process.

3

Bryan Johanson, interview by author. September 22, 2003.
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I think the music you grew up with in your very early years--preteen, teens--is extraordinarily powerful. All of the music I’ve written has
always been influenced by something I either grew up with or am
currently influenced by. I’m always combining my rock and classical
influences. For instance, right now I’m in the middle of writing a new
piece, and for lack of a better term, it has a rock feeling and energy--very
visceral. It is also combined with everything else that I learned in college
about classical music because I also fell in love with Bach in my teen
years--my late teens--after spending so much time in rock ‘n roll. I love
rock guitar. I love Baroque music. For me, it’s an extraordinary
combination of influences that are always working together all the time in
my subconscious, but rooted in the music I grew up with.”4

While the development of personal roots on the instrument is unique to each
American guitarist, players share cultural experiences with the members of their
generation. For players born after 1950, the influence of these experiences grew in
strength as the guitar advanced to the forefront of American popular culture.

Shared Personal Roots: “My Generation”
By the 1960s, the guitar became synonymous with American music--a seminal
instrument for folk, blues, rock, and jazz and a symbol of “coming of age” in social
4

Benjamin Verdery, interview by author, September 25, 2003.
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culture. During the 1960s and 1970s, the presence of folk music in the peace movement
and the explosion of ground-breaking rock styles linked the guitar with a sense of social
consciousness, the power of cultural unity, rebellion, self-expression, and being “cool”-concepts that resonated with the broader American popular culture.
With unprecedented access to radio, television, and recordings, young American
listeners heard the guitar in all of these styles and began to identify with the instrument
itself. Even before they touched an instrument, players recall that something compelled
them to “pretend play” as children. They imagined guitars out of tennis rackets, any
object found lying around, or--absent that--the air. (In a blast to the past, air guitar
competitions have become something of a phenomenon in recent years.) Guitarist Lou
Manzi recalled precisely that and revealed: “before I could even play anything on the
guitar--I used to get together with the kids in the neighborhood and ‘play’ in a ‘band’ on
fake guitars we made out of cardboard.”5
As these young listeners became young adults, the symbolism of the guitar took
on deeper meaning. Bryan Johanson illustrated the cultural significance of the instrument
as a “rite of passage” to his generation and to subsequent generations with the following
story.

I have three brothers. When my older brother’s son turned
fourteen, my other brother and I got him an electric guitar. We got him a

5

Lou Manzi, interview by author, April 15, 2004.
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“Flying V” and a crappy amp.6 He never learned to play it, but as far as
he’s concerned, that was like the moment he became a teenager. He still
talks about it. He’s in his twenties now and he still has it. He’s got it on his
wall and it represented to him the rite of passage. He had become...like...
cool. And everyone wanted to come to his house and mess around with the
guitar. He slept with the amp on because he liked the hum. He never
played it--it wasn’t there to play. It was there to comfort and identify
with.7

Young listeners who were inspired to learn the guitar in this cultural environment
commonly experimented with the versatility of their instrument and its ability to bridge
traditions. In doing so, they were fitting into an American popular guitar culture that had
become a working balance between the purist values of preserving American folk
traditions and the maverick desires to innovate and reflect contemporary perspectives.
The Newport Folk Festivals of the early 1960s renewed American public interest in the
“pure” folk and blues guitar traditions. At the same time, many folk and blues players
became mavericks. They modernized traditional music by going “electric,” mixing sacred
and secular music in R&B and soul, and contributing their original material to the
American “songbag.” Unable to find steady work in a segregated social system, many of
America’s cutting edge African American guitarists found work and critical acclaim in
6

A “Flying V” is a type of electric guitar that was very popular in the 1980s. The body of the instrument is
shaped like the letter “V.” An “amp” is an abbreviation for amplifier.
7
Bryan Johanson, interview by author, September 22, 2003.
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England, sparking a phenomenon known as the “British Invasion” by which British rock
bands re-introduced the American public to the sounds of their fellow citizens.8
The guitar sounds of folk, blues, country, rock, and R&B blended in the
contemporary consciousness to form the personal roots of a generation of American
guitarists. Relaying this common generational experience, jazz guitarist Adam Levy
discussed the natural blend of styles present in his childhood roots with the guitar.

When you’re at summer camp, you know, the songs that
everybody seems to know are American folk songs--songs that you might
have heard in coffee shops in Greenwich Village in the 1960s.
When I got home, I added all of that to the music I was into, which was
the Beatles. And the Beatles really are American roots music for people of
our generation--even though they’re British and not very rootsy. Those are
the songs that you walk around whistling to yourself. You think of
“Michelle” as a folk song, you don’t think of it as some clever songwriter
8

Seminal players of the Newport Folk Festival included folk players Pete Seeger, Bob Dylan, Joan Baez,
and blues players Son House and Muddy Waters. In two storied moments in Newport history, country and
country blues artists Maybelle Carter and Mississippi John Hurt appeared with urban blues artist John Lee
Hooker (1963) and Bob Dylan went “electric” (1965). In both “moments,” the performers controversially
pushed the accepted parameters of their styles. In country music, Johnny Cash and his colleagues brought
traditional and sacred songs into the mainstream while in the rock and folk communities, singer/songwriters
enlisted bands and created “folk rock.” These artists included The Byrds, Creedence Clearwater Revival,
and James Taylor. Recording artists for Stax, Atlantic, and Motown combined blues and Gospel to create
R&B and soul, and Jimi Hendrix infused rock with the raw emotion of the blues. “British Invasion” bands
included the Rolling Stones, Led Zeppelin, Cream, and the Beatles--bands inspired by African American
guitarists including Albert King and Jimi Hendrix. For further reference on the seminal moments in
Newport’s history referenced here, as well as the relationship of the festival to American social and popular
culture, see, Robert Cantwell, When We Were Good: The Folk Revival, (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1996), 298-299, 308-309.
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sitting down and writing it. There were also a couple of acoustic guitar
folkies that really influenced Jimmy Page and trickled down to the
acoustic side of Zeppelin. All of those songs where you hear Jimmy Page
playing acoustic--especially in alternate tunings--are influenced by these
guys. The British scene worked its way into our background. I mean, what
American guitar player doesn’t have a bunch of Zeppelin records? So
everybody heard that stuff.9

In addition to popular and traditional guitar styles, the American public had
unprecedented exposure to classical guitar recordings due to the fame of Spanish guitar
virtuoso Andres Segovia. For the first time in the modern history of the instrument, a
classical guitarist became a household name, and the repertoire and technique of the
classical style had a tangible influence on modern American players. Seminal players
from this generation in every American guitar tradition, from rock, to jazz, to classical
acknowledge that the recordings of Segovia stand alongside those of the Beatles, James
Taylor, and Motown in their personal roots.
During the 1960s and 1970s, each American guitarist was influenced by a
personal combination of these disparate “American” guitar styles. To look deeper into the

9

Adam Levy, interview by author, March 21, 2004. For further reference on the Greenwich Village folk
music scene, see Cantwell, When We Were Good, 286-290.
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concept of “personal American roots,” we look into the experiences of Andrew York,
Benjamin Verdery, Bryan Johanson, and David Leisner.

The Personal Roots of Four American Guitarists
Guitarist/composers Benjamin Verdery, Andrew York, Bryan Johanson, and
David Leisner are classical guitarists with personal American roots in popular music,
folk, classical music, and jazz. Their four unique “voices” in the American classical
community defined the contemporary standards of style for their generation and beyond.
The eclectic backgrounds of these American classical guitarists shaped their individual
and collective perspective as professional classical musicians.
In the biographical sketch that opens Benjamin Verdery’s Easy Classical Guitar
Recital, a book he wrote in the 1990’s, the author reveals his personal roots in “air
guitar,” British Invasion rock, and the classical recordings of Julian Bream. Like many
players, an influential teacher guided Verdery’s interests and helped him discover what
would become his chosen style.

Benjamin Verdery began playing guitar at age nine when his
parents bought him a plastic Emenee guitar. Prior to receiving this coveted
gift, he was a self-proclaimed genius at what is now commonly called “air
guitar.” He graduated from the Emenee to a twenty-five dollar steel-string
guitar with strings so high off the fretboard that he was able to do chin-ups
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on them. He played such songs as “Day Tripper” and “You Really Got
Me” until his fingers bled. His parents took pity on him and bought him an
electric guitar. After that, he was rarely seen doing any of his household
chores as he was constantly playing--at great volume. Louder was better.
He spent the years from ten to eighteen badgering guitarists into teaching
him licks. He played in several rock bands with many musicians who are
still making great music.
At age seventeen he heard an all-Bach harpsichord recital. This
inspired him to try to play Bach on an electric guitar. The results were
questionable if not disastrous. He was advised to learn classical guitar. His
parents bought him a recording of Julian Bream. He had never heard of
Bream, but liked the fact that the last four letters of his name were the
same as one of his favorite rock bands, Cream. And, besides, he was
British, so he had to be good. With his summer earnings, he bought
himself a one hundred dollar classical guitar whose label read “Hauser.” It
was indeed a quiet instrument, which sounded much better when he put
his ear right up to the wood and played. Not having to deal with all the
mucky-muck of wires, pedals and knobs was both disturbing and
liberating.
In the fall of his last year of high school, he was rescued by the
teaching of Phillip de Fremery. Mr. de Fremery gave Ben lengthy weekly
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guitar lessons in which he taught how to play the classical guitar and also
how to read music. Tears were shed and music stands were kicked across
the room as he banged his way through Sor’s study in thirds. Mr. de
Fremery did the impossible which was to put up with Ben’s antics and
actually prepare him for a college audition. He passed the audition at
SUNY College at Purchase, NY, playing the four pieces he had learned,
despite the fact that he was so nervous they nearly took him to the nearest
hospital.10

Bryan Johanson’s musical influences mirror some of Verdery’s. Johanson
includes classical music, blues, and rock--both American and British--in his personal
roots. From Johanson’s perspective, all of these influences are present in his
compositional voice.

When I was a kid, I loved listening to classical music. No one else
in my family really did. They thought I was crazy. You know, I’d be
listening to [J.S. Bach’s] Art of the Fugue, and everybody would say, “but
it’s the same thing over and over again.” But I also loved listening to Paul
Butterfield and Jimi Hendrix. And I was into blues and into rock, you
know--just like every good American guitarist should be into rock
10

Benjamin Verdery, Easy Classical Guitar Recital (Litchfield: Workshop Arts/Alfred Publishing, 2000),

2.
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somehow. I was born in 1951, so my adolescent prime was right in the
sixties. I saw Hendrix in concert a couple of times. I saw Cream, and
Clapton when he was Clapton. And there were the jazz guys--Jim Hall and
Wes Montgomery. All of that stuff is part if my roots as well--the roots of
my compositional style.11

Andrew York’s family members introduced him to the musical styles that would
begin to form his personal roots. Folk music, classical, rock, marching band, and show
tunes were all a part of his musical childhood. From there, he stumbled onto jazz, and
then as a solo guitar composer, returned to his early inspirations in classical and folk
styles.

My father plays guitar. My uncle too. And I come from a really
musical family. So, typically, when there would be family coming by, it
would turn into a folk fest. There would be all this music and singing. My
Mom sings, so I was surrounded by that music-making at a really young
age and it was natural and easy to pick up guitar because my Dad was
there to teach me. Beyond being a folk musician--and a good one--my Dad
was a lover of classical music and he always kind of wished he’d been
trained in it ‘cause he loved the music. He started teaching me, and I

11

Bryan Johanson, interview by author, September 22, 2003.
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picked it up really quick and learned a slew of folk songs. Then my uncle - who was better than my Dad--showed me his tricks and I picked those
right up, so they were, like, “Damn!”
And my Dad said, “well, let’s get him a classical teacher.” So I
studied with this wonderful German lady in Richmond, Virginia who had
studied with Aaron Shearer. She was just a wonderful person. And I
started studying with her pretty young . . . when I was in elementary
school.
And then, of course, I really loved rock ‘n roll as a kid. I listened to
the Beatles and thought they were the best thing I’d ever heard. But I was
really open to anything. I remember wearing out copies of Beethoven’s
Ninth, Leonard Bernstein conducting. My sister bought me a record of it
and I just couldn’t believe it. I would actually wear it out on the turntable,
and I would have to get another one. My uncle got me some Sousa
marches. I had never heard anything like that, so I listened to those. My
father had all these classical records, so I’d go through them. I was really
into Mikado, an opera by Gilbert & Sullivan. Then I’d be listening to
Revolver by the Beatles. All this different pure rock and pop that just
amazed me to no end. The theme to Batman, even. (laughing).
I just loved music, and that’s really the beginning of my musical
background. I was just loving everything I heard. Back then, I started
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writing as soon as I could play a bit. I always wanted to make up my own
stuff. In high school, I discovered rock ‘n’ roll for myself and started
playing it. I played in bands and in bars--and I was pretty young--fifteen,
sixteen.
And then, when was I was about seventeen, I got into jazz and got
really into bebop and studied that really hard. And I played in fusion and
bop groups. At that time, I was writing fusion and bop influenced music
for ensembles that I was playing with, but not much for solo guitar. But
when I started writing seriously for solo classical guitar, I kind of went
back to my early, early influences.12

Like York, David Leisner was brought up with a “listening background” in
classical music, jazz, cabaret, and popular songs. On the guitar, folk music lessons led to
classical lessons and expanded his repertoire of popular folk-rock songs. As his interest
and study of classical music deepened, he became more prolific as a classical guitar
composer.

Well, let me start with my background, which is all very
appropriate to your subject. When I did my first listening to music, what I
remember was listening to the records in my parent’s record collection.

12

Andrew York, interview by author, April 14, 2004.
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I’m told that at age four, I was listening intently to the symphonies of
Mozart and Beethoven on one hand and the jazz recordings of Duke
Ellington and Count Basie on the other. And I carried that on for many
years--listening to both styles of music and growing up with two different
styles as deep loves. I never lost the dual influence in the so-called popular
music traditions and the so-called “art music” traditions.
The interesting thing is that by the time I was thirteen, my guitar
teacher eased me into classical music. She introduced me to that repertoire
and I just ate it up. I didn’t start formal classical lessons until I was about
seventeen, but in those years between thirteen and seventeen I was doing a
fair amount of performing in smaller venues, playing and singing popular
songs--my own songs. The people whose music I was particularly
influenced by and that I sang a lot of were people like James Taylor, Joni
Mitchell, Laura Nero. I also listened quite a bit to musical comedy stuff,
so I sang songs from Cabaret and Man of La Mancha. All that stuff was
sort of there side-by-side with some of the classical repertoire. And I
would play that all together in these little performances.
And so all this stuff was going into my musical being and helping
to form it. My first compositions were songs in the popular style of
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[James] Taylor and [Joni] Mitchell. When I got into classical playing
seriously, I started to write more in the classical tradition.13

As serious students of the classical guitar, these four guitarist/composers brought
their multi-stylistic personal roots to the professional classical guitar community. With
their developing “voices” a new perspective on the classical style began to emerge--one
that included contemporary, popular influences.

Stylistic Roots
Players define “stylistic roots” as the accepted historical narrative of a style that
becomes part of the oral-apprenticeship tradition in a community. This narrative traces
the history of the style. It identifies a lineage of seminal players, significant innovations,
and standard approaches to technique and musicianship. As the collective perspective of
each generation is shaped by personal experience within a culture and in a stylistic
community, this narrative moves in new directions. Thus, the definition of stylistic roots
itself changes with the perspective of each generation. Greg Horne discussed the way in
which the roots perspective of different generations of players can differ from one
another within the same stylistic community.

13

David Leisner, interview by author, September 24, 2003.
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If you took guys from different generations of any style in this
country you could think of and asked them what “roots” music was, each
would have his own idea. And, basically, no matter who you ask, that idea
is going to reach back a generation or two every time. I mean, that’s how
we tend to think of tradition as guitarists--we personalize it. That
designation of what was old and what is now is always changing for each
person.14

American classical guitarists who began their academic study during the 1960s
and 1970s were introduced to its professional community through a singular narrative-that of Andres Segovia. While Segovia was by no means the only influential musician to
American players of the 1960’s and 1970’s, the narrative within the classical guitar
community at this time had anointed him as the redeemer of its tradition.15 As young
students, players found themselves steeped in this “Segovia myth” as part of their
14

Greg Horne, interviewed by author, March 10, 2004. Horne’s thoughts are supported by those of blues
guitarist Kirby Kelley, who commented, “What makes ‘American roots music’? Objectively that is a tough
question. That definition is a personal thing, and your answer to that question says something about you. If
you ask someone who is seventy years old, ‘What is jazz?’, they might say, ‘Duke Ellington’. If you ask
someone who is seventeen years old that question, they might say, ‘John Scofield.’ And they would both be
right, but at the same time, they might not agree with each other’s definition at all.” Kirby Kelley, interview
by author, March 24, 2004.
15
While Segovia often receives a prominent place in the oral history of the classical guitar community, it
bears mentioning the names of classical guitar teachers who became prominent in the United States during
the second half of the twentieth century. In 1957, Celendonio Romero left Franco’s Spain to settle in Los
Angeles. He formed the influential family guitar quartet, “The Romero’s,” with his sons, the second of
which (Pepe Romero, b.1944) went on to chair the guitar department at the University of Southern
California. Among his students were Andrew York and his fellow members of the Los Angeles Guitar
Quartet. Aaron Shearer (1919-2008), established his name as a pedagogue with the publication of several
methods, the first in 1959. Shearer went on to teach and head departments at Peabody Conservatory and
North Carolina School of the Arts. Oscar Ghiglia (b. 1944), taught many American “baby boom” players at
the Aspen Music Festival, Aspen Colorado. He founded the guitar department there in 1969.
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education. Classical guitarist Adam Holzman recalled the common Segovia narrative
passed on to the members of his generation.

My teacher, Al Blaine, was a Segovia student and he told me all
kinds of stories. So, Segovia in my mind was always sort of like our
Moses. I grew up in kind of a non-religious home, so Segovia was sort of
as close to getting to meet Moses as you could ever get--for me. That’s
what he was. He was, as my old teacher used to say all the time, “the one
who took our instrument from the grave.”16

In the decades that followed Segovia’s death in 1987, with the guitar as a
mainstream classical instrument established, this one-dimensional roots narrative in the
classical world began to broaden. Without diminishing his influence, classical players of
the “post-Segovia” generation were able to recognize the contributions of Segovia’s
contemporaries and predecessors and welcome the influences of players from other
stylistic communities. Illustrating this shift in stylistic roots perspective, the executives at
Pearl Records dedicated themselves to the re-mastering and reissue of albums that were
overshadowed in the commercial market by those of Segovia. The liner notes on each
reissue read as follows:

16

Adam Holzman, interview by author, December 2, 2005.
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Classical guitar holds at last a deserved place in our affections.
Segovia was a major influence; but we should not forget that there were
others, once overshadowed by his commanding presence, whose virtuoso
technique, subtlety and sheer musicianship made them heroes and heroines
to today’s artists--and of the greatest interest to the lovers of the guitar.17

Young professionals in the American classical guitar community were able to
accept the influence and support from players who followed Segovia, but who had come
to see the classical guitar as part of contemporary culture. John Williams, a recitalist
known for his exploration of popular styles, is personally credited with advancing the
careers of Andrew York and Benjamin Verdery by recording their works in 1989 and
1991. Benjamin Verdery studied with both vernacular-influenced composers Leo
Brouwer and Frederick Hand. Like Verdery, David Leisner and Bryan Johanson followed
in the trajectory of recitalist Julian Bream by expanding the contemporary repertoire,
exploring the tonal colors of the instrument and pushing the limits of personal expression
in performance.
For American classical guitarists, this broadening acceptance of the stylistic roots
perspective opened the door for an exploration of the American roots of their chosen
styles. For the first time, players and composers in the American classical guitar
vernacular were able to look past Segovia and into the role of the classical guitar in the

17

Anonymous, Liner Notes, Ida Presti and Luise Walker: Les Grand Dames de la guitare, London: Pearl
Records (GEMM CD 9133).
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“crossover” traditions that formed the “American sound.” The following chapter
examines the specifics of this musical vocabulary and the way in which it manifests itself
in the compositions of Andrew York, Benjamin Verdery, Bryan Johanson, and David
Leisner.
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Chapter Four
American Performance Practice: Techniques, Sensibilities, and Aesthetics
“Change the way you’re using your hands and you’ll change the way you sing the music
inside of you.” --John Knowles1
Perhaps more than with any other instrument in American culture, when someone
says, “I play guitar,” the question asked in response is, “What kind?” This question is
more than an inquiry about the brand of the guitar; it is an investigation of style. The
answer to the question is a declaration of practiced techniques and traditions that reveals
information about a player’s musical values and his or her roots before a single note is
sounded. As John Knowles put it, the “way you use your hands” in American guitar
culture is a manifestation of one’s direct experience and perspective on tradition.2 In
short, a guitarist’s musical vocabulary represents his or her identity as a player.
American guitarists claim a common identity in the American guitar vernacular-an “American” musical vocabulary that they incorporate into their chosen stylistic
1

John Knowles, interview by author, September 20, 2003.
The implications of a player’s values system and musical approach based on their choice of instrument
are understood among players. This concept has also been explored by French economist and social theorist
Jacques Attali, who writes, “…each instrument, each tool, theoretical or concrete, implies a sound field, a
field of knowledge, and an imaginable and explorable universe.” Jacques Attali, Noise: The Political
Economy of Music, trans. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1985), 133.
Further exploration of the “use of the hands” as a symbol of culture and expressions of personal and
stylistic authenticity in the work of musicians, film makers and boxers was undertaken by Carlo Rotella,
who writes: “Being good with your hands is a deceptively unsimple virtue. It involves technical skill and
finesse, craft mated with strength…to describe a boxer as good with his or her hands encompasses…also
the boxer’s understanding on how to fight…The three nuances of good – skill, character, and way of life
become aspects of one another.” See Carlo Rotella, Good With their Hands: Boxers, Bluesmen, and other
Characters from the Rust Belt, (Berkeley, University of California Press, 2002), 2.
2
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dialects on different types of guitars. Players conceptualize this vocabulary in three
indivisible parts: the “vocabulary” of physical techniques; the common inflections-sensibilities--in rhythm, melody, harmony, and form; and aesthetic values--the ways in
which players are encouraged to express their unique voices. This chapter examines the
inherent challenges that the American guitar vernacular presents to the classical guitarist
and defines the nuts-and-bolts of its vocabulary as set in the classical works of Benjamin
Verdery, Andrew York, Bryan Johanson, and David Leisner.

The Classical Guitar and the American Guitar Vernacular
Throughout its American history, from the mid-nineteenth century to the present
day, guitar styles and guitar construction have had a “chicken and egg” relationship.3
Guitar makers have made changes to the construction of the instrument to meet the
demands of players. In turn, players have modified their playing style to match the
potential of their guitars. To this day, fine classical guitars are made by hand in the
traditional designs of master makers. Over the years, the size, bracing systems, design,
materials, and the strings have been modified, allowing players to improve projection,
tone quality, and sustaining power while studying and “furthering the tradition” of

3

This reciprocal relationship of instrument construction and musical technique is discussed by
musicologist Michael Chanan who writes that musical instruments “stand in the same ambiguous
relationship of cause and effect to the development of works, forms and movements as their technological
equivalent in the wider world…the technology is both agent and symptom of change.” Michael Chanan,
Musica Practica: The Social Practice of Western Music from Gregorian Chant to Postmodernism
(London: Verso, 1994), 166.
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classical music from a purist’s perspective.4 The subsequent generations of the American
nylon string classical guitar morphed into steel string acoustics, Dobros, and electric
guitars in a quest for more volume and versatility. As the instruments changed, they
inspired new styles, each of which contributed a new vocabulary to the American guitar
vernacular.
Generally speaking, contemporary American guitar playing recognizes two
approaches to contrapuntal solo guitar. (Contrapuntal is specified here in contrast to the
more familiar technique of “strumming.” It means that two or more melodies are played
simultaneously by plucking individual strings.) First is the classical style, a style that can
claim its own distinctive “American roots” and history. The second is referred to as
“finger-style,” a broad vernacular approach that includes blues, country, bluegrass, and so
forth. In contemporary American guitar culture, both approaches are important. Fingerstyle guitarist Seth Austen explained:

4

Nylon strings, which opened up possibilities in the areas of classical technique and tone production were
developed by Albert Augustine after World War II. Augustine worked closely in this process with classical
guitarist Andres Segovia, the player who is respected as the father of our modern classical guitar tradition.
In the case of the instrument itself, the 1980s represented a leap in innovation for guitar makers. The
American maker, Thomas Humphrey of New York and the Australian maker Greg Smallman, made
notable modifications in the construction of the classical guitar. Humphrey’s Millennium design
incorporates a raised fingerboard, allowing the player easy access to fretted notes above the twelfth fret.
This allows for greater volume and sustaining power. Humphrey opened up further sonic possibilities for
players by incorporating two of the innovations of Greg Smallman into his Millennium design. Smallman
developed the lattice bracing system and introduced the idea of coating the braces with graphite to increase
projection and sustaining power. Although the two makers sought to achieve the same ends through their
innovations, their guitars are different in sound and feel. On these innovations, see David Tanenbaum,
“Perspectives on the Classical Guitar in the Twentieth Century,” in The Cambridge Companion to the
Guitar, ed.Victor Coelho (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 199. On the concept of
“furthering the tradition” see the previous chapter in this treatise.
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There are a lot of techniques that one might not be able to do as a
folk player without the study of the classical style. On the flipside, there’s
nothing in the classical guitar tradition that prepares one for how to fingerpick like Rev. Gary Davis. It’s the music itself and the way it has to be
played that makes the difference.5

Attaining a command of either the classical style or the American guitar
vernacular is a holistic venture. Neither can be mastered by picking and choosing
techniques or sensibilities. The “street credibility” of an effective performance in the
vernacular requires that the player honor all of the elements of style that, together, make
up its “authenticity.” This can range from the way you play, to the way you dress, to the
way you talk about the music.6 Guitarist and author David Hamburger discussed the
organic nature of the American guitar vernacular and warns players against “picking it
apart.”

5

Seth Austen, interview with the author, March 14, 2004.
This topic of a holistic approach to stylistic authenticity is further addressed by musicologist Steve
Waksman, who writes, “When musicians – amateur or professional – engage with the instruments they
have chosen to play, they also engage with the techniques, the gestures, the sounds and the meanings to
which the instrument has given rise. Steve Waksman, “Reading the Instrument,” Popular Music and
Society, vol. 26/no. 3 (2003): 257.The way in which personality both reflects and is affected by a chosen
style in American guitar culture is understood within the guitar communities. Guitarist, and former Artistic
Director of The Stetson International Guitar Festival, Stephen Robinson stated, “Someone’s personality
really comes out in their appearance and their playing style. My whole musical personality is the sum of
what I do and where I came from.” Likewise, Paula Abate, the former Executive Director of the National
Guitar Workshop, stated, “After about two minutes with a couple of guitarists on the phone I could tell you
what style each person plays, who would be willing to step out of that to work with students of other styles,
and who would be the “biggest nightmare” [in that regard].” Stephen Robinson, interview by author, March
11, 2004. Paula Abate, interview by author, April 2, 2004.
6
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It’s very hard to separate the specifics of the American sound. I
mean, you can say, “Okay, the blues is based on I-IV-V and that’s a
European tradition, and the vocal melismas and the disregard in the
melody of the underlying harmonies is an African tradition, and the
tendency of the shuffle feel to swing and the laying back behind the beat is
also an African influence, and the forms and the instruments themselves
are of European design and put to different ends. You can pull out the
specific things and look at them, but the American sound itself can’t work-- can’t breathe--unless these things are working together in a synthesis.
Like a frog, it’s going to die in the dissection. When you pick it apart,
there’s nothing left of the original thing, because what we’re talking about
with the American sound is the sum of the parts and the way that they’re
played.7

The following sections identify and define the salient features of the musical
vocabulary that are brought together in the American guitar vernacular. The discussion
begins with tangible techniques, and moves on to intangible sensibilities, and abstract
aesthetics.

7

David Hamburger, interview by author, September 28, 2003.
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Tangible Techniques: Four Strands
“Tangible techniques” make up the physical vocabulary of the American guitar
vernacular and require specific physical movements. Players tend to think of these
techniques in four strands that reflect their stylistic roots in American guitar culture. The
four were identified in an interview with Greg Horne as: 1) the solo-guitar influenced
technique; 2) the piano-influenced; 3) the band-influenced; and 4) the horn-influenced.8

Strand One: Solo-influenced Techniques
The first strand deals with “finger-style” in solo performances of the American
guitar vernacular. The stylistic authenticities of finger-style require two general
differences in approach to that of classical technique. First, the classical style values a
clear, clean, and precise tone that is consistent in its sound quality. Finger-style technique
values spontaneity in texture that employs percussive, muted, and edgy sounds to
articulate distinct melodies in a contrapuntal texture and to create rhythmic accents.
Second, the classical technique requires a player to develop dynamic projection, while
finger-style players generally perform in intimate settings or with amplification. In other
words, classical players traditionally play “unplugged,” relying on their technique and
their instrument for adequate volume in a large concert hall. Finger-style guitarist John
Knowles, a player who has studied the classical style, shed light on the issue with regard
to his own playing.

8

Greg Horne, interview by author, March 10, 2004.
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The instrument that I choose to play is the nylon string guitar, and
given the option, I would rather play it without any amplification. Those
are values that come from the classical world. The way I play, though,
assumes that there are only a few listeners or I will be amplified. Instead
of trying to create a huge sound, I am more interested in a delicate sound.
The other thing I do is use much more slang. I slide into things, I muff
notes on purpose.9 I would say that my playing is a lot more streetwise
than that of classical guitarists. It is much more slap-bash and percussive
and gritty--with popped strings and the buzzes and rattles that are part of
the voice.10

In addition to these general differences, there are three specific finger-style
techniques that can be defined: 1) the hammer-on and pull-off; 2) percussion; and 3)
alternate tunings.

The Hammer-on and Pull-off
In the American guitar vernacular, the hammer-on and pull-off are equivalent to
classical “slurs.” As with the “slur,” the first note of a two-note figure is played with both
the right and left hands, while the second note is “hammered-on” or “pulled-off” by the
left hand alone. In classical slurring, the desired effect is a legato line, so the player
9

To “muff” a note, the player “misses” the proper placement on the fret with the left hand finger on
purpose – intentionally creating a muted, buzzed, or percussive sound instead of a clear pitch.
10
John Knowles, interview by author, September 20, 2003.
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minimizes any percussive sounds made by the left hand as it makes the slur. Traditional
and popular styles, however, value the percussion created by the “hammered” and
“pulled-off” notes and generally employ these techniques to bring out existing rhythmic
accents or to create a contrasting texture in a passage.11
Steel string players, in particular, have explored the possibilities of stringing
together several “hammer-ons” and “pull-offs” in rapid, virtuosic scale runs. In addition,
these players have experimented with multi-voiced works in which the left hand plays a
repetitive accompaniment pattern on the bass strings consisting entirely of hammer-ons
and pull-offs while the right hand plays chords in the higher voices. Andrew York’s
“Sunburst” (1986) illustrates this technique (see Examples 4.1a, 4.1b).12

Percussion
In the vernacular, it is common to play a percussion part on the guitar by slapping
the neck with the right hand, “muffing” notes with the left hand, or by playing intricate
drumming patterns on the body of the instrument with both hands. Players create
different percussive timbres by hitting the guitar with an open hand, tapping it with
fingernails, or knocking on it with the knuckles in different areas of the body. Many
11

A technical discussion of “hammering-on” and “pulling-off” can be found in Greg Horne’s method book
for acoustic guitar titled The Complete Acoustic Guitar Method (Van Nuys: Alfred Publishing, 2000), 84-5.
In a lesson with Andrew York, as I played a “hammer-on” passage in one of his classical compositions
“Transilience-Mvmt I” (1999), he interrupted and said: “It’s too clean--use more percussion! I was going
for a Michael Hedges kind of thing.”Acoustic finger-style guitarist Michael Hedges is particularly wellknown for his percussive approach to the hammer-on. The style is exemplified in Michael Hedges, Aerial
Boundaries (BMG Music, 1984), his break-out album.
12
Andrew York, “Sunburst” (San Francisco: GSP, 1986). Musical examples are given at the end of this
chapter.
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times, these effects are incorporated into solo guitar playing to emulate the sounds of a
drum set or hand percussion player.
Composers who write percussion parts for classical guitarists generally write
specific notes in the score about where and how to hit the instrument. Examples 4.2a and
4.2b illustrate this technique. The first is from David Leisner’s “Samba” (1982), which
illustrates the drum set technique (see Example 4.2a).13 The second is from Bryan
Johanson’s “Melancholia” (1990) and illustrates his notation for hand percussion (see
Example 4.2b).14

Alternate Tunings
The American vernacular equivalent of classical term scordatura is “alternate
tuning.” In both designations, the term simply means that the strings of the guitar are
tuned to pitches other than those of its standard tuning. Throughout the standard classical
guitar repertoire it is common to find pieces with one or two altered strings. American
finger-style players also incorporate alternate tunings. The difference is that they often
go for more ambitious options. For example, instead of just altering one or two strings,
they might tune all of the strings to the notes of a specific chord. This more ambitious
alternate tuning is called “open tuning.” When the guitar is tuned in such a way, a
consonant triad will sound when the strings are strummed “open” (that is, without any

13

David Leisner, “Samba!” in Dances in the Madhouse (Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania: Merion
Music/Theodore Presser, 1982).
14
Bryan Johannson, “Melancholia” in Four Humors, composer’s manuscript, 1990.
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notes fretted by the left hand).15 “Open tunings” are harmonically pleasing. They also
dramatically change the timbre of the guitar and facilitate moveable chord shapes.16
Other common alternate tunings are: “3 Ds,” in which the sixth and first strings
are tuned to the note “D”; DADGAD; and “Dsus,” in which the strings are tuned to a
Dsus chord--namely DGDF#AD.17 The “Dsus” tuning is known as the “Hawaiian tuning”
as it is common to Hawaiian slide and slack key playing.18
Example 4.3, from Benjamin Verdery’s “Keanae” (1992), illustrates the use of
alternate tuning.19

Strand Two: Piano-influenced Accompaniment Figures
The second strand of the American guitar vernacular is the use of finger-picking
patterns to create accompaniment figures. Players commonly trace the roots of this

15

Today, open tunings are associated with finger-style acoustic and blues playing. However, a case has
been made that they have their American roots in a classical context. When Sears Roebuck began selling
inexpensive guitars by mail order in the 1890s, the piece “Spanish Fandango”-- a classical piece written in
“open G” and included in the formal instruction manuals--became well-known among players of all styles.
The piece was so popular that, to this day, some finger-style players still refer to “open G” as the “Spanish
tuning.” Elijah Wald, Escaping the Delta (New York: HarperCollins, 2004), 47. For a nineteenth-century
arrangement see Justin Holland’s version in The Music of Justin Holland, ed. Ernie Jackson (New York:
Cherry Lane Music, 1995). Many of the open tunings associated with the steel string guitar are not possible
on the nylon strings, which hold less tension. Classical guitarist/composers, therefore, tend to stick with the
tunings discussed here in this chapter.
16
Moveable chord shapes are left hand configurations that can be moved vertically on the neck of the guitar
while maintaining the quality (major, minor, etc) of the harmony.
17
Players read this common tuning notation from sixth (lowest) string to first (highest) – as in: sixth
string=D, fifth string-G, fourth string=D, third string=F#, second string=A, first string=D.
18
Hawaiian slide and slack key guitar styles are traditional to the island cultures. Slack key is the Hawaiian
acoustic/finger-style approach, which blends Hawaiian and European sensibilities, and is characterized by
the “Dsus” tuning. Hawaiian slide playing utilizes the steel or “lap steel” guitar, a technique that was
assimilated into the “American” styles of country and blues playing.
19
Benjamin Verdery, “Keanae” in Some Towns and Cities (Litchfield: Workshop Arts/Alfred Publishing,
1994).
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technique to guitarists who were attempting to imitate the left hand accompaniment
figures of the barrelhouse piano players in New Orleans and throughout the South. This
strand includes finger-picking the barrelhouse piano pattern itself as well as the
bottleneck slide technique. The two are often used together.

Finger-picking (piano style)
This technique refers to a repetitive pattern that is “picked out” by the guitarist’s
right hand as an accompaniment figure. Some variant of the term “finger-picking” can
also refer generally to a solo guitar piece that is built on a pattern in which a bass-line and
melody are weaved into the accompaniment figure.20 The most common pattern is known
as an “alternating bass.” In this pattern, the thumb of the right hand picks back-and-forth
between the root and fifth of a chord. The thumb does this on the low fifth and sixth
strings of the guitar while the remaining fingers arpeggiate the harmony in the upper
strings. The time signature for pieces using this technique is most often 4/4. These
patterns play a key role in holding down the rhythmic groove of a piece. In solo guitar
playing, they articulate the melody, the harmony, and the underlying rhythm.21 Reflecting
on the aim of “picking” on the guitar, blues player Rev. Gary Davis noted: “It’s suppose
to be played like you’re playing a piano.”22

20

Common variants are “Travis Picking” (named after country player Merle Travis), “Blues Picking,”
“Chicken Pickin’,” “Pickin’ and Grinnin’,” and “Carter Scratch” (after Maybelle Carter). The variants
derive from the American vernacular styles of blues, folk and country. They were later incorporated into
rock music after the folk and blues revivals of the 1960s.
21
David Hamburger, interview by author, September 28, 2003.
22
Stefan Grossman, Rev. Gary Davis/Blues Guitar (New York: Oak Publications, 1974), 15.
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Benjamin Verdery’s “Milwaukee” (1989) is a work that illustrates “picking”
technique (see Example 4.4) in a classical work that draws from the American guitar
vernacular.23

Slide (bottleneck slide)
In traditional and popular styles, accompaniment rhythms, and alternate tunings
are often used because they facilitate a technique almost exclusively associated with
“American” and blues guitar playing--the bottleneck slide. Guitarists refer to this style as
“slide playing.” The technique calls for a musician to play different melodies and chords
by slipping a hollow cylinder made of brass or glass (originally the “bottleneck” of wine
bottle or a piece of metal pipe) over the third or fourth finger of their left hand and
“sliding” it up and down the strings on the guitar neck.24 In this technique, a note is
plucked with a right hand finger and fretted with the slide in the left hand. The string is
plucked as the slide, placed a few frets too low, “slides” up to the desired pitch. When the

23

Benjamin Verdery, “Milwaukee” in Some Towns and Cities (Litchfield: Workshop Arts/Alfred
Publishing, 1994).
24
The “slide” was popularized by guitarists Duane Alman, Ry Cooder, and Muddy Waters among others
and has its roots in Hawaiian guitar technique. In the oral history of the blues, it is commonly thought that
the incorporation of slide in the blues was an entrepreneurial venture for blues players who were hoping to
imitate the commercially successful Hawaiian steel guitar players of the early decades of the twentieth
century. In the true nature of our oral-apprenticeship traditions, this perspective was passed on to me by
guitarist David Hamburger who had himself been told by finger-style guitarist and folk archivist Stefan
Grossman. It is supported in one of the earliest accounts of “blues” playing, that of WC Handy -- the
“Father of the Blues” -- who began his own life in this music after hearing a player he happened upon at a
train station in the Mississippi Delta. He noted, “As he played, he pressed a knife on the strings of the
guitar in a manner popularized by Hawaiian guitarists who used steel bars.” Elijah Wald, Escaping the
Delta: Robert Johnson and the Invention of the Blues (New York: HarperCollins, 2004), 8.
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player sounds the twelfth fret harmonic and the slide is started behind the nut before it
“slides” up to the desired note, the note will sound an octave higher.
Melodically, the slide is especially effective at connecting a lower pitch to a
higher pitch; at sliding “in” (up) to an accented note in the melody. The slide also allows
the guitarist to bend the tuning of a note in small intervals not otherwise possible on a
fretted instrument. By striking the neck with the slide itself the player can create
percussive and distorted sounds. Nylon strings are not as conducive to slide technique.
They lack the tension, brilliance, and sustaining power of steel strings that is required for
the sustained melodic notes and percussive chordal playing that are basic to the
technique. Since classical guitars are typically strung with nylon, composers recommend
using a thick glass slide to produce the desired “authentic” sound.
Benjamin Verdery’s “Keanae” (1992) illustrates the technique (see Example
4.6).25

Strand Three: Band-Influenced Strumming Techniques
The third strand of the American guitar vernacular, strumming, is commonly the
first technique that an American player learns. It is an accessible technique common in
bluegrass, folk, and rock bands, and thus labelled a “band-influenced” technique here.
Strumming provides the rhythmic drive and groove of a piece of music, lays out the
harmonic progression, defines the form with varying textures and energy, and often

25

Verdery, “Keanae.”
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echoes or harmonizes the melodic material with appropriate chord voicings and
alterations. Players often improvise their attacks, patterns, accents, and textures, creating
their own signature sounds.26
The basic technique of strumming in the American guitar vernacular is an “up and
down” motion of the hand across the strings that comes from the elbow and involves the
entire arm. The “down” strum (in which the arm moves towards the floor) falls on the
strong beats, and the “up” strum (in the opposite direction) comes on the weaker beats
(also called “off beats”). The elbow is positioned on the edge of the guitar’s body and
acts as a fulcrum for the arm. Although the wrist remains loose, the arm must direct the
motion in order to provide enough weight for the player to create a percussive sound on
the down strum.
American classical guitarists employ a hybrid of “American” strumming and
flamenco strumming (from the classical technique). As in flamenco playing, the “down”
strum is struck with the back of the fingernails as the straight arm is rotated towards the
floor from the elbow. The “up” strum is played by rotating the arm towards the ceiling in
a snap-like motion, hitting the strings with the back of the thumbnail. This flamenco
technique is mixed with the “up” and “down” technique of American strumming. This
combination of techniques allows the player to utilize the crisp, precise attacks that result
26

In American guitar playing, strumming is a signature sound. Players hear the difference between “Richie
Havens style,” “Neil Young style” or “Joni Mitchell style.” Many can rattle off the names of strummers
who have made an impact on their own strumming technique. In an interview, Benjamin Verdery named
his own favorites. “I think of great strummers like Richie Havens, Prince’s rhythm parts and folk
strummers who really pound, like Neil Young.” Verdery, interview by author, September 25, 2003. An
additional discussion of basic strumming techniques can be found under “The Art of Strumming” and
“Split Strumming” in Greg Horne, The Complete Acoustic Guitar Method (Van Nuys: Alfred Publishing,
2000), 30, 75, 92.
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from the snapping motion of the flamenco technique and the “looser” (more
indiscriminate), but sonically resonant sounds that come with the American technique of
using the weight of the arm in large “up and down’ motions. The result is a strumming
technique that sounds and feels like “American” strumming, but that is played with
flamenco techniques that do not exist in American traditional and popular styles.
Bryan Johanson’s “Give the Strummer Some” (2002) illustrates the use of this
technique (see Example 4.6).27

Strand Four: Horn-Influenced Techniques for the Electric Guitar
The techniques that players associate with the electric guitar make up the fourth
strand of the American guitar vernacular. This approach to playing has its roots in the
playing of guitarists who were inspired to imitate horns and other single-line instruments
(“vocal instruments” as they are sometimes called). In the mid-twentieth century, the
development of amplification and the innovation of the electric guitar itself allowed the
guitar to surpass the saxophone as the “lead” instrument of choice in band settings. This
change inspired a new technical vocabulary. Specific vernacular techniques include:
amplification, “electric guitar” techniques, improvisation, and the practice of “quoting”
and arranging.

27

Bryan Johanson, “Give the Strummer Some” in 13 Ways of Looking at 12 Strings, composer’s
manuscript, 2002.
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Amplification
While American popular and traditional players have long accepted amplification,
classical players are emotionally divided on this technique. Some players consider
themselves purists and rely solely on their technique and instrument itself for projection.
In recent years, the taboo of amplifying has been lifted somewhat as prominent recitalists
like John Williams, Sharon Isbin, the Los Angeles Guitar Quartet, and Andrew York
have begun to amplify in concert. York had this to say about the virtues of amplifying on
a recent tour: “When amplification is good, there’s this power with the bass notes-they’re ‘in the room’ and palpable. It’s awesome.” His bottom line on amplification
leaves no doubt about his feelings: “I love a small room where you can play acoustically,
but in a large hall, man - It’s the bomb. I love it.28

Electric Guitar Techniques
The techniques associated with electric styles from the American guitar
vernacular include melodic and harmonic elements such as riffs, licks, and arpeggios that
were taken over from the saxophone repertory in rhythm-and-blues and early rock-androll. A “riff” is a short, memorable motive played on the bass strings that begins the song
and is repeated throughout, as in Benjamin Verdery’s “Capitola” (1994) (see Example
4.7).29 A “lick” is similar. It is a virtuosic scale run that is usually played to demonstrate

28

Andrew York, interview by author, April 14, 2004.
Benjamin Verdery, “Capitola” in Some Towns and Cities (Litchfield: Workshop Arts/Alfred Publishing,
1994).
29
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technical ability, as in Bryan Johanson’s “Partita” (2000) (Example 4.8).30 In classical
playing, an “arpeggio” is a repetitive right hand pattern. Rock players, however, define
“arpeggio” literally-- by playing each note of a chord individually in the manner of a
harp. Andrew York’s “Evening Dance” (1990) illustrates the technique (Example 4.9).31
To execute this technique, guitarists “sweep” their pick or fingers of the right hand across
adjacent strings in the manner of the harp (arpa) while “fretting” (fingering) a chord
shape with the left hand.

Improvisation
Although improvisation is an integral part of American popular and traditional
playing, many modern classical players have little or no experience with this technique.
“It is one of the things that scares classical musicians the most, not knowing exactly what
they are supposed to play.” That is how Andrew York characterized improvisation.32
Modern guitarist/composers meet this challenge by writing specifically for skilled
improvisers or by creating a controlled environment for the classical guitarist who is
inexperienced with this technique. Bryan Johanson’s “Jammus Vulgaris” (2002)
approaches improvisation by allowing the player to choose licks from a “menu” and then
string them together at his or her discretion (see Example 4.10).33

30

Bryan Johanson, “Partita,” composer’s manuscript, 2000. This is the common definition of a “lick” in
rock guitar playing. In the jazz idiom, the term “lick” simply means “a melodic phrase”.
31
Andrew York, “Evening Dance” (San Francisco: GSP, 1997).
32
Andrew York, Jazz for Classical Cats: Vol 1 (Van Nuys: Alfred Publishing, 1999), 9.
33
Bryan Johanson, “Jammus Vulgaris” in 13 Ways of Looking at 12 Strings, composer’s manuscript, 2002.
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Quotes & Arrangements
As in the standard classical repertory, “American” playing styles have a longstanding tradition in which one player honors another by “quoting” a recognizable
melody or chord progression in his/her own music or by arranging an entire piece of a
pre-existing work. “Quotes” are short melodies or chord progressions from a well-known
piece of music that are woven into a new composition. Measures 46-47 of Benjamin
Verdery’s piece “Milwaukee,” for example, directly quotes the opening “riff” of Leo
Kottke’s finger-style piece “Machine #2.”34
Furthermore, there are two types of arrangements in the American guitar
vernacular. In the first type, known as “literal arrangements” or “covers,” well-known
melodies are performed in a solo or ensemble context with the original harmony and in
the original form. Benjamin Verdery’s arrangement of the Celtic folk song “How Great is
the Pleasure” for his duo with finger-style guitarist Bill Coulter is an example of a literal
arrangement.35 In the second type, called “non-literal,” the arrangement is made in the
spirit of the original tune or piece, but in a form and compositional treatment of the
melody that sounds in the “voice” of the arranger.36 Verdery’s arrangement of John

34

Leo Kottke, “Machine #2” in Mudlark (Capitol ST 682).
Benjamin Verdery and William Coulter, Songs of our Ancestors, (Deganawidah Music, 2001)
36
Finger-style guitarist Ed Gerhard offered his compositional approach to a “non-literal” arrangement.
“For me, the way I approach the song is important. I think, ‘What is this song about?’ For example, in my
arrangement of the Beatles tune ‘If I Fell’, I think it’s about romance and expectation and vulnerability and
the idea that the whole thing could collapse all at once. And that’s the salient point of the tune for me. So,
in putting that emotion into the arrangement, sometimes I’m not playing the notes of the original directly,
but I still feel like I’m playing the song.” Ed Gerhard, interview by author, April 14, 2004.
35
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Lennon’s “Happy Xmas/War is Over,” Prince’s “Kiss,” and Jimi Hendrix’s “Purple
Haze” are examples of his non-literal arrangements.37

Intangible Sensibilities: Four Types
In the American guitar vernacular, the term “sensibility” describes the particular
way in which music is played. As techniques are analogous to vocabulary words,
sensibilities are the equivalent to the accent, pacing, and inflection that identify a
“speaker” as a native, a novice, or a tourist. In American guitar culture, these sensibilities
apply to the building blocks of every playing style--namely: rhythm, melody, harmony,
and form. Players tend to discuss sensibilities in abstract terms, referring to the “feel” or
“groove” of an underlying rhythm, the “folk-like” melody of a song, the “color” of a
chord progression, or a “standard” form.
Classical guitarists who have not explored the authenticities of American popular
and traditional playing styles will have some initial difficulty grasping these sensibilities.
Andrew York raised this issue, emphasizing the need for focused study.

All you have to do is think of the way a classical player might play
a jazz thing. You know, it sounds goofy. Why? Because they have no
experience with it. They don’t know the essence of that groove or that
rhythmic philosophy. Not to negate classical players--they’ve worked
37

Benjamin Verdery,“A Little Prince Sweet” in Soepea (Deganawidah Music, 2001) “Happy Xmas/War is
Over” in A Christmas Feeling, (Lakeside Records 01065); “Purple Haze” in Now and Then (Verdery
Music, 2000).
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really hard and can do this amazing technical thing, but they just don’t
know the sensibility of that style. Most classical players definitely can do
it if they immerse themselves in it for a while. It takes practice and a little
instruction. And it sounds so good when it’s done well.38

The sensibilities of the American guitar vernacular have their roots in the African
and European folk traditions. Unlike the performer-listener tradition of European
classical music, folk music was designed to be functional and facilitated group
participation. The resulting vernacular values a groove-based rhythmic sensibility,
memorable, song-like melodies, and simplicity and repetition in its formal and harmonic
content.

Rhythmic Sensibility
Rhythmic sensibility is central to the American guitar vernacular. It is commonly
known as “groove,” “feel,” and “playing in the pocket.” It is a multi-faceted and organic
approach to rhythm.39 To give a common example, the player may play an eighth note

38

Andrew York, interview by author, April 14, 2004. Jazz guitarist Mitch Watkins underscored York’s
point. “There’s an interesting situation that you get when you have people who have studied guitar in an
academic setting – even if they have a pop background. There’s something about the classical training that
is incompatible with pop playing in that it causes them to have a different approach to the instrument, and
they can no longer play the pop stuff convincingly. If they really want to come back around to some of their
stylistic influences that lie outside the classical tradition, then they have to explore how that music sounds
and feels again to play it well.” Mitch Watkins, interview by author, April 20, 2004.
39
In advice to classical composers and performers, finger-style guitarist Ed Gerhard and jazz and classical
trumpeter Wynton Marsalis elaborate on this approach to rhythm. Ed Gerhard remarks, “Let’s face it,
there’s a lot more to rhythm than playing the right note at the right time. There’s dynamics, and texture, and
really breathing into the beat.” Marsalis writes, “Concert composers must accept the fact that a rhythm
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rhythm on the back of the beat while accenting the backbeat--emphasizing beats two and
four of a four beat measure. Players tend to feel the pulse on the “big beats” instead of in
the subdivisions of the meter. This approach is applied to “straight” eighth note rhythms,
and to the specific rhythmic principles of shuffle and swing.40 Triplets are often
“dragged,” that is, stretched and played with first of the three eighths accented.
Guitarist/composers take two approaches to the notation of rhythmic sensibility
described here. One approach is that they will write in straight eighths and trust the player
to investigate the nuances of the sensibility. The other is that they notate the literal
lengths of the subdivisions, trusting that their players will soften the edges and honor the
accents in their interpretation.
Taking the first approach in his piece “Blues for JD” (1999), Andrew York asks
the player to play in both swing and shuffle, but notates straight eighths. He indicates the
swing by writing the term at the beginning of the piece and adding slurs to strong beats.
He indicates the shuffle by placing a staccato accent over the first eighth note of the

section [in American jazz/popular music] is part of the sound in a very different way than anything in
European music, but they often settle for corny syncopations which only partly suggest the range of force
and impetus provided by the rhythm.” Ed Gerhrad, interview by author, April 14, 2004. Wynton Marsalis,
“The Neo-Classical Agenda”, in Keeping Time, Edited by Robert Walser, (New York, Oxford University
Press, 1999), p. 338.
40
In straight eighth note rhythms, the beat is divided equally in half. In shuffle and swing rhythms, even
though the eighth notes are notated in the same manner as straight eighths, the first eighth note of the pair is
stretched and the second played shorter, giving the feel of a “loose triplet” (a triplet that is not strictly
measured). The difference in the sensibility between shuffle and swing lies in the placement of emphasis
and accents. In the shuffle, the first eighth note of the pair receives the emphasis and the second eighth note
is played staccato. In the swing rhythm, the second eighth note of the pair is gently accented and often
slurred to the next downbeat to strengthen the offbeat. In American guitar culture, the shuffle is associated
with the blues, while swing is connected to jazz. An in-depth discussion of swing and shuffle rhythms
tailored specifically for classical guitarists can be found in Andrew York’s book on jazz for classical
players, in which he cautions, “Be careful: done too literally, this can sound very unhip.” Andrrew York,
Jazz for Classical Cats, Book 1 (Van Nuys: Alfred Publishing, 1999), 7, 43.
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evenly divided beat to show the shift in strength (see Example 4.11a).41 In contrast, to
create the swing sensibility of “stomp blues” in his piece “O Freedom” (1992), David
Leisner notates the exact length of each eighth note and sixteenth note through
conventional classical notation (see Example 4.11b).42

Melodic Sensibility
The melodic sensibility of the American guitar vernacular is deeply rooted in
European and African folk traditions. It values the creation of sharply etched,
identifiable, and memorable melodies. In the European tradition, these melodies are
characteristically diatonic or pentatonic, move by step or in thirds, imply an underlying
functional harmony, and are structured in groups of four phrases that tell a story by
making a statement, a re-statement, introducing tension, and resolving that tension.
Reflecting the African tradition, the melodic sensibility of blues music incorporates calland-response, a sense of dialogue, an improvisatory feel, a “bluesy” sound, a unique
personal sound, and an aggressive, loud tone intended to carry over a long distance.43
These are but two examples of melody types and the characteristics that define them.

41

Andrew York, “Blues for JD” in Jazz for Classical Cats, vol. 2 (Van Nuys: Alfre Publishing/Workshop
Arts, 2001).
42
David Leisner, “O Freedom”, from Freedom Fantasies (Saint Nicholas, Quebec: Dobermann-Yppan,
1992).
43
A “bluesy” melodic sensibility involves flatting of the thirds and sevenths of a major pentatonic scale
while disregarding the natural notes in the underlying harmony. This and other characteristics of vernacular
melodies as applied to the guitar can be further studied in the many anthologies of Stefan Grossman,
including Stefan Grossman’s Book of Guitar Tunings (New York: Amsco Music Publishing, 1972).
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The American melodic sensibility requires a nuanced approach from the player
that combines the clear, consistent tones of the classical style with the textures employed
in finger-style playing to create accents and voice separation. (The last of these is crucial
in making clear the distinct melodies in a contrapuntal fabric.)44 Without sacrificing tone
production, classical players can bring out a similar feel by leaning on altered tones,
varying their attack on accented notes, employing tone colors (by changing the angle of
their right hand fingernails to the strings, for example, or by moving the right hand closer
to the bridge, over the sound hole, or closer to the neck), and honoring conversationalstyle phrasing.
Several of Andrew York’s solo guitar pieces evoke his folk roots through a
conversational melodic sensibility. The melodies in his piece “Sunday Morning
Overcast” (1989), for example, lend themselves to an understated vocal approach with
varied tone colors that identify the different “voices.”45 In a section of his piece “O
Freedom,” marked “call and response”(m. 34-36), David Leisner incorporates the
sensibility of call-and-response by passing a melodic motive back and forth between the
soprano and bass voices. He further evokes the blues tradition by alternating between the
minor and major pentatonic scales.46

44

Referencing this vernacular approach to melody, trumpeter Wynton Marsalis says of jazz trombonist
Wycliffe Gordon, “He makes the trombone talk, growl, mutter, moan, cry, sigh, squeal, exclaim, proclaim,
and defame.” Nat Hentoff. “Wycliffe Gordon: The Talking Trombone,” in, American Music Is, Edited by
Nat Hentoff, (Cambridge: Da Capo Press, 2004), 117.
45
Andrew York, “Sunday Morning Overcast” (San Francisco: GSP, 1989).
46
David Leisner, “O Freedom” in Freedom Fantasies, (Saint Nicholas, Quebec: Dobermann-Yppan,
1992).
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Harmonic Sensibility
Harmonic sensibility in the American guitar vernacular reflects contributions
from folk, blues, and jazz. Basic to this harmonic sensibility are the three diatonic chords
central to the classical style and American folk, blues, and rock: the “I-IV-V
progression.” In this chord progression, the I (tonic) functions as a resolution; the IV
(subtonic) creates motion; and the (V), or the dominant, creates tension that needs to
resolve back to I (tonic). The diatonic minor harmonies ii and vi are used as subtle color
substitutions for IV and I. In order to add emphasis and a sense of temporary resolution to
a harmony other than the I chord, players commonly insert a secondary dominant. To
change harmonic color, it is also common to “borrow” a chord from the parallel minor
and substitute it for a diatonic harmony, or “flat” the iii or vi.
When composing in the American vernacular, guitarist/composers honor these
basic sensibilities by blending subtle harmonic shifts into standard progressions, which
requires a certain technical sensitivity from the player.47 In his piece “Lullaby” (1988),
Andrew York plays with subtle shifts between D major and its parallel minor to change
the color of the accompaniment to his melodic line, coloring the line with borrowed
chords.48

47

Andrew York discussed the approach to this harmonic sensibility that he learned from his father, a folk
musician: “My Dad is a folk musician with a good ear and a good sense of harmony. He’ll put all of the
subtlety he hears into very simple changes. He’ll adjust his singing to color a vi chord instead of a I chord –
he’s really aware of making the most out of subtle changes.” Andrew York, interview by author, April 14,
2004.
48
Andrew York, “Lullaby,” (San Francisco: GSP, 1988).
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American players alter this basic harmonic sensibility by incorporating harmonies
that are specific to the influencing tradition. The blues is based on the basic I-IV-V
progression but generally alters the harmonies by making them dominant seventh chords.
“Jazz chords” are used in the American classical guitar vernacular in both a subtle and
overt manner. “Blues for JD” by Andrew York combines these two aesthetics--the piece
is a jazz-blues written in with traditional and altered “jazz” harmonies and it quotes a
common blues progression.49

Formal Sensibility
In the American vernacular, formal sensibility is tied to musical function. The
structure of a piece of music was intended to tell a story, connect with the listeners,
accompany a dance, or facilitate the participation of a soloist within a group of musicians.
Common European folk and hymn forms include: A-B-A, in which memorable melodic
material is often repeated; and the symmetrical A-A-B-B, common to contra-dances and
waltzes. In the African tradition, this sensibility includes forms that were intended to
support the voice of a soloist within a group. In the twelve-bar blues, the group repeats a
standard I-IV-V progression while soloists take turns improvising a melodic line. In the
head-solo-head (common to the jazz and bluegrass traditions), the group begins by
playing the melody and the chord progression of a song together (the head). While the

49

The common blues progression quoted in this piece is presented in the “shuffle” example 4.12a. York,
“Blues for JD” in Jazz for Classical Cats, 60.
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group repeats the progression, each player “solos.” At the end, the group repeats the head
together.50
American classical guitarist/composers often use these formal sensibilities as
scaffolding for their work. David Leisner composed his song “St. Claire” (1989) for
voice and guitar with the formal sensibility of the Protestant hymn. The AABBAA form
of this work, the four-phrase structure of the melody, the sacred text, and the formal
structure of the underlying harmonic progression evoke the sensibility of early American
sacred songs.51 In his piece “O Freedom,” Leisner explores the relationship of the headsolo-head form with the classical form of the fantasy. As the piece opens, the spiritual is
presented in a simple melodic form. From this point, the piece explores several solo-like
sections, returning to a subtly harmonized “head.”52

Abstract Aesthetics
In the American guitar vernacular, aesthetics are specific ways in which the
culture encourages its players to express their personal authenticity in performance
practice. While academic discussions of aesthetics in performance practice tend to focus
on “non-musical” factors that affect the sound or success of a performance, American
50

The African roots of the head-solo-head form are supported by the work of performance scholar Joni
Jones, who writes, “A primary concept in West African performance is the use of a solo with choral
support. This reciprocal relationship between the individual and the community can be seen in West
African performance. When a soloist does his or her work, the chorus stands by lending support. The
chorus serves to buttress the efforts of the individual.” Joni Jones, “The Metaphysics of a Jazz Thing”
(paper presented at The Inaguaral Wallace A. Bacon Lecture, Northwestern University, May 17, 2004).
51
David Leisner, “St. Claire,” Five Songs of Devotion (Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania: Columbia
Music/Theodore Presser, 1989).
52
David Leisner. “O Freedom,” Freedom Fantasies (St Nicholas, Quebec: Dobermann-Yppan, 1992).
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players focus on aesthetic values that allow them to “sound like themselves no matter
what.”53 As jazz guitarist Mitch Watkins put it, “On any day, I can tell in about sixteen
bars who anybody is if they’re good.”54 The American guitar vernacular recognizes two
aesthetics essential to its performance practice: “creating a music of place” and “taking
chances.”

“Creating a Music of Place”
In this aesthetic, players strive to connect with listeners who share their
background in American culture. Specifically, players incorporate vernacular idioms that
are rooted in the collective subconscious of their fellow citizens--sounds that reflect
American musical traditions, or those that are prominent in contemporary culture. As a
bridge between styles and a symbol of American culture, the guitar itself plays a central
role in this aesthetic. Bryan Johanson discussed the importance of “creating a music of
place” and how it is a driving force in his work.

I want to write a music of place. I want to be identified not only as
an American composer, but as a West Coast guy. And I want my music to

53

The focus of performance practice aesthetics on “non-musical elements” is evidenced in the work of
Gerard Behague as quoted in the dissertation of Hugh Sparks: “the ethnography of musical performance
should bring to light the ways in which non-musical elements in a performance occasion or event influence
the musical outcome of a performance.” Hugh Sparks. Stylistic Development and Compositional Processes
of Selected Solo Singer/Songwriters in Austin, TX.. The University of Texas, Austin, 1984, 83. The quote
referring to players’ abilities to “sound like themselves no matter what” was taken from an interview with
John Knowles, who stated: “Great artists are true to themselves. They sound like themselves no matter
what is going on around them.” John Knowles, interview with the author, September 20, 2003.
54
Mitch Watkins, interview with the guitarist, April 20, 2004.
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speak the language of where I’m from. And I hope that my music can
reflect somehow what it’s like to live here and what the people sound like
and what the music they listen to sounds like. And part of this was really
just being true to the guitar. My roots are in guitar. I love the guitar. I love
the sound of the guitar. I just can’t avoid it. The guitar provides the
touchstone for all of the styles that go into my make-up.55

“Taking Chances”
In the American guitar vernacular, “taking chances” is a central aesthetic.
Considered to be the fulfillment of personal expression, this approach requires that a
player bring all of his or her influences, knowledge, technical skill, and perspectives to
the performance of any given work. It also insists that the player transcend the need
for a technically “perfect” rendition of a work in favor of a personally honest
performance--a task that is difficult for classical players. Blues guitarist Kirby Kelley

55

Bryan Johanson, interview by author, September 22, 2003. The contemporary nature of this aesthetic is
supported by jazz guitarist Jody Fisher and musicologist John Blacking. Fisher remarks, “I think that a lot
of people in the jazz world, and in the classical world for that matter, try to forget their own musical
heritage. I think they try to skip back a few generations. So, we can play bebop, but that music represents
post-WWII life. It’s one thing to play with the skills and techniques of be-bop, but I didn’t grow up then. I
can’t relate to that life. I can’t express that vibe when I grew up with rock music and the Beatles. So, I think
it’s really important not to try to replace your own musical heritage, even if the style you choose to work in
pre-dates it. You have to add to whatever style you choose by acknowledging your heritage in some way.”
Jody Fisher, interview by author, September 30, 2003. Blacking writes, “Although a composer might have
the greatest respect for Tchaikovsky’s music, if he were aware of and concerned with the contemporary
task of being human and wanted to say something about it in his music, he could not reproduce that sort of
music in a society whose tasks are different from Tchaikovsky’s.” John Blacking. How Musical Is Man?
(Seattle: The University of Washington Press, 1973). 104.
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described this aesthetic in words of advice to players using Benjamin Verdery as an
example.

I would think that the thing that immediately comes to mind is to
play more from the heart than from your technical facility. There’s a
rawness in music that I would consider to be “American.” It’s about
expression. It’s all guts and fury. To play that way, it doesn’t matter if
you’re a little out of tune or you miss a note, because the energy of your
music making will carry you through. If you play from the heart, you’re
allowed mistakes if the sensitivity and the feel is there. When I see Ben
Verdery play, that’s what I hear. He plays with a frenetic energy that is
undeniable. And he brings his music to a completely different audience
because of his willingness to expand his classical voice and make
something new.56

*

*

*

*

*

*

This chapter has offered a sampling of the techniques, sensibilities, and aesthetics
that go into creating the American guitar vernacular. Through various musical examples,
it has also shown how the musical vocabulary of a chosen stylistic dialect can be

56

Kirby Kelley, interview by author, March 24, 2004.
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incorporated into classical compositions in the distinct voices of American
guitarist/composers. Because the concepts and “lingos” of the American guitar vernacular
are so specific to its communities, this chapter has been broad and general in its scope. In
the context of this treatise, it serves as an introduction to the next chapter, which will
examine the unique ways in which Andrew York, Benjamin Verdery, Bryan Johnson, and
David Leisner incorporate this vernacular into their classical guitar compositions.
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Example 4.1a – Hammer-on/Pull-off (Vamp)
This example, from Andrew York’s “Sunburst,” illustrates the use of hammer-ons
and pull-offs strung together in a syncopated vamp. The hammer-ons/pull-offs allow the
left hand and the right hand thumb to sustain the vamp in the lower voice, while the
fingers of the right hand pluck chords in the upper voice. The notation indicates the notes
that should be “hammered” and “pulled-off” with a slur marking. The right hand thumb
plucks the first note of each thusly-marked grouping.
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Example 4.1b – Hammer-on/Pull-off (“Hedges-style”)
This example, also from “Sunburst,” is an example of the type of “hammeron/pull-offs” associated with finger-style guitarist Michael Hedges. In this approach to
the technique, the left-hand frets a chord, “hammering” and “pulling-off” two or more
fingers in rapid, percussive succession. A rapid bass-line run of hammer-ons and pull-offs
connects one chord to the next.
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Example 4.2a – Percussion (Drum Set Techniques)
This example, from David Leisner’s “Samba,” illustrates the guitar’s ability to
imitate a drum set. The lower voice of the percussion part is played with the right hand on
the soundboard, creating a full sound in the style of a “tom” drum. The upper voice,
played with the left hand in a thin timbre, is meant to imitate a “rim-shot.” A “rim shot”
is a stick technique in which a drummer lays the stick lengthwise across the drum head
and then brings it up and down, striking the rim of the drum in two places on the stick
simultaneously. The specific groove written here is the standard clave rhythm in the
bossa nova. (In an interview with Leisner, he confessed that “Samba” is actually written
in the style of a bossa nova, but he liked the sound of the word “samba” better as a title.1)

1

David Leisner, interview by author, September 24, 2003.
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Example 4.2b – Percussion (Hand-Drumming)
This example, from Bryan Johanson’s “Melancholia,” illustrates the notation for
complex hand-drumming on the body of the instrument. The diagram in the score
identifies four distinct timbres created by striking specific areas of the instrument’s body
with different fingers. Each timbre is assigned a pitch, and the pitches are then notated in
the score. The player “reads’ the rhythmic patterns by reading the notes.
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Example 4.3 – Alternate Tuning
This example, from Benjamin Verdery’s “Keanae,” illustrates the use of the
alternate tuning known as “Dsus”: 6 = D, 5 = G, 4 = D, 3 = F#, 2 = A, 1 = D. The end of
the piece demonstrates a common use of this technique. As the bottom (lowest in pitch)
four strings are tuned to a “Dsus” chord, the player can arpeggiate this harmony with the
right hand alone while the left hand frets harmonics in an upper voice.
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Example 4.4 – Finger-picking (Alternating Bass)
This example, from Benjamin Verdery’s “Milwaukee,” illustrates a style of
finger-picking described as “toe-tapping American” that is associated with the playing of
Chet Atkins. The finger pattern alternates the right hand thumb (on the bass note) with
first the index finger and then the middle finger (on the harmony notes). The bass line
itself traditionally alternates between the root and the fifth of the chord. As in this
example, the right hand pattern is continued as the left hand frets a lick to end the phrase.
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Example 4.5 – Slide (Bottleneck)
This example, from Benjamin Verdery’s “Keanae,” illustrates the use of the slide.
The alternate tuning of this work (explained in Example 4.4) allows the player to
arpeggiate the underlying harmony in a rhythmic groove with the right hand alone. The
left hand is free to put the slide on its third or fourth finger and play the melody on top of
the groove. The first phrase of the melody is played at pitch with the “slide” notated in
the score with glissando markings between the start note and the one to “slide’ into. The
second phrase sounds an octave higher than written. The player strikes the twelfth fret
harmonic and then starts the slide behind the nut of the neck, raising the pitch.
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Example 4.6 – Strumming
This example, from Bryan Johanson’s “Give the Strummer Some,” shows the
notation for strumming. In the notation, the full chords are notated on the first beat of
each change. A thick stem on subsequent subdivisions is meant to be sounded while a
thin stem is meant to be muted by slightly lifting the left hand fingers. Accents are
indicated (>) under designated notes. In line two of this example, the composer directs
the player to improvise his or her own accents and mutes – in the spirit of the American
guitar vernacular.
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Example 4.7 – Riff
This example, from Benjamin Verdery’s “Capitola,” demonstrates the riff
technique. The “riff” in “Capitola” consists of the bass line (lower voice), the IV chord
“pulled-off” to the I (upper voice), and the natural harmonics struck by touching a left
hand finger to the string at the twelfth, fifth, seventh, and twelfth frets, articulating a I-I
(8va)-V-I progression. In the typical fashion of rock styles, the “riff” is repeated before
the A section of the work begins, in this case – four times.
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Example 4.8 - Lick
This example, from Bryan Johanson’s “Partita,” illustrates the use of a “lick”
common to rock guitar styles. Beginning with the composer’s tempo marking “Presto,”
this is a scale-like run to be played as fast and relaxed as possible – as if the player is
“tossing it off” (playing with ease).
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Example 4.9 - Arpeggio
This example, from Andrew York’s “Evening Dance,” illustrates the use of the
arpeggio technique. Guitar One arpeggiates two descending e minor triads followed by
an ascending d# diminished triad.
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Example 4.10 – Improvisation
This example, from Bryan Johanson’s “Jammus Vulgaris,” demonstrates a
classical composer’s approach to improvisation. The “rhythm guitarist” (Guitar Two)
plays the “Ground Variant.” Simultaneously, the “lead guitarist” (Guitar One) chooses
excerpts from the “Insert Menu” at his or her discretion and inserts them into the part as
when directed by the composer’s indications.
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Example 4.11a – Rhythmic Sensibility (Shuffle)
This example, from Andrew York’s “Blues for JD,” illustrates a common notation
for the “shuffle” sensibility. Having directed the player to “swing” the eighths at the
beginning of the work, York adds staccato markings over the first of the eighth note pair
in this shuffle section. This directs the player to tighten up the rhythmic sensibility,
contrasting the “shuffle” with “swing.” With or without the accent markings, the player
would recognize the shuffle here by its signature accompanying chord progression.
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Example 4.11b – Rhythmic Sensibility (Swing/Stomp-Blues)
This example, from David Leisner’s “O Freedom,” illustrates a common classical
notation for “swing” rhythms. Unlike York’s approach, which presents the rhythm in
straight eighths and expects the player to investigate the groove, Leisner notates the
specific durations in sixteenth note subdivisions.
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Chapter Five
The Compositional Process: Four Composers
“My American roots pieces, let’s see…Most of my pieces would be, but I always blend
in influences like Renaissance, Baroque, reggae, as you know. “Sunburst” is very
American. Should fly the damn flag when I play it, but I refuse.”
--Andrew York1
As the opening quote shows, Andrew York has fully embraced his vernacular and
classical influences. In doing so, he has developed his unique voice in composition. Like
York, Benjamin Verdery, Bryan Johanson, and David Leisner found American voices in
their own blends of guitar styles rooted in personal experiences. Individually, these four
classical guitarist/composers stand out as instantly recognizable voices in contemporary
American classical guitar performance and composition. Collectively, they make up a
spectrum of the “sound” in an American classical guitar music they helped create. The
work of York and Verdery provides a direct link to the vernacular, Johanson delves into
the New Music aesthetic and the avant-garde, and Leisner explores the art song style.
This chapter takes a look at the individual voices of these guitarist/composers by
examining the compositional process of each. First, it provides a brief overview of each
player’s body of work and personal style. Second, it highlights his thoughts on the
compositional process as well as his advice to performers who approach his works. Third,

1

Andrew York, email to the author, May 22, 2004.
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it offers an analysis of the blend of vernacular and classical authenticities in one
representative work by each composer.

Andrew York (b. 1958)
Andrew York’s “American voice” as a classical guitarist/composer expresses his
direct link to roots in folk, finger-style, jazz, and rock styles. His extensive body of work
includes character pieces for solo guitar that explore the vocabulary of his folk roots. Into
those works, he blends elements of counterpoint, Renaissance influences, and classical
form. Due to the added technical and textural possibilities provided by multiple players
and instruments, his chamber works with guitar incorporate greater levels of harmonic,
formal, and rhythmic complexity from the classical dialect. One such example is
“Transilience” (1999) for guitar, flute, and cello.2 Within the classical community,
Andrew York is considered a “guitar composer.” All of his works are written for the
instrument, and are “guitaristic”-- that is, idiomatic for the instrument -- prompting
players to remark on the way in which they “fall under the fingers.”
York has established common ground with a wide and varied audience by
drawing on a familiar musical vocabulary to “create a music of place”. He discussed this
connection with his listeners and its roots in the personal nature of his compositional
style--a style he admits is deceptively complex.
2

In an interview, York discussed the greater levels of complexity he is able to incorporate into his
ensemble writing – specifically for the Los Angeles Guitar Quartet. “With the quartet, there are more
possibilities for texture because you have four players. All of my chamber pieces are more complex
rhythmically and harmonically. Things that I would boil down to a simpler essence for a solo piece, for the
quartet I’ll go ahead and expand that and make it a bit more challenging.” Andrew York, interview by
author, April 14, 2004.
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Typically, the people who come up to me after a concert and want
to talk can be anyone--from a fifteen year-old rock guitarist to a seventy
year-old woman--who has had a deep or emotional response to my music.
I always wanted my music to be honest and personal, so I gravitated back
to my earliest influences. And then, sure, other influences come in, and I
allow all my musical experiences to inform my writing.
You’ve probably noticed the different styles--my pieces can go in
multiple different directions. Some of them are full-on jazz, while others
are quite dissonant. I’m no stranger to harmonic and rhythmic complexity
at all. People don’t always notice because my solo pieces can be quite
accessible in one sense, but then when you look at the structure there’s a
whole level of rhythmic or harmonic complexity underneath. And people
hear pieces like “Transilience” or my new piece for quartet and percussion
[“Night Furniture”(2004)] and will come up to me and say, “I’ve never
heard any of your music sound like that!”3
For me, everything has its season. In my writing process, there’s a
constant moving away, embracing new ideas and moving back. I don’t
have an intellectual master plan. The only control I have is to try to keep it
real and not derivative, just trying to have it move me emotionally.4

3
4

Andrew York, “Night Furniture,” recorded by the Los Angeles Guitar Quartet, Spin (Telarc, CD-80617).
Andrew York, interview by author, April 14, 2004.
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Offering advice to classical players who wish to interpret his pieces, York
suggested that stylistically inclusive listening should form the foundation of their
approach. As the pedagogy for the American vernacular remains an oral-apprenticeship
tradition, classical performers must take it upon themselves personally to explore the
roots of influencing vernacular styles. York addressed the reluctance of many in the
classical guitar community to “open up their ears” to influences outside of their chosen
tradition.

For the traditional repertoire, there’s a whole standard pedagogy.
With new music--with my stuff, it’s more challenging. There’s no “York
Pedagogy,” just a willingness to think outside of the box. One way is to
listen to the styles it’s related to. Listen to some of the great, hot steel
string players. Listen to Michael Hedges’ recordings like Aerial
Boundaries, Ralph Towner’s Diary. Listen to some bluegrass players to
see what other technically amazing things can be done on the instrument.
Of course, go see jazz players to see what they’re doing. It’s so rich. Get
out of the purely classical realm.
The important thing is to open yourself up to how the guitar can be
a communion of styles and be so convincing. If you’re only listening to
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recordings of Williams and Barrueco playing the same pieces, you’re only
hearing 0.1% of what’s out there for the guitar.5 Open up your ears.
That’s it, man. And get excited about it. Don’t say--“Oh, it isn’t classical
therefore I shall not be excited by this.” No! Find the things that you like,
latch on to it and listen very carefully and absorb it. That’s all I can say.6

“Sunburst”
Andrew York’s “Sunburst” (1986) is his most well-known piece and has become
the signature work of the American classical guitar vernacular. The popularity of
“Sunburst” is credited with sparking the development of this new approach to the
classical style in the late 1980s.7 In its folk-like accessibility, rhythmic groove, and
underlying classical complexity, “Sunburst” is representative of York’s writing for solo
guitar. This piece owes its quintessentially “American sound” to the techniques and
sensibilities of modern finger-style playing and blends this vocabulary with the
compositional and technical approach of the classical dialect.
The score of “Sunburst” immediately reveals its vernacular influence with its “3
Ds” tuning. This changes the timbre of the classical guitar to a brighter, more resonant,
“steel string” sound and facilitates the descending sequence of the B section (mm. 23-34).
The bridge in mm. 35-42 is written in the arpeggio technique common to electric guitar
5

John Williams (b.1941) and Manuel Barreuco (b. 1952) are classical guitar recitalists known for their
note-perfect recordings of our standard repertoire.
6
Andrew York, interview by author, April 14, 2004.
7
For more on “Sunburst” and its relevance to the classical guitar repertoire, see the interview with classical
guitarist Benjamin Verdery in Chapter Six, “Reception Issues”.
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playing. The C section (mm. 43-52) is comprised of successive hammer-on and pull-off
runs articulated in a syncopated rhythm with the right hand thumb. The alternate tuning
allows the player to play triads on open strings with the fingers on top of this running
bass-line. American finger-style players will recognize the influence of Michael Hedges
in the left-hand percussion implied in this section.
“Sunburst” incorporates the sensibilities of the American guitar vernacular. The
work exhibits a lyrical, familiar, and memorable diatonic melodic sensibility and employs
a “call-and-response” pattern in mm. 48-52. Rhythmically, this work requires the player
to groove. Specifically, the piece is written in common time but felt in cut time. The
“pocket” of its groove sits on the back of the beat and is dependent on its syncopations.
This feel is particularly evident in the Latin groove of the B section--a common feel in
American guitar culture.8 Harmonically, the piece is composed of diatonic progressions
colored with sevenths, added tones, suspensions, secondary dominants and subtle
substitutions. The bIII chord in m. 9 is an example of a borrowed chord (substitution)
used to accentuate the beginning of the third phrase in the A section.
The classical approach to “Sunburst” is evident in the way York presents the
vernacular vocabulary noted above and in its voice leading, counterpoint, and the
demands on the right-hand technique. An influence of the classical style may be
perceived in the use of alternate tunings. Here, vernacular and classical mix easily as
alternate tunings are not exclusive to either. In his “3 Ds tuning,” York acknowledges the

8

This chord progression and groove feature prominently in “Phase Dance” by jazz guitarist/composer Pat
Metheny. Pat Metheny Group,“Phase Dance”: Pat Metheney Group (ECM Records, ECM-1-114), 1978.
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more common tunings of “open D,” or “DADGAD” in the vernacular world, creating a
similar timbre, and allowing for the consistent utilization of moveable left-hand chord
shapes. While moveable shapes are used in the ‘B’ section, however, York places the
main melodic and harmonic material on strings that are not alternately tuned.
Specifically, he utilizes the “drop D” strings for resonance in m. 14, pedals in mm. 22-33,
and the cross-string melodic technique known as campanella [bell] in mm. 1 and 9.9 The
alternation of single string melodies with campanella melodies lends a distinctive
“classical” sensibility to the phrase structure of this work. The classical approach to
voice-leading counterpoint is evident in mm. 10-11 where the (b7) on the (V/IV) is raised
back to its natural on the (V) chord to facilitate the cadential progression that concludes
the A section as well as in the suspensions at mm. 14-15.
The interpretation of these compositional subtleties--voice-leading and separation,
harmonic color and structural dynamics--are dependent on the facility and depth of righthand technique essential to the classical dialect. In this way, “Sunburst” is composed
with the techniques and sensibilities of the American guitar vernacular but sounds in the
“voice” of the classical dialect (See Example 5.1).

Benjamin Verdery (b. 1955)
Benjamin Verdery’s American voice in classical guitar composition exudes the
aesthetics of the American guitar vernacular. The exploration of his rock roots and his
9

A campanella is a a little bell and the designation means “bell-like.” In this technique, classical guitarists
finger successive notes in step-wise motion on adjacent strings instead of the same string, creating the
effect of a depressed sustain pedal on a keyboard, or, like its name suggests, oscillating little bells.
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devotion to the guitar itself allow him to connect with American listeners outside of the
classical community and infuse his style with a visceral energy. Verdery’s body of solo
guitar work includes character pieces, arrangements of popular songs by Jimi Hendrix,
Prince, and John Lennon, a set of etudes, and works that utilize electronics. His chamber
works with guitar include traditional and more daring combinations--such as the
collaboration of improvising musicians and works for large ensemble that employ avantgarde techniques, choral singing, and (in one case) a percussion solo performed by a
basketball player. His works are considered to be “guitaristic” by classical players, but
they pose a deceptive level of technical and interpretive difficulty.
Verdery discussed the inclusive and organic nature of his compositional process.
Inspired by the work of guitarist/composer Heitor Villa-Lobos, Verdery talked about the
way he expresses the vernacular aesthetics in his work. He favors the aesthetic of “taking
chances” by establishing and expressing his own personality. Furthermore, he participates
in the aesthetics of “creating a music of place” by allowing the guitar itself to take a
central role in his compositional process.
I’m always combining my rock and classical influences. For
instance, right now I’m in the middle of writing a new piece. There are
elements of it that are clearly I-IV-V, and for lack of a better term, it has a
rock feeling and energy--very visceral. It is also combined with Baroque
techniques. I love canon. I love stretto. It just completely drives me crazy.
So, it’s a combination of influences. I’ll improvise to begin. I don’t think
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I start with a complete idea, but after a few measures it becomes it clear to
me where I’m going.
Villa-Lobos has been a big inspiration because I just look at a
piece like “Etude 7” [from Douze Etudes] and I think, “well, it just doesn’t
make any sense at all” because there’s the first section--very technical and
fast--and then there’s the gentle, lyrical second section that has nothing to
do with the rest of the piece. But he’s got such a great musical personality
that it really hangs together. It probably wouldn’t hang together on a
piano, but because it’s so guitaristic it works. And I certainly would be
guilty of that. In other words, I’m writing on my instrument and the
instrument itself is very important in terms of composition. Maybe not all
the pieces I’ve written, but certain pieces for sure could not survive in the
transcription process to another instrument.10

Offering advice to classical players who wish to perform his work, Verdery
suggests a broad listening background in popular American styles. In line with the values
of the American guitar vernacular, he encourages performers to develop their own sense
of personal authenticity by following in the footsteps of those in many stylistic
communities who have found their own voice.

10

Benjamin Verdery, interview by author, September 25, 2003.
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In terms of “Ben Verdery’s music twenty years from now,” yeah,
there’s a background you’d have to have from a listening standpoint. For
example, with some of the strumming--if you’ve never heard anyone play
that kind of figure--you might play it kind of straight. You might have a
hard time with it. I would hope that the player would really learn the piece
and play it musically the way they heard it. But in general, yeah, I would
advise someone, “it would do you well to study.” That’s my advice. That’s
not to say that someone couldn’t come down from the mountain and play
beautifully. But I think that’s going to be pretty unusual.
And, in terms of listening and influence, the way things lead you to
other things is great. I would say Aretha Franklin and Jimi Hendrix are
among my biggest influences.11 They helped me get into sound. Some
players say, “Oh, I do not listen to recordings. I do not want to be
influenced.” Dude!!!!---What are you talking about, man?!! Go for it!
Steal! Take my ideas. If you dig something that I do, steal it. You’re not
gonna be able to do it like me, and I can’t do it like you. Why say “no” to
it? Why not investigate it? I think what these people do is they’ve been
there before you--and they give you this ticket, and they say, “It’s okay”.
And in that way they’re a great inspiration to me.12

11

Aretha Franklin and Jimi Hendrix are well-regarded as two of the most influential American musicians
of the twentieth century.
12
Benjamin Verdery, interview by author, September 25, 2003.
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“Capitola, CA”
Perhaps Verdery’s most well known work, Some Towns and Cities is a multimovement work scored for solo guitar and mixed instrumental ensemble.13 Recorded by
the composer himself with an eclectic ensemble of special guests, the individual works in
this American suite follow in the tradition of Isaac Albeniz’s Iberia Suite. They capture
the essence of several American towns and cities through a mixture of vernacular themes
and classical compositional techniques. Verdery’s “Capitola, CA,” is the first of this set.
Although it has been published as a solo work and is most often performed as such, he
has also arranged it as a duo guitar piece. This lyrical work blends the composer’s
inspiration from both rock and Baroque music. Discussing his compositional process for
this work, Verdery pointed to specific influences and how they evolved into their
presentation in this piece.

In “Capitola,” I remember the bass line of first measure--thinking
that was like the tune “Revival” by the Alman Brothers Band. And my
figure is not exactly like that riff, but after I wrote that, it reminded me of
it. Something inside that little figure ignited something inside of me. So,
“Capitola” started off with this quasi-Alman Brothers kind of thing--and
that became the introduction as well as the bass line of the piece. But it is

13

Benjamin Verdery, Some Towns and Cities (Newport Classic NPD85509), 1992.
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also based melodically on “Mysterious Barricades,” one of the first
classical Baroque pieces that moved me to a great degree.14

The score to “Capitola, CA” reveals the American influences mentioned by
Verdery, as well as other techniques from the American guitar vernacular. As the
composer described, the opening bass line quotes the riff from “Revival” that comes
about one minute and thirty seconds (1:30) into the song just before the entrance of the
vocals. The riff in “Capitola” quotes the first three notes and then drops an octave in the
bass and is followed by the IV chord pulling-off to the I chord, a technique associated
with the style of guitarist Jimi Hendrix. The melody of the piece’s main theme is also a
direct quote of a popular song, this time one of the composer’s own. The melody was
originally part of a song entitled “Sharing a Smile” that Verdery recorded with
vibraphonist Craig Peyton.15 The hammer-on run at m. 21 is written in the percussive
style of finger-style guitarists. The influence of electric guitar techniques can be seen in
the arpeggio writing of mm. 32-38.
In addition to these techniques, “Capitola” incorporates sensibilities from the
American vernacular. Rhythmically, the main theme of the A section is presented in a
syncopated groove. The melody is composed in a conversational-style phrase structure.
In the duo version of this work, each phrase in the first voice of the melody is answered
in the second voice in call-and-response style writing. Harmonically, this section is
14

Verdery is referring here to the edition of Francois Couperin’s “Mysterious Barricades,” edited by Alirio
Diaz. (Amsterdam: Broekmans & van Poppel, 1965).
15
Benjamin Verdery and Craig Peyton, “Sharing a Smile,” Emotional Velocity (Narada, 1989).
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functional (that is, governed by the traditional tensions between areas in the tonic and
those in the dominant) and incorporates inversions that facilitate bass-line voice leading
and create tension in mm. 9-12. The “American” harmonic sensibility is felt in the subtle
key shift from the IV chord to the borrowed iv in m. 33. Formally, the piece begins like
many riff-style rock tunes, with several statements of the riff itself.
The classical influence of the work can be seen in the way in which this
“American” vocabulary is incorporated into the composition. The riff that opens the piece
in the traditional “American” fashion described above is repeated throughout the A
section as a bass-line ostinato. The melody, while popular in its sensibilities, is inspired
by the piece French Baroque harpsichord work, “Mysterious Barricades” by François
Couperin (1668-1733). As in the Couperin work, the melodic material in this composition
owes its syncopation, tensions, and releases to its tied notes and suspensions. The calland-response phrasing in the duo version of the work that takes place in the introduction
and the theme is written with canonic imitation. Formally, this piece is a rondo, with
three statements of the main theme and two contrasting couplets. As in a standard
classical rondo form, the couplets are written with contrasting melodic material.
Harmonically, the tonalities of both couplets are unstable and ambiguous. The first
couplet centers on the subdominant, and the second is written in the key of the parallel
minor. The range of the writing in the couplets, which encompasses the entire range of
the instrument, is another classical characteristic. In sum, the technical and interpretive
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demands of this setting require the approach of a classically trained guitarist ( Example
5.2).

Bryan Johanson, (b. 1951)
Bryan Johanson has found a clever, quirky, sonically unique “voice” in the
American guitar vernacular that reconciles his musical life as a classical composer with
his experience as a young electric guitarist. Johanson spent his early career writing
classical pieces in standard forms and in an art music dialect. As a result, his recent work
in the American guitar vernacular incorporates contemporary classical sensibility in a
way that sets his music apart from his colleagues. This influence is especially audible in
his solo and chamber works, his use of dissonance, key choices, non-functional
approaches to harmony, and specific compositional techniques including encryption,
palindrome, encoded motives, and prepared guitar. Johanson is “non-guitaristic” in the
traditional sense. He challenges the guitarist’s preconceptions of the instrument with
unexpected accidentals, shifting meters, percussive and sonic effects that require the
construction of mutes or innovative diagram notation, and an unconventional approach to
harmony.
In one of our recent interviews, Johanson described the process he underwent in
the search for his unique voice. He focused on the growing presence of vernacular
influences in his works and the ways in which he blends them with his classical
sensibility.
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When you look at all of my pieces, what you’ll see is that my
concept of “roots” changes. And you’ll start to see more rock influenced
things. In a lot of my stuff, it’s all about the propulsion of motor rhythms
and drive and beat. A lot of my early music was abstract, had more meter
changes, and was harmonically much more condensed. And these days,
it’s like, “common chords are good.”16
And with that I think my big discovery was that if you accept
common chords, you don’t have to accept the idea of functional harmony.
You can just have chords. And, if you’ve got a good enough ear, then you
can mix really dense chords with simple chords, you can find your way in
and out of tonal and atonal music...and freely tonal...and diatonic...and
pentatonic. If you’re listening, you can find a way to use all of that. And I
think that’s more of what I’m interested in these days--just finding a way
to create a really convincing musical vernacular that you would have to
recognize as American but at the same time is uniquely mine.17

Offering advice to players who wish to interpret his works, Johanson talked about
the way in which his own listening tastes have affected him as a composer. Although

16

Common chords refer to triadic harmony, a basic concept in music theory. These harmonies are common
to popular styles of music. In jazz and in classical music, these harmonies are often manipulated to create
complex and extended harmonies.
17
Bryan Johanson, interview by author, September 22, 2003.
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much of his chosen listening may not manifest itself in his compositions in a direct and
tangible way, his openness to a variety of influences is significant to his perspective.

It’s only recently, maybe within the last ten years that I’m really
coming to grips with the issue of my “roots”--what it is that thrills me.
What kind of music do I like to hear? You know, if you were to come to
my house and look at my CD collection, you would find lots of lute music,
lots of early choral music, a shelf with James Brown--it’s very eclectic. I
really love ethnic folk music--folk music where they’re not singing in
English. I don’t want to understand what they’re saying. It’s the music
that’s great. I also listen to Chinese music. I’m just flipped about the
pipa.18 It’s been sort of mind opening to study the pipa; I mean, I will
never perform on it, but I think it’s good to exercise your mind and
challenge or re-examine how you’ve learned things and how you do
stuff.19

“Jammus Vulgaris”
Johanson’s work, 13 Ways of Looking at 12 Strings, is a fifty-minute work for
classical guitar duo that combines as many of this composer’s classical and American

18

The pipa is a lute-like Chinese stringed instrument that is played with the back of the nails on the right
hand--a technique opposite from that is used in classical guitar playing.
19
Bryan Johanson, interview by author, September 24, 2003.
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influences as he could muster.20 The thirteen movements incorporate encoded messages,
palindrome, a theme by J.S. Bach, mixed meters, dissonance, fugual writing,
counterpoint, incidental writing, rhythmic propulsion, prepared guitar that evokes the
sound of steel drums, slide, strumming, improvisation, functional harmony, groove,
percussion, riffs, and the twelve-bar blues. “Jammus Vulgaris” is the final and
culminating movement of the work. He had the following to say about the work and his
process in writing it.

I wrote this piece that will just kick your ass it’s so cool. It’s
wacky, but the entertainment value is very high. It just does everything-it’s like the world of the guitar. When I wrote it, I didn’t set out to write a
long piece. I just had the goal that I wanted to incorporate everything I
love about two guitars into one piece. I wanted to take the two guitars and
look at them from every conceivable angle that I could imagine. I really
wanted to explore this combination of two instruments and what they can
do.21

“Jammus Vulgaris” is a contemporary classical development of the twelve-bar
blues in E major. The influence of the American vernacular in this piece can be seen and
heard from the outset. The piece opens with an eight-measure introduction in which the
20
21

Bryan Johanson, 13 Ways of Looking at 12 Strings, composer’s manuscript, 2002.
Bryan Johanson, interview by author, September 24, 2003.
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second guitar plays a syncopated bass line, while the first guitar strikes an artificial
harmonic on beat two with a wide vibrato, imitating the effects of an amplified electric
guitar. The main theme enters in the form of a riff in simple quadruple time that bears a
resemblance to that of the Beatles hit, “Birthday.”22 This one measure riff is followed in
the second guitar with licks that incorporate slides and hammer-on/pull-off runs.
Measures 57-80 present the composer’s take on improvisation--a technique that has
become a centerpiece of contemporary blues playing. Players take turns performing the
rhythm part (which consists of the riff) and soloing. In this classical context, the soloing
is not pure improvisation; rather, the player chooses appropriate licks from an “insert
menu” in the way that a blues guitarist would choose from his or her memorized “bag of
tricks.”23
In terms of sensibility, the melodic writing of the main theme is grounded in the
pentatonic scale, which vacillates with minor and major scales. Rhythmically, the piece
opens with a sense of groove, enhanced by the backbeat emphasis of the first guitar part.
Harmonically and formally, the piece follows the traditional structure of the twelve-bar
blues several times, employing more and more elaborate licks at mm. 20 and 26; effects
at mm. 43 and 45; then an increasingly propulsive and explosive style with improvisation
from there.
The classical tradition of this work is most visible in the precise notation used to
convey the techniques and sensibilities of the American vernacular. The rhythmic groove
22

The Beatles,“Birthday,” The White Album. (Apple/Capitol Records, 1968).
The term “bag of tricks” refers to a collection of learned, memorized licks, riffs and melodic statements
that an improvising musician can draw on during a guitar solo.
23
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is indicated through carefully notated accents and mixed meters. In the improvisation
section, the rhythm guitar part is notated as a “Ground Variant,” and the “Insert Menu” is
composed in a style common to the graphic scores of the New Music aesthetic.
Compositionally, the classical dialect is heard and felt in the section that follows
the second “solo” in mm. 81-108, and in the final section of the piece in mm. 137-214.
The writing is motivic and imitative, and the rhythmic sensibility is wild, driven, and
propulsive. Melodically, this section is angular and non-diatonic. Harmonically, there are
no chords in the vernacular sense--rather, harmony is implied through bass notes and
octaves. The Coda of the piece in mm. 137-214 highlights an American classical
influence, written in a rhythmically buoyant, open style reminiscent of Aaron Copland
(1900-1990) The Coda provides an American classical finish to a work that begins in the
blues and weaves its way through a contemporary classical musical landscape (Example
5.3).

David Leisner (b. 1953)
David Leisner found his unique “American voice” in a blend of the art music
aesthetic and the techniques and sensibilities of popular rock, folk, and show tunes that
influenced him as a young player. In addition to his work on the guitar, Leisner is known
as a classical composer in the strictest sense, often writing pieces for instrumental
combinations without guitar. These include works for voice and piano, and chamber
ensemble. The classical influence can be felt in his open chordal writing, his linear
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voice-leading, non-traditional chord voicings, his key choices, modulations to unrelated
keys, and imitative writing in the sensibilities of the choral tradition. Writing exclusively
for the classical performer, Leisner leaves little to chance in terms of stylistic sensibility,
manipulating conventional notation and accent markings to notate groove. Players who
approach these works find idiomatic vernacular writing blended with unconventional
choices from the art music aesthetic that are new to the hands and the ears.
As a composer and a player, Leisner has always been interested in music that
combines a sense of the familiar with a musical vocabulary that presents his popular
aesthetic in a new, forward-moving sound. He talked about the specific way in which this
value affects his compositional process.

In musical terms I was interested in the rhythmic energy and
liveness of popular music. And, I liked the simplicity of the harmonies,
which continue to sound fresh to me. And I always thought that much of
the twentieth century [classical] composition tended to move too far, too
quickly. And there was too much innovation for its own sake and not
enough digging down deep into what we already knew. So when I heard
popular music after I’d been well-versed in classical music, I continued to
find it fresh in ways that I think most classical composers of the time were
not finding. They were interested in complexity of rhythm and harmony
and melody and twelve-tone organization...so-on and so-forth...which at
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the time kind of bored me because I didn’t feel there was a lot of life there
in that music.
And when I listened to popular music, I heard a tremendous
amount of life. And at the same time what I thought the popular music
lacked was a kind of complexity and depth that classical music always
had. So I think that my mission at that point was to bring the two together
somehow and see what I could find in common between the two.24

Offering advice to players who wish to perform his works, Leisner encouraged
players to investigate the roots of each work on an individual basis. To illustrate his
point, he discussed the roots of specific pieces in his body of work and the type of
vernacular listening that would aid in their interpretation.

I guess for me it depends more on the individual piece. As I’ve
described my pieces one by one, it was interesting to me to see how the
amount of popular music content was different going from piece to piece.
Some of it is very direct--like in the Freedom Fantasies. That is very
direct in a certain way. And in a piece like that it would be really a good
idea to listen to blues and jazz and gospel music that relate to that style.

24

David Leisner, interview by author, September 22, 2003.
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I think that that’s what we’re talking about here--authentic style.
With a piece like Freedom Fantasies it is absolutely essential. With a
piece like Dances in the Madhouse, it’s essential to listen enough to these
styles--the bossa nova enough so that you get the sensibility of what the
drummer does with the brushes and the rim shot. That’s what the guitar
part is doing at the beginning of the fourth movement [“Samba!”].25 That
would be good to have that in your ear.
So I guess what I’m saying is that it really depends on the
individual piece. And the question to ask, I think, if you’re wondering
about what to research or let go of is: “How deeply does this piece depend
on its roots?” or “What kind of direct relationship does this piece have to
this vernacular music?”26

Freedom Fantasies: “O Freedom”
In the solo guitar work titled Freedom Fantasies, Leisner combines sensibilities
from the American folk song tradition and the styles of blues, Gospel, and jazz with the
form and compositional techniques common to the classical dialect. “O Freedom” is the
last of three settings of American spirituals in the traditional classical form of the fantasy.
Leisner discussed the outline of the overall work and its specific influences.

25

David Leisner, “Samba!”, from Dances in the Madhouse (Byrn Mawr, Pennsylvania: Merion
Music/Theodore Presser, 1982). Please see Chapter Four, Example 4.2a.
26
David Leisner, interview by author, September 22, 2003.
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In Freedom Fantasies, I’m using the African American spirituals,
“Go Down Moses,” “Sometimes I feel Like a Motherless Child,” “O,
Freedom” and taking off from there. I’m sort of using the blues and the
jazz traditions that the spirituals are related to and taking off from there
into my own style. The last one, “O, Freedom,” has some pretty direct
evocations of African American popular music. There is one little section
where I indicate “call and response”--and that’s right out of the tradition of
gospel music. And then shortly after that, there’s a passage marked
“nervous and wild, but swinging”--it has a lot of silence in it but it’s also
got a “jazz/stomp” feel to it. So, with this piece, I’m directly relating to the
jazz and blues tradition but trying to find its feet in the classical world.27

From its beginning, “O, Freedom,” reflects this balance of vernacular and
classical traditions, intertwining these vocabularies in its compositional language. This is
reflected in the form of the work, which evokes both the classical fantasy--a form that
gives the impression that the work is flowing spontaneously from the performer’s hands;
and the head-solo-head--in which the melody is played, improvised upon, and then
played again to end the work. The piece continues this blend of traditions in its three
major sections (Example 5.4).

27

David Leisner, interview by author, September 22, 2003.
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The first section (mm. 1-41) opens with the single-line melody of the spiritual
played freely in the vernacular sensibility of the gospel tradition. Leisner text-paints the
lyrics “and before I’ll be a slave, I’ll be buried in my grave” in an art music aesthetic by
punctuating the melodic notes on “slave” and “grave” with the interval of a minor
second. This section introduces the vernacular hammer-ons and pull-offs that will be used
throughout piece. The first variation of the melodic theme in mm. 8-18 is written with a
traditional Gospel-style piano accompaniment. The rhythmic sensibility is a firm and
steady groove, punctuated by a variety of rhythmic accents that are indicated in the score.
The same text-painting, rhythmic accents, hammer-ons and pull-offs from the opening
are utilized in this variation. From there, the composition takes off into a pianistic
improvisation in the same gospel style, which alternates treble chord voicings with bass
line runs (mm 18-27). The “call-and-response” that follows in mm. 34-41, is inspired by
the blues and written with alternating major and minor pentatonic scales.
The B section (mm. 42-59) evokes the “jazz/stomp,” a type of early jazz that
relies on syncopation and rhythmic groove. The swing groove is specifically notated for
the classical performer in tied sixteenth note figures. The melodic sensibility of this
section continues the incorporation of the minor second and the dichotomy of major and
minor pentatonic scales in mm. 51-54. The section ends with a restatement of the theme’s
last phrase (mm. 56-59), and a rapid arpeggio that fades into silence.
The final section of the piece (mm. 60-77) involves two statements of the entire
theme in the key of G major. In the first statement of the theme, rapid, rhapsodic scale
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runs that cover the entire neck of the instrument accompany the bassline re-statement of
the spiritual. The final statement of the theme is a confident restatement of the spiritual
with a hint of the gospel-style piano accompaniment.
*

*

*

*

*

*

While the contemporary and stylistically-inclusive nature of this “American”
approach to classical composition appeals to a wide audience, it was not without
controversy. The next chapter examines the reception issues faced by Andrew York,
Benjamin Verdery, Bryan Johanson, and David Leisner as they introduced their music to
the mainstream classical guitar community.
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Example 5.1 – “Sunburst” – Blend of Vernacular and Classical Vocabulary
This example, from the bridge of Andrew York’s “Sunburst,” illustrates this
guitarist/composer’s blend of vernacular and classical vocabularies. Technically, the first
two-measure phrase is written with the vernacular arpeggio technique. The hammer-ons
and pull-offs that follow in the second phrase are played “Hedges-style” and also taken
from the vernacular. In terms of sensibility, the form follows the common four-phrase
structure common to folk music. The melodic sensibility is conversational. The rhythmic
groove is a cut-time feel, and the harmony is functional. As a classical composer, York
modifies the vernacular techniques, weaving a melodic line through the arpeggios and
hammer-on/pull-offs. He does the same with the bass line. As it underscores the
functional harmony, its inversions provide a subtle counterpoint to the melody.
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Example 5.2 – “Capitola, CA” – Blend of Vernacular and Classical Vocabulary
This example, from the theme of Benjamin Verdery’s “Capitola,” illustrates this
guitarist/composer’s blend of vernacular and classical vocabularies. The bass-line of the
riff that opens this work, a quote of “Revival” by the Alman Brothers, becomes a bassline ostinato that underpins the theme. The melody, with its syncopated, lyrical, and
conversational sensibility reflects a root in both the vernacular and classical sensibilities.
The melody itself is a quote of the composer’s popular piece, “Sharing a Smile.” Its
suspensions are influenced by the classical work, “Mysterious Barricades” by Francois
Couperin.
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Figure 5.3 – “Jammus Vulgaris” – Blend of Vernacular and Classical Vocabulary
This example, from the opening of Bryan Johanson’s “Jammus Vulgaris,”
illustrates this composer’s “classical treatment of a vernacular idiom. The first section of
this work outlines a twelve-bar blues. With its riff (reminiscent of the Beatles hit
“Birthday”), Guitar Two outlines the basic twelve-bar progression: I-I-I-I-IV-IV-I-I-VIV-I-I. Guitar One punctuates the harmony and provides a rhythmic counterpoint. In the
New Music aesthetic, Johanson brings these vernacular sensibilities to life through
detailed notation (accents, articulation, dynamics), and by creating sound effects on the
instrument to imitate percussion instruments – such as the “cricket chirp” in mm.
10,12,14,16.
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Example 5.4 – “O Freedom” – Blend of Vernacular and Classical Vocabulary
This example, from the last variation of David Leisner’s “O Freedom,” illustrates
this composer’s classical setting of a vernacular theme. The melody of the spiritual “O
Freedom” is placed in the lower voice. The scale runs that accompany the spiritual are
written in a rhapsodic, virtuosic counterpoint that flows in a buoyant groove reminiscent
of Appalachian fiddle playing. The functional harmony and diatonic folk sensibility of
this section is colored with a subtle “classical-style” chromaticism (m. 5-6).
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Chapter Six
Reception Issues
“I always say this about my music: I’m not saying this is good music, I’m just saying that
I like it. I’ve never written anything I didn’t like. I could tell what I think is great music,
but even that comes from the fact that I like it.”
--Benjamin Verdery1

Benjamin Verdery’s comments speak to the fact that reception (the relative value
one assigns to a given work or style) is an expression of a player’s values system. Just as
a values system leads a player to a specific style and shapes his or her individual voice, it
forms their perspective on the types of pieces, approaches, and musical vocabularies that
are worthy of praise on the contemporary stage and in the oral-apprenticeship tradition. In
each stylistic community, the consensus of player’s perspectives on reception determines
which new voices in performance and composition will flourish in the mainstream and
which will be silenced. The controversy caused by the clash of contrasting values systems
within a community is an inevitable part of stylistic development. As guitarist John
Knowles put it, “when somebody doesn’t understand your values system and they play in
your presence, it should get to you.”2
In the 1980s, guitarist/composers Andrew York, Benjamin Verdery, Bryan
Johanson, and David Leisner introduced their maverick “American voices” in

1
2

Benjamin Verdery, interview by author, September 25, 2003.
John Knowles, interview by author, September 20, 2003.
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performance and composition to a classical guitar community and international classical
music scene that was dominated by a purist values system. This chapter examines the
controversy that their music ignited between the purists and the mavericks by looking
into the roots of specific criticisms and the ways in which this initial reception turned into
relative acceptance.

Reception Issues in the Classical Guitar Community
As the “baby boom” generation of American classical guitarists won its first
university and conservatory teaching positions and launched concert careers, its members
entered a professional world that was hostile to the American guitar vernacular on three
fronts. First, they found that their colleagues who specialized in orchestral instruments
were reluctant to accept the classical guitar and its repertoire as legitimate on the concert
stage, and certainly did not consider popular guitar styles appropriate for the realm.
Second, the overwhelming trend in academic composition (at the time) valued serialism
and atonality over any folk-influenced or nationalistic offerings, leaving the “American”
sound on any instrument out of the mainstream.3 And third, “American”
guitarist/composers met resistance within the classical guitar community itself from their
colleagues who were vying to establish their own careers. As young professionals they
3

Guitarist/composer David Leisner recalled his experience with the inhospitable climate of the academic
community of composers during the late twentieth century. “I still feel it slightly, but I think that for the
most part, those walls have disappeared. Thank God. I mean, the wall was solid brick. In the seventies and
eighties, I mean, it was unbelievable. But at the time, they were in the majority in the classical music
mainstream. So, anybody like me that would speak up against them would be silenced. I had this
experience for many, many years. And it gave people like me tremendous inferiority complexes.” David
Leisner, interview by author, September 24, 2003.
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found themselves competing with one another to attract audiences to their concerts and
students to their fledgling guitar departments. They found that their musical values stood
in sharp relief and vulnerable to attack.
Recalling this period in the community’s history and his own career, classical
guitarist Adam Holzman sympathized with the experience of his colleagues in
composition.

Certainly our “world,” as with any small and close-knit
community, is and even more so was a “dog-eat-dog” environment. And
now, looking back and not having been a composer, I can only imagine
what those guys went through. I mean...man! When it came down to “Will
I lose the gig if he gets the gig?”--and how to win that one--I am certainly
sympathetic to that situation and can imagine that it has to have been
worse for those guys.4

In addition to its professional motivations, this competition within the community
was based in a fundamental difference in values. Purist players of the time had accepted
the mandate of Segovia and were committed to the establishment of the classical guitar’s
standard repertoire, European tradition, and technical virtuosity.5 The mavericks were

4

Adam Holzman, interview by author, December 2, 2005.
Quoting Segovia, guitarist David Tannenbaum writes, “I am still working on my fifth and maybe the last
purpose, which is to place the guitar in the most important conservatories for teaching the young lovers of
it, and thus securing its future.” David Tannenbaum,“Perspectives on the Classical Guitar in the Twentieth
5
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equally passionate about pushing the boundaries of the tradition in a manner that
reflected contemporary culture. The clash between players of these mindsets in such a
young, close-knit community often became heated, as evidenced by the passionate
comments of Andrew York who offered his perspective on the issue.

I didn’t even think about reaching the super-purists because they
had their minds set that classical guitar is about playing this specific
repertoire and that’s it. And anything new can be construed as a threat
because it’s taking people away from the purist tradition. To me this is all
nonsense. For me, if you’re an artist you make a choice: either you’re a
realizer of what has gone before--and there’s nothing wrong with that,
there’s a master tradition of interpreters--or, you’re someone who creates
music for the future. It’s a choice. And sometimes those two types of
people don’t get along.
I am very clearly, and have always been, an artist who creates
something new. This is what I’m all about. Without this group of people
music would die or stop. Things have to move forward. This is what
confuses me about purists. They must think that music is static. This
makes no sense to me. All music has to have a beginning, it has to go in
different directions to evolve. I’m one who helps it evolve. I’m not one

Century,” in The Cambridge Companion to the Guitar, ed. Victor Coelho (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press), 206.
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who keeps the musical status quo. No, I’m not about that. There’s nothing
wrong with playing Bach. I play Bach because it’s beautiful. But, that
mindset that says it’s wrong to do something new? No...that’s fucked up.6

York’s comments show that purists and mavericks have competing ideas on how
to “further the tradition”--a responsibility accepted by all members of the community.
Purists believed that the best way to do this was to embrace the ability of the classical
guitar to work alongside orchestral instruments in formal settings, and valued the work of
major composers that would allow the instrument to shine. Mavericks believed that the
guitar had a unique ability to attract listeners and students from walks of life outside of
the classical community. They valued repertoire that would attract and build a lasting
audience for their chosen style on the instrument. Benjamin Verdery illustrated this
difference in perspective by discussing his participation in a research project designed to
identify the “most important” contemporary guitar works.

I got this email from a guitarist doing research that read: “In your
opinion, what are the ten to fifteen most important guitar pieces composed
in the last fifty years? In formulating your list, I would ask you to consider
those works which you feel have significantly furthered the evolution of
our instrument.” So, I wrote him back and said, “I cannot possibly answer

6

Andrew York, interview by author, April 14, 2004.
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this question. I don’t think of music in those terms.” I mean, is Andrew
York going to be in there? No? What about Hendrix? If you’re not going
to include “Sunburst” right alongside “Royal Winter Music” [by Hans
Werner Henze] then you might want to stop for a minute and consider
what exactly you mean by “the evolution of our instrument.”7 “Sunburst”
turned a lot of kids on to classical guitar. And that makes it very important
to the repertoire.8

Like Verdery, maverick guitarist/composers who have found an American voice
operate out of a values system that is driven in part by the American aesthetic of
“creating a music of place.” Along with “furthering the tradition,” these players are
compelled to write music for the guitar that connects with their listeners on a deeply
personal level. Andrew York described the power of this aesthetic in his musical values
system, contrasting his motivation with that of a purist, or “academic,” composer.

When someone has a deep or emotional response to my music,
that’s the most important thing to me. I’d rather have that than a good
review. I’d rather have an honest person tell me they were deeply moved

7

“Royal Winter Music,” written in two parts during the 1970s, was the longest solo guitar work up to its
time. Commissioned by recitalist Julian Bream, Henze’s work explores the sound palette of the classical
guitar and its technique through the depiction of Shakespearean characters. For further reference, see David
Tannenbaum’s article, “The 20th Century of Classical Guitar” in The Cambridge Companion to the Guitar,
ed. Victor Coehlo (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 194-5.
8
Benjamin Verdery, interview by author, September 25, 2003.
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and that my music has been there in very important parts of their lives.
I’ve gotten that a lot. And I wonder how many academic composers have
gotten that once. And if they say, “It doesn’t matter, that’s not what it’s all
about”, then I say “bullshit.” To me, that is what it’s all about. Praise from
an academic means nothing to me when compared to a person saying,
“Your music was with me when my father was dying.” I’ll take that. I’ll
take that over and over again.9

With all due respect to both the purist and the maverick perspectives and values
systems, the majority of players in the contemporary classical guitar community call for a
middle ground. American classical guitarists feel a dual responsibility to educate their
students and listeners in the tradition and still connect with a contemporary audience.
Classical guitarist Stephen Robinson discussed the role that this sense of dual
responsibility plays in his performing and teaching career.

I think we all have this wonderful desire to make the classical
guitar popular. And so, in an effort to connect with a large audience, I
think that a lot of people are playing music with more popular influences.
9

Andrew York, interview by author, April 14, 2004. The power of this aesthetic in composition is
underscored by performance scholar Jill Dolan, who writes, “Something inexpressible flits before my eyes,
resonates in my soul, a feeling of pleasure, a strong but inarticulate feeling of literally ‘imagined
community.’ Those moments make me want to take my partner’s hand, or catch the eye of the stranger
sitting next to me, to acknowledge that we’re here, together.” Jill Dolan. “Finding Our Feet in the Shoes of
(One An) Other: Multiple Character Solo Performers and Utopian Performatives” Modern Drama 45/4
(Winter 2002): 495.
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And I just hope that the old stuff doesn’t get neglected. You know,
Segovia did so much. And along with playing popular influenced music so
that people will connect with things, I’d like to see players take on the
more difficult role of becoming an educator while on stage, introducing
people to new music or a higher level of art music.
And I see younger students who have not developed as artists find
the “lighter” music more appealing because they understand it more
easily. Right away they feel more attracted to it. So it’s very important for
us as teachers not to just let them go in that direction but to also educate
them in art music as well so that art music can flourish. Otherwise no one
will be writing art music, and that kind of stretching is incredibly
important, too.10

Two Criticisms of the American Guitar Vernacular
In addition to the general preferences and perspectives rooted in these competing
purist and maverick values systems of the late twentieth century, there are two main
criticisms of the American guitar vernacular that persist in the community today. These
bear special mention here.
The first criticism of the American guitar vernacular is that its style is “too
American;” that is, it is overly dominated by simple harmonic, melodic, and formal
sensibilities and repetitive “guitaristic licks.” This criticism is based on two issues. First,
10

Stephen Robinson, interview by author, March 11, 2004.
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as part of a performer-listener tradition, classical players value the complexity of their
style, both technically and compositionally. By this standard, the musical vocabulary and
the familiar aesthetics of the vernacular idioms pale in comparison to the complex, exotic
offerings of the standard classical repertoire or even the folk influenced music of Eastern
European or Latin American cultures.11 Secondly, many classical players fall victim to a
lingering “Mount Everest Mentality,” believing that in their classical study they have
“surpassed” the styles of popular music that they heard or played in their early
experiences. Thus, they find themselves “put off” by licks or references to these styles in
classical compositions. Jazz guitarist Mitch Watkins offered an account of his direct
experience with this perspective in his performing career.

There’s a real question of attitude. There’s a question that after
investing years of their lives and countless hours of practice, some
classical musicians feel that playing American pop music--or any music
influenced by pop music--is beneath them. Like, when I was playing with
Friedrich Gulda in Europe, he often involved a full orchestra. And when
we would play the passages that he had written for the orchestra in the jazz
idiom, there would be snickers and the classical guys would be rolling

11

Finger-style guitarist Ed Gerhard elaborated on this point. “As American musicians, we have to be
careful that we don’t discount our own music because it doesn’t sound exotic to us in the way that African,
or Slavic, or even Celtic music does. We have to be able to say, ‘Yes, this is where I come from, and by
God, I like potatoes!’ I think that for some American players, our music sounds inadequate because
harmonically it seems simple, and it is more familiar. But, at the same time, it’s absolutely a part of who we
are as Americans.” Ed Gerhard, interview by author, April 14, 2004.
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their eyes. You’ll see that more often than you’d think--and certainly more
often than people want to admit out loud in a discussion like the one we’re
having. And you don’t want to pick up any kind of music and feel like
you’re better than it. If you do, it’s impossible to play it well, or even
really listen to it with a discerning ear.12

Watkins’ comments lead into the second criticism of classical pieces written in
the American guitar vernacular: that they are not, in fact, “classical pieces” at all, but
belong to a contemporary genre known as “New Age” Music. A style that gained
popularity in the late twentieth century, New Age music valued repetitive tonal patterns
intended to evoke a meditative state. This label is generally applied to the works of
guitarist/composers like Andrew York and Benjamin Verdery who express direct links to
their vernacular roots. In his article for the Cambridge Companion to the Guitar, classical
guitarist David Tannenbaum highlighted the prevalence of this characterization in the
classical guitar community regarding the work of these two composers.

It is hard to define exactly what is the “classical” guitar anymore.
In the 1980s, New Age Music, played mostly on steel string guitars,
became immensely popular and satisfied some listeners’ needs for
unplugged repertoire. Some classical guitarists like Andrew York and

12

Mitch Watkins, interview by author, April 20, 2004.
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Benjamin Verdery have even moved in that direction, finding a niche
writing and playing music that is indistinguishable from some New Age
guitarists.13

To classical players, the term “New Age” as used in this context is more than a
descriptive term. It is a pejorative criticism that has its roots in the fear that young or
inexperienced guitarists will substitute accessible, superficial trends in composition for
the deep, substantial traditions of the classical style. Classical guitarist/composers who
write with a vernacular influence, however, take exception with the application of this
label to their work. They view the term “New Age” as a dismissive criticism that
acknowledges the accessible nature of their work but overlooks its classical and
vernacular authenticities. In the classical guitar community, “New Age” has become a
blanket slight for music with a vernacular influence. It is another way of saying
“unsophisticated, simplistic, or boring.”14 As a composer whose works are often
characterized as such, Andrew York challenged the “New Age” label and the legitimacy
of the criticism itself.

13

Tannenbaum, “Perspectives,” 204.
Jazz guitarist Mitch Watkins discussed the term “New Age” and its pejorative nature in the slang of the
professional guitar communities. “First, I would challenge the classical and jazz guys who throw that term
around, because I’m not sure that it’s really about the music. ‘New Age’ is a term that has been bantered
around among guitar players, and the definition has changed. At its best, ‘New Age’ music evoked really
wonderful meditative states for the listener. And, then, people thought they could cash in on that by writing
something boring. And, unfortunately, some of those guys were commercially successful to a certain extent
and feel like that’s all they need to do to play modern classical or jazz. And so, that’s how the term is used
today – to describe music that doesn’t meet the ‘traditional standard.’ Mitch Watkins, interview by author,
April 20, 2004.
14
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The music that some people mistakenly call “New Age” is a very
deliberate exploration of my earliest musical experiences with folk music.
By purposefully limiting my harmonic vocabulary, I was forcing myself to
search for great depth and subtlety in limited harmonic movement. It was
a great challenge. This is very much lost on people who can’t hear, and
that judge quickly. They just don’t hear the subtlety. They also don’t
notice that these pieces are contrapuntal, and the lines fit together really
well. They are judging before they listen. I was always rooted in the
classical tradition, so even when I was writing with a folk style, I would
begin--in very accessible ways--with my classical influences.15

While these criticisms and differences in reception values--both general and
specific--are part of the classical guitar community’s oral-apprenticeship tradition and
persist to this day, perspectives on the American guitar vernacular evolve with those of
each generation of players. The trend would seem to indicate a growing acceptance with
every passing generation. But as with all trends, there is never a guarantee.

The “Test of Time”
In the classical guitar community, reception issues are dynamic and always in
flux. The perspectives and values of individual players and of the community as a whole

15

Andrew York, interview by author, April 14, 2004.
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evolve with the maturity and success of seminal players, the departure of older
generations from the mainstream, and the perspectives of younger generations. As the
“baby boom” generation of performers and composers became secure in their faculty
positions and performing careers at the beginning of the twenty-first century, they found
a balance between their purist and maverick contributions and new respect for one
another. Adam Holzman acknowledged this shift in perspective in his generation that
came for each player only with time and a developed sense of personal authenticity. He
offered the hope that the students they influenced in their early careers would come to
find the same balance in a personal authenticity of their own.

We’ve definitely mellowed. And now we’re all more open.
Absolutely. You know, with age and security comes a certain selfacceptance. You stop being so caught up in what other people are doing or
saying or getting. That’s a really healthy thing and I applaud that. I am
thrilled that we [Holzman’s generation] are moving away from that kind
of thing. It took me years and years to get there. And [for our students], I
think that as those players get older and find where they fit, hopefully they
will mellow as well. And by ‘mellow”, I don’t mean to say that we don’t
care as much – I just mean that we’re more open to other approaches being
out there. Because, I really think Andy [York] and Ben [Verdery] and
David [Leisner] and Bryan [Johanson] are at a point in their careers--and
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they all are--where they don’t need someone else to validate what they do.
They do what they love. That’s a nice place to get to.16

Contemporary controversy and evolving perspectives aside, players from every
background agree that good music will survive the “test of time” in their oralapprenticeship traditions. As finger-style guitarist Ed Gerhard recalled, “One time,
Martin Simpson and I were talking about these great folk tunes and conjectured, ‘Just
imagine the ones that got away.’ And our contention was that the really good ones didn’t
get away, that good music finds a way to stick around.” Adam Holzman elaborated on
this sentiment, specifically making reference to the music of classical composers who
incorporate the American guitar vernacular.

Good pieces will survive--whether it’s a good piece by Andy
[York] or Ben [Verdery] or Bryan [Johanson] or David [Leisner]...or a
good piece by Brahms...or a good piece by Brouwer. Lesser pieces don’t
survive-- that’s what time shows us. There’s a reason that “Leyenda” is a
standard-- it’s a great piece. It’s got legs. And when a piece of Andy’s or
Ben’s or Bryan’s or David’s is like that it’s gonna last.17

16
17

Adam Holzman, interview by author, December 2, 2005.
Adam Holzman, interview by author, December 2, 2005.
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In a final word on reception, guitarist/composer David Leisner articulated the
perspective of his colleagues in performance, composition, and education--a perspective
that is rooted in their musical values and sense of stylistic tradition.

The greatest music of any era is the music that combines a good
sense of familiarity with something that is deep, substantial and forward
moving in its moment-to-moment unfolding. In the end, you have to ask
yourself: “What does it give you?” And, the great composers from the past
and the music that we now recognize as “great,” is all music that gives us
something profound.18

If the test of time is truly the standard by which all great art is measured, it is
simply too early to tell how the works of York, Verdery, Johanson, and Leisner will pan
out. It seems fair to say, however, that the current trend favors the direction they have
pioneered.

18

David Leisner, interview by author, September 24, 2004.
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Epilogue

One night, I was reminded of the value of an insider’s perspective as fellow
guitarist David Hamburger was hipping me to the finer points of his South Austin
neighborhood’s cuisine. “Sure,” he said, “you could hit Guero’s on South Congress,
which I love, and where Bill Clinton is said to have ordered take-out for Air Force One.
But then you’d deal with the lines of out-of-towners, which, down here, means anyone
from north of the river. Or, you could cross over to this neighborhood -- which is hipper,
because you have to be from down here or know someone on the inside to know where to
go.” In Austin, people like David are in high demand from visitors who want an
“authentic” meal or a little history with their taco. With food, an inside perspective adds
nuance and cultural context to the experience that even connoisseurs on the outside may
overlook.
This treatise is built on the inside perspectives of professional American guitarists
and the idea that their thoughts and experiences bring something unique to the table in the
discourse on stylistic development. As members of the same generation of players, the
contributors to this research grew up in music together -- negotiating their personal
values with a shared concept of stylistic authenticity and cultural context, and influencing
one another as they found their voices. My own musical values as a guitarist were shaped
by my experiences with these players as they welcomed me to the inside of their oral
tradition. I began to find my own voice as they had found theirs: traveling hundreds of
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miles to learn from a particular teacher, wearing out a burgeoning record collection,
having countless conversations over afternoon coffee and late night beers, participating in
experimental rehearsals and live performances, and through backstage or post-concert
banter.
The intimate nature of this inside perspective offers more than a collection of
interesting stories to be passed on to the next generation of players. By keeping music
personal, this oral tradition has remained a constant link to the vocabularies and practices
of the past in a society that has become increasingly removed from its cultural heritage
even as its citizens have greater access to a broad range of information. Think about that.
Over the last thirty years, “American Top 40 hits” have morphed from songs that
professed direct links with the folk or blues tradition into a contemporary pop
phenomenon at times indistinguishable from the soundtracks of beer or soda
commercials. At the same time, American music education has taken a nosedive in the
public schools. While the majority of students in my generation sang American folk tunes
as part of our curriculum, this is no longer the norm. Recalling an experience he had with
a group of young students who were studying a piece of his based on the tune “Red River
Valley,” David Leisner said, “ I was shocked. None of them had ever heard it!”
On the other hand, the motivated individual possesses unprecedented access to a
wide range of musical information. Today’s aficionados of guitar can turn to the internet,
their ipod, or a myriad of instructional DVDs, CDROMs, books and journals for
perspectives on history, scores and sound recordings, technical information, and even rare
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and handmade instruments. But what has this kind of access really provided? Again and
again, students walk into a first lesson carrying one of a storied and expensive instrument
collection, a heavy bag of books and periodicals, and a laundry list of mp3s with a lost
look in their eyes. It is as if they have researched and discovered the Holy Grail of
interior Mexican joints in South Austin and upon arriving have no idea what to order.
The oral tradition, by contrast, values the direct experience of music and the
exchange of information through personal relationships. The lineage of the professional
guitar communities provides a context for the instrument in our culture. Through a series
of teacher-student relationships, players in a stylistic community can trace their “family
tree” in guitar playing to the beginnings of American musical culture. By immersing
themselves in the traditions and values of their teachers and teacher’s teachers, players
develop a sense of their roots as “classical”, “rock”, “jazz”, or “blues” guitarists, and, in a
broader sense, as “American” guitarists. For each generation of players, perspectives on
these roots determine which instruments will fit the needs of their students, which
technical and interpretive vocabularies will facilitate a desired sound, and which stories,
recordings, and historical accounts will inform a developing voice or the broader
discourse on musical style.
As the keepers of tradition, the players on the inside contribute an essential
perspective to academic and pedagogical circles, and, from a cultural standpoint, they
offer something more. The personal accounts, stories, hands-on experience, and multistylistic heritage of the American guitar communities provide both players and listeners
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with an avenue into the experience of history that is instantly personal. In performance,
pedagogy, and conversation about music that is the birthright of everyone in this culture,
American players connect people with their own heritage – providing them with a sense
of their identity as an American and sparking an interest in cultural exploration. In 2002,
when a group of us from the National Guitar Workshop collaborated on multi-stylistic
arrangements of American traditional songs as a tribute to American veterans, audience
members approached us after the performances with tears in their eyes. With a surprised
expression one such listener confided, “That was the most moving patriotic experience
I’ve had in a while.”
Last month while sorting through a long forgotten file of music, I came across a
photo a friend had taken on my first day as a student at the National Guitar Workshop in
July of 1992. It is a pastoral scene of three of us playing music together on the steps of
the chapel. The steel string player on my left is a true-blue folky in the best sense – clad
in environmentally friendly khaki shorts and sandals -- his long hair slipping over his
wire rimmed glasses as he Flatt-picks. To my right is his musical ancestor, a cleaner-cut
five-string banjo player. And I am in the middle, sitting on my fiberglass guitar case and
playing the first handmade classical instrument I’d ever owned. On one level, this
photograph is a demonstration of the common ground that players from three different
stylistic communities can find in the American guitar vernacular. It captures players in
the act of sharing in one another’s American traditions even as they move into a new
collaborative expression. And, at the same time, it is also a picture of one way in which
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these things are put into practice each day on the “inside” – with three friends at play
enjoying an afternoon jam. This is the duality at the heart of “finding a voice” for every
player: The overall development of musical style on an instrument cannot be separated
from the personal experiences and relationships of each person in its professional
community. The “American guitar sound” is a collective of individual voices – a living
expression of the traditions and cultural experiences that contribute to who we become as
players and remind us of who we are as a people.
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Discography
Andrew York
Perfect Sky. GSP-1011CD, 1986.
Legends of Guitar. Rhino Records Compilation, 1991. (Available from the composer)
Recital. The Los Angeles Guitar Quartet. GHA 126.016, 1992.
Dances from the Renaissance to the Nutcracker. The Los Angeles Guitar Quartet. Delos
Records DE-3132, 1993.
An Evening in Granada. The Los Angeles Guitar Quartet. Delos Records DE-3144, 1994.
Denoument. GSP-1007CD, 1994.
Windham Hill Guitar Sampler. WD1072, 1995.
Labryinth. The Los Angeles Guitar Quartet. Delos Records DE-3163, 1995.
For Thy Pleasure. The Los Angeles Guitar Quartet. Delos Records DE-3205, 1996.
Into Dark. GSP-1019CD, 1997.
LAGQ. The Los Angeles Guitar Quartet. Sony Classical SK60274, 1998.
Air and Ground. The Los Angeles Guitar Quartet. Sony Classical SK89100, 2000.
LAGQ Latin. The Los Angeles Guitar Quartet. Telarc International Telarc-0593, 2003.
Hauser Sessions. Majian Music, 2004. (Available from the composer).
An Evening with International Guitar Night Live. Favored Nations Acoustic, 2004.
California Breeze. Andrew York, guitar; Dai Kimura, guitar. Sony Japan SCC10027,
2005.
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Guitar Heroes. The Los Angeles Guitar Quartet. Telarc International, Telarc-0598, 2005.
Spin. The Los Angeles Guitar Quartet. Telarc International, Telarc-0647, 2006.

Benjamin Verdery
J.S. Bach Transcriptions. Doremi Records GRI CD-002, 1980.
Two Generations of Bach Concerti. Benjamin Verdery, guitar; Laurentian String Quartet.
Musical Heritage Society 9397F, 1984.
Reverie. Benjamin Verdery, guitar; and Rie Schmidt, flute. NC60010, 1986.
John Williams Plays Vivaldi Concertos. John Williams, guitar; Benjamin Verdery, guitar,
The Franz Liszt Chamber Orchestra. Sony Classical SK46556, 1990.
Ride The Windhorse. Newport Classics NPD85509, 1991.
Towns and Cities. Benjamin Verdery, guitar; John Williams, guitar; Paco Pena, guitar;
Leo Kottke, guitar; Rie Schmidt, flute; Keith Underwood, flute; Vicki Bodner, oboe;
Rhythm Exchange, percussion. Newport Classic NPD85519, 1991.
Enchanted Dawn. Benjamin Verdery, guitar; Rie Schmidt, flute; Samir Chatterjee, tabla.
GRI CD-005, 1998.
The Mask. Benjamin Verdery, guitar; The New York Concert Singers. New World
Records 80547-2, 1998.
Windham Hill Guitar Sampler. Windham Hill 01934-1142-2 RE, 1999.
Ufonia. Benjamin Verdery, guitar; John Marshall, percussion, Keith Underwood, flute.
Muskatweek Records 29315, 2000.
Now and Then. Verdery Music, 2000. (Available from the composer)
Songs of Our Ancestors. Benjamin Verdery, guitar; William Coulter, guitar.
Degandawidah Music Groovemasters Volume 4 SACD2024, 2001.
Soepa. Mushkatweek Records 59875, 2001.
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Start Now. Mushkatweek Records 38994, 2005.
Bassoon Brasiliero. MSR Records MSR-1110, 2005.
Ingram Marshall – Savage Altars. New Albion-130, 2006.
Branches. Verdery Music, 2006. (Available from the composer)
First You Build a Cloud. Benjamin Verdery, guitar; Andy Summers, guitar. Rare
Records, 2007. (Available from the composer)

Bryan Johanson
The Secret Guitar. Gagliano Recordings GR601-CD.
Folio: Music for Guitar Alone. Gagliano Recordings GR602-CD.
The Bremen Town Musicians. Gagliano Recordings GR603-CD.
Affinity. Bryan Johanson, guitar; Hamilton Cheifetz, cello. Gagliano Recordings GR604CD.
The Third Angle New Music Ensemble. Bryan Johanson, guitar; Hamilton Cheiftz, cello;
Todd Kuhns, clarinet; Jeffrey Peyton, percussion; Martha Herby, flute; Anna Schaum,
violin; Mark Goodenberger, percussion; Ron Blessinger, violin. Gagliano Recordings
GR605-CD.
I Dreamed About You Last Night. Gagliano Recordings GR607-CD.
Songs from the Cello. Hamilton Cheifetz, cello; Bryan Johanson, guitar. Gagliano
Recordings GR927-CD.
Jubilatum. Gagliano Recordings. GR929-CD.
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David Leisner
J.S. Bach: Works for Solo Guitar. Azica Records ACD-71210.
Villa-Lobos: The Complete Solo Guitar Works. Azica Records ACD-71211.
Alan Hovhaness Guitar Concerto. David Leisner, guitar; Berlin Radio Symphony
Orchestra. Naxos Recordings NAXOS 8.559249.
Hovhaness, Spirit of the Trees. David Leisner, guitar; Yloanda Kondonassis, harp. Telarc
International Telarc-80530.
Music of the Human Spirit. Azica Records ACD-71218.
Le Romantique. Azica Records ACD-71223.
Haydn, “Quartet in D”. David Leisner, guitar; Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival. Koch
International Series, 2002. (Available from the artist)
Self Portrait. Azica Records ACD-71236, 2006.
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Andrew York
Sunburst. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1986.
Sunday Morning Overcast. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1986.
Muir Woods. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1986.
Green Galliard. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1986.
Sunshine Rag. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1986.
Reflections. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1986.
Rock-Skipping Creekside. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1986.
Perfect Sky. Solo guitar. London: Ricordi, 1986.
Linus and Lucy. Arrangement of Vince Guraldi. Available from the composer, 1986.
When You Wish Upon a Star. Arrangement. Available from the composer, 1986.
Lullaby. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1988.
Pacific Coast Highway. Guitar quartet. London: Corda Music, 1992.
Pacific Coast Highway. Guitar quartet, Available from the composer, 1992.
Nutcracker Suite. Arrangement of Tchaikovsky. Guitar quartet. Tokyo: Editions Gendai
Guitar, 1993.
King Lotvin. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1994.
Numen. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1994.
Waiting for Dawn. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1994.
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Emergence. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1994.
Faire. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1994.
Suite 3 Dances: Bagatelle, Sarabande, Gigue. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo
Publications, 1994.
Eight Discernments: Willow, Walking, Chant, Spider dance, Heath, Snowflight, Royal
Plum Pudding, Sherry’s Waltz. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications,
1994.
Eight Dreamscapes: In Sorrow’s Wake, Skeleton, Hejira, Pine Cove, Tufnell Park,
Watercolor, Quicksilver, The Current. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo
Publications, 1994.
Attic. Nine guitars. Saint Nicholas, Quebec: Doberman-Yppan, 1994.
Bantu. Guitar quartet. Tokyo: Editions Gendai Guitar, 1995.
Quiccan. Guitar quartet. Tokyo: Editions Gendai Guitar, 1995.
Andecy. Solo guitar. In The Windam Hill Guitar Sampler. Milwaukee: Hal Leonard,
1995.
Labyrinth. Guitar quartet. Available from the composer, 1995.
Shenandoah. Traditional Arrangement. Guitar quartet, Available from the composer,
1995.
Jumpin’at the Woodside. Traditional Arrangement. Guitar quartet, Available from the
composer, 1995.
Black Horse Troop. Traditional Arrangement. Guitar quartet, Available from the
composer, 1995.
Pop. Guitar quartet, Available from the composer, 1995.
Jumpin’at the Woodside. Traditional Arrangement. Guitar quartet, Available from the
composer, 1995.
Black Horse Troop. Traditional Arrangement. Guitar quartet, Available from the
composer, 1995.
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Jubilation. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1997.
Marley’s Ghost. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1997.
Chilean Dance. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1997.
Evening Dance. Two guitars. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1997.
Freelin. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1997.
Sirocco. Solo guitar. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1997.
Moontan. Solo guitar. Tokyo: Editions Gendai Guitar, 1997.
Three Dimensions: Wish, Into Dark, Higher Ground. Solo guitar. Mel Bay Publications,
1997.
Evocation. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 1997.
Passage. Guitar quartet. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 1998.
Djembe. Guitar quartet, Available from the composer, 1998.
Dredlocked. Guitar quartet, Available from the composer, 1998.
Spain. Arrangement of Chick Corea. Guitar quartet, Available from the composer, 1998.
Transilience (3 movements). Guitar, flute, and cello. Tokyo: Editions Gendai Guitar,
1999.
Lotus Eaters. Guitar quartet. San Francisco: Guitar Solo Publications, 2000.
Harumi. Guitar quartet. Tokyo: Editions Gendai Guitar, 2000.
Ask the Sphinx. Guitar quartet, Available from the composer, 2000.
Along the Edge. Guitar quartet, Available from the composer, 2000.
Along the Edge. Guitar quartet, Available from the composer, 2000.
Hidden Realm of Light. Guitar quartet, Available from the composer, 2000.
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Syzgy. Guitar quartet and flute. Available from the composer, 2003.
Seven in Essence. Solo guitar. Los Angeles: Majian Music, 2004.
Kinderlight. Solo guitar. Los Angeles: Majian Music, 2004.
Letting Go. Solo guitar. Los Angeles: Majian Music, 2004.
Heavy Weather. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2004.
Sanzen-in. Guitar duo. Tokyo: Editions Gendai Guitar, 2005.
Albaycin. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2005.
B & B. Guitar quartet, Available from the composer, 2005.
Spin. Guitar quartet. Tokyo: Editions Gendai Guitar, 2006.
Night Furniture: Pillow Pretending, Chair With Hands for Feet, Shadowed Credenza.
Guitar quartet and percussion, Available from the composer, 2006.

Benjamin Verdery
In Memory: Arrival, Family, Gratitude. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 1991.
Little Wing. Arrangement of Jimi Hendrix. Solo guitar. Available from the composer,
1991.
Purple Haze. Arrangement of Jimi Hendrix. Solo guitar. Available from the composer,
1991.
Sylacauga, AL. Guitar duo. Guitar duo. Available from the composer, 1991.
Newport, RI. Guitar duo. Guitar duo. Available from the composer, 1991.
Mobile, AL. Guitar duo (classical and steel string/slide). Available from the composer,
1991.
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Capitola, CA. Guitar duo. Sylacauga, AL. Guitar duo. Available from the composer,
1991.
Newport, RI. Guitar duo. Available from the composer, 1991.
Milwaukee, WI. Guitar duo. Available from the composer, 1991.
San Francisco, CA. Guitars, flute, percussion. Available from the composer, 1991.
Los Angeles, CA. Guitars, flute, percussion. Available from the composer, 1991.
Tuscon, AZ. Guitars, flute, percussion. Available from the composer, 1991.
Capitola, CA. Solo guitar. In Some Towns and Cities. Van Nuys: Alfred
Publishing/Workshop Arts, 1996.
New York, NY. Solo guitar. In Some Towns and Cities. Van Nuys: Alfred
Publishing/Workshop Arts, 1996.
Chicago, IL. Solo guitar. In Some Towns and Cities. Van Nuys: Alfred
Publishing/Workshop Arts, 1996.
Keanae, HI. Solo guitar. In Some Towns and Cities. Van Nuys: Alfred
Publishing/Workshop Arts, 1996.
Milwaukee, WI. Solo guitar. In Some Towns and Cities. Van Nuys: Alfred
Publishing/Workshop Arts, 1996.
Song Before Spring. Guitar, flute, oboe, bass, and percussion. Available from the
composer, 2000.
Voices in the Pajaro Valley. Guitar, flute, oboe, bass, and percussion. Available from the
composer. 2000.
Ellis Island. Guitar, flute, oboe, bass, and percussion. Available from the composer,
2000.
In the Garden. Guitar, flute, oboe, bass, and percussion. Available from the composer,
2000.
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The Girl and the Butterfly. Guitar, flute, oboe, bass, and percussion. Available from the
composer, 2000.
Va Apukea. Guitar, flute, oboe, bass, and percussion. Available from the composer, 2000.
Firefly. Guitar, flute, oboe, bass, and percussion. Available from the composer, 2000.
Groundhog Day. Guitar, flute, oboe, bass, and percussion. Available from the composer,
2000.
Chant for Peace. Guitar, flute, oboe, bass, and percussion. Available from the composer,
2000.
Drops of Brandy. Traditional arrangement. Guitar duo (classical and steel string).
Available from the composer, 2001.
How Great Is the Pleasure. Traditional arrangement. Guitar duo (classical and steel
string). Available from the composer, 2001.
Muniera de Chantada. Traditional arrangement. Guitar duo (classical and steel string).
Available from the composer, 2001.
An Daingean. Traditional arrangement. Guitar duo (classical and steel string). Available
from the composer, 2001.
Song of Our Ancestors. Traditional arrangement. Guitar duo (classical and steel string).
Available from the composer, 2001.
Frieze Britches. Traditional arrangement. Guitar duo (classical and steel string).
Available from the composer, 2001.
Flow Gently Sweet Afton. Traditional arrangement. Guitar duo (classical and steel string).
Available from the composer, 2001.
Loch Lavan castle/Le Fuquetrunk. Traditional arrangement. Guitar duo (classical and
steel string). Available from the composer, 2001.
Happy Xmas/War is Over. Arrangement of John Lennon. Solo guitar. Guitar duo
(classical and steel string). Available from the composer, 2001.
Tibetan Prayer Song. Traditional arrangement. Guitar duo (classical and steel string).
Available from the composer, 2001.
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4 the Tears in Your Eyes. Arrangement of Prince. Solo guitar. Available from the
composer, 2001
Purple Rain. Arrangement of Prince. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2001.
Kiss. Arrangement of Prince. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2001.
Let’s Go Crazy. Arrangement of Prince. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2001.
Satyagraha. New York: Mushkatweek Music, 2001.
Miami, FL. Guitar and flute. Mushkatweek Music, 2002.
Dennis, MA. Guitar and flute. Mushkatweek Music, 2002.
Seattle, WA. Guitar and flute. Mushkatweek Music, 2002.
Prelude and Wedding Dance. Solo guitar. New York: Mushkatweek Music, 2000.
Betty O’Brien, Blind Mary. Traditional Arrangements. Solo guitar. In Easy Classical
Guitar Recital. Van Nuys: Alfred Publishing/Workshop Arts, 2000.
Rag #2. Solo guitar. In Easy Classical Guitar Recital. Van Nuys: Alfred
Publishing/Workshop Arts, 2000.
Tibetan Prayer Song. Solo guitar. In Easy Classical Guitar Recital. Van Nuys: Alfred
Publishing/Workshop Arts, 2000.
Niggun. Solo guitar. In Easy Classical Guitar Recital. Van Nuys: Alfred
Publishing/Workshop Arts, 2000.
Pick ‘n Roll. Large guitar ensemble and basketball player, 2000.
Ellis Island. Large guitar ensemble, electric guitar, mandolin, and choir, 2000.
11 Etudes: Let Go, Now You See It, Now You Don’t, Now You Do, Worry Knot, Cause
and Effect, Passing, Monkey Mind, Start Now, Greed, Things Aren’t Always What They
Seem, Returning, Home is Here. Solo guitar. St. Nicholas, Quebec: Doberman-Yppan,
2005.
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Tears for Peace: For Those Who Are Present, For Those from the Past, For the Children
of the Future. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2005.
Be Kind All The Time. Solo guitar and loop pedal. Available from the composer, 2005.
A Ghost in Cordoba. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2005.
Fix the Funk. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2005.
The Bay. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2005.
The Estuary. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2005.
Midnight Mango. New York: Mushkatweek Music, 2005.
Ezy Ryder/Freedom. Arrangement. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2006.
Amazing Grace. Traditional arrangement. Solo guitar. Available from the composer,
2006
First You Build a Cloud. Guitar duo (classical and electric). Available from the
composer, 2007.
Skywalking Woman. Guitar duo (classical and electric). Available from the composer,
2007.
Fez. Guitar duo (classical and electric). Available from the composer, 2007.
Bring on the Night. Guitar duo (classical and electric). Available from the composer,
2007.
World Piece. Guitar duo (classical and electric). Available from the composer, 2007.
Love in the Time of. Guitar duo (classical and electric). Available from the composer,
2007.
Now I’m Free. Guitar duo (classical and electric). Available from the composer, 2007.
Stone Town. Guitar duo (classical and electric). Available from the composer, 2007.
Fingertips On Earth. Guitar duo (classical and electric). Available from the composer,
2007.
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Girl From Reykjavik. Guitar duo (classical and electric). Available from the composer,
2007.
Low. Guitar duo (classical and electric). Available from the composer, 2007.
Sarabande. Guitar duo (classical and electric). Available from the composer, 2007.
Brotherhood of the Grape. Guitar duo (classical and electric). Available from the
composer, 2007.

Bryan Johanson
Spring, Op. 1. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 1977.
Pavane and Galliard, Op. 2. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 1978.
Trio, Op. 3. Guitar, flute, and cello. Available from the composer, 1978.
Cello Concerto, Op. 4. Cello and chamber orchestra. Available from the composer, 1978.
Sonata da Chiesa, Op. 5. Oboe, horn, and contrabass. Available from the composer,
1979.
Ionian Songs, Op. 6. Guitar and voice. Available from the composer, 1979.
Duo, Op. 7. Guitar and violin. Available from the composer, 1979.
Fantasy, Op. 8. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 1979.
Piano Trio, Op. 9. Violin, cello, and piano. Available from the composer, 1979.
Iphegenia in Aulis, Op. 10. Guitar and viola. Available from the composer, 1979.
Triptych, Op. 11. Solo organ. Available from the composer, 1979.
Guitar Concerto, Op. 12. Guitar and chamber ensemble. Available from the composer,
1980.
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Simple Suite, Op. 13. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 1980.
Double Concerto, Op. 14. Guitar, viola, and cello. Available from the composer, 1980.
Requiem, Op. 15. Chorus and orchestra. Available from the composer, 1980.
Chamber Trio, Op. 16. Guitar, violin, and cello. Available from the composer, 1980.
Songs of Orpheus, Op. 17. Tenor and chamber ensemble. Available from the composer,
1981.
Triple Concerto, Op. 18. Violin, cello, piano, and orchestra. Available from the
composer, 1981.
Nine Etudes, Opus 19. Solo Guitar. Available from the composer, 1981.
Nocturnal Trio, Op. 20. Guitar, percussion, and vibraphone. Available from the
composer, 1981.
Quietude, Op. 21. Chamber Orchestra. Available from the composer, 1981.
Soliloquy, Op. 22. Guitar and orchestra. Available from the composer, 1982.
Gesualdo, Op. 23. Chamber opera (withdrawn), 1982.
Elizabethan Songs, Op. 24. Electric guitar, tenor, and vibraphone. Available from the
composer, 1982.
Seven Tientos, Op. 25: I – Solo guitar, 1982; II – Guitar and piano, 1983; III – Three
guitars, 1983, IV – Six guitars, 1983; V – Four guitars, 1984; VI – Two guitars, 1983;
VII – Solo guitar, 1983. Available from the composer.
Piano Trio II, Op. 26. Violin, cello, and piano. Available from the composer, 1982.
Suite Concertante, Op. 27. Chorus, clarinet, and piano. Available from the composer,
1983.
Symphony I, Op. 28. Orchestra. Available from the composer, 1984.
Desert Music, Op. 29. Chamber orchestra. Available from the composer, 1984.
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Labyrinth, Op. 30. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 1984.
Violin Concerto, Op. 31. Violin and orchestra. Available from the composer, 1985.
Sonatina, Op. 32. Flute, clarinet, and bassoon. Available from the composer, 1985.
Frescos, Op. 33. Solo guitar/two guitars. Available from the composer, 1985.
Nocturne, Op. 34. Cello and piano. Available from the composer, 1985.
Bucolics, Op. 35. Guitar and soprano. Available from the composer, 1985.
Metamorphosis, Op. 36. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 1985.
Cretan Rhapsody, Op. 37. Orchestra. Available from the composer, 1985.
Piano Concerto, Op. 38. Piano and chamber orchestra. Available from the composer,
1985.
Sonata, Op. 39. Guitar quartet. Available from the composer, 1986.
Symphony II, Op. 40. Orchestra. Available from the composer, 1986.
American Folk Song Suite, Op. 41. Electric guitar and wind ensemble. Available from the
composer, 1986.
Partita, Op. 42. Chamber ensemble. Available from the composer, 1986.
Canti Ex Terra Mortuorium, Op. 43. Solo cello. Available from the composer, 1987.
Piano Trio III, Op. 44. Violin, cello, and piano. Available from the composer, 1987.
Duo, Op. 45. Clarinet and marimba. Available from the composer, 1988.
Toccata Festiva, Op. 46. Guitar and orchestra. Available from the composer, 1988.
Quartet, Op. 47. Two violins, viola, and cello. Available from the composer, 1988.
Alone By Moonlight. Cello and orchestra. Available from the composer, 1989.
The Furries. Violin, cello, and piano. Available from the composer, 1989.
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Mortua Dulce Cano. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 1989.
Roundelay. Male chorus. Available from the composer, 1990.
Towards Evening. Guitar and flute. Available from the composer, 1990.
Trio. Guitar, flute, and viola. Available from the composer, 1990.
Serenade. Viola and piano. Available from the composer, 1990.
Jubilatum. Guitar and cello. Available from the composer, 1990.
Symphony III. Orchestra. Available from the composer, 1990.
Four Humors. Guitar, flute, and cello. Available from the composer, 1990.
Two Cats Fugue. Guitar and harpsichord. Available from the composer, 1990.
Retirement Serenata. Guitar, flute, clarinet, and cello. Available from the composer,
1991.
A Weave of Sunlight. Guitar and string quartet. Available from the composer, 1991.
Nero’s Flute. Two electric guitars, flute, and two marimbas. Available from the
composer, 1991.
Liquid Music. Chorus and harp. Available from the composer, 1991.
Dance of the Blue Devil. Guitar and violin. Available from the composer, 1991.
Suite of Imaginary Beings. Flute, violin, viola, cello, and piano. Available from the
composer, 1991.
Autumn Burning. Guitar and viola. Available from the composer, 1992.
Berceuse. Guitar and cello (or clarinet). Available from the composer, 1992.
The Secret of the Guitar. Guitar, clarinet, percussion, and cello. Available from the
composer, 1992.
Close of a Long Day. Solo piano. Available from the composer, 1992.
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Sonata da Camera. Guitar, cello, and marimba. Available from the composer, 1992.
Burn. Orchestra. Available from the composer, 1993.
And the Dish Ran Away With the Spoon. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 1993.
Six Electric Etudes. Solo electric guitar. Available from the composer, 1993.
Muted in Thunder. Guitar, mezzo-soprano, female chorus, flute, and percussion.
Available from the composer, 1993.
Strum und Jam. Guitar, flute, clarinet, violin, and cello. Available from the composer,
1993.
Autumn Light. Guitar and cello. Available from the composer, 1993.
Variations on a Finnish Folk Song. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 1993.
On All Fours. Guitar quartet. Available from the composer, 1994.
O Magnum Mysterium. Chorus. Available from the composer, 1994.
Home-made Music. Guitar and cello. Available from the composer, 1994.
The Hammer of Thor. Soprano and two percussionists. Available from the composer,
1994.
Quiet Night Thoughts. Clarinet, percussion, cello, and lute. Available from the composer,
1995.
Elegy. Guitar and cello. Available from the composer, 1995.
Piccolo Serenata. Violin and guitar. Available from the composer, 1995.
Los Abejarucos. Guitar quartet. Available from the composer, 1995.
The Bremen Town Musicians. Narrator, clarinet, percussion, electric guitar and cello.
Available from the composer, 1995.
Sonata “Pange Lingua”. Bassoon and guitar. Available from the composer, 1995.
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The Rat Catcher’s Dance. For violin, marimba and guitar. Available from the composer,
1995.
In Stillness in Motion. Violin, cello and piano. Available from the composer, 1995.
Ave Maria. Chorus and piano. Available from the composer, 1995.
Fantasy on a Plainchant. Cello and guitar. Available from the composer, 1996.
In Amber Light. Cello and guitar. Available from the composer, 1996.
Sonata. Solo cello. Available from the composer, 1996.
In the Deep Wood Reflected. Viola and orchestra. Available from the composer, 1996.
Open up your ears. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 1997.
Twang. Guitar Quartet. Available from the composer, 1997.
Still Life With 10 Strings. Violin and guitar. Available from the composer, 1997.
In the Deep Wood Reflected. Viola and chamber orchestra. Available from the composer,
1997.
Little Suite. Guitar orchestra. Available from the composer, 1998.
Concerto Grosso. Guitar Orchestra. Available from the composer, 1998.
Toccata. Guitar orchestra. Available from the composer, 1998.
At Glen Gould’s Grave. String orchestra. Available from the composer, 1998.
The Wave Sings Because It Is Moving. Clarinet, violin, cello and piano. Available from
the composer, 1998.
The Banana Dance. Two guitars. Available from the composer, 1999.
Bagatelles. Solo cello. Available from the composer, 1999.
Psallite. Chorus and piano. Available from the composer, 2000.
At Glen Gould’s Grave. String Quartet. Available from the composer, 2000.
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Secret Songs. Clarinet, string orchestra, percussion and harp. Available from the
composer, 2000.
Dragon Dance. Guitar trio. Available from the composer, 2000.
Think Fast. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2000.
Quatro Sinko. Guitar Quartet. Available from the composer, 2000.
Partita. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2000.
Sakura Safari. Guitar trio. Available from the composer, 2001.
Orpheus With His Lute. Mezzo soprano, alto flute, tenor and bass viol, and lute.
Available from the composer, 2002.
Never Odd or Even. String quartet. Available from the composer, 2002.
Ciaconna. Solo lute. Available from the composer, 2002.
Common Ground. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2002.
13 Ways of Looking at 12 Strings. Two guitars. Available from the composer, 2002.
In Dulci Jubilo. Solo horn. Available from the composer, 2002.
The Red Mare. Clarinet, violin, cello, percussion, and balalaika. Available from the
composer, 2002.
The Puzzle Dance. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2002.
The Silver Swan. Soprano and guitar. Available from the composer, 2002.
The Red Mare Suite. Clarinet, violin, cello, percussion and balalaika. Available from the
composer, 2002.
The Banana Dance. Two guitars and orchestra. Available from the composer, 2002.
Concerto Grosso. Three guitars and string orchestra. Available from the composer, 2002.
Frescoes. Oboe and trumpet. Available from the composer, 2003.
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Catwalk. Four guitars. Available from the composer, 2005.
Pluck, Strum, and Hammer. Four guitars. Available from the composer, 2005.
Let’s Be Frank. Four guitars. Available from the composer, 2005.
Boppin’. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2005.
I Dreamed About You Last Night. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2005.
Still Life in Wood and Wine. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2005.
Magic Serenade. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2005.
A Dog From Every Town. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2005.
Pentimento. Solo guitar. Available from the composer, 2005.

David Leisner
O Love Is the Crooked Thing: Down by the Salley Gardens, The Two Trees, A Drinking
Songs, The Wild Swans at Coole, Brown Penny. Medium (or low) voice and piano.
Available from the composer, 1980.
Passacaglia and Toccata. Solo guitar. Byrn Mawr, Pennsylvania: Merion
Music/Theodore Presser, 1982.
Dances in the Madhouse: Tango Solitaire, Waltz fro the Old Folks, Ballad for the Lonley,
Samba!. Flute and guitar. Byrn Mawr, Pennsylvania: Merion Music/Theodore Presser,
1982.
Dances in the Madhouse. Orchestra. Solo guitar. Byrn Mawr, Pennsylvania: Merion
Music/Theodore Presser, 1982.
Simple Songs: Exultation, Beauty, Madness, Letter, Humility, Simplicity. New York:
AMP/G.Schrimer Music Publishers, 1982.
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Billy Boy Variations. Solo guitar. Byrn Mawr, Pennsylvania: Merion Music/Theodore
Presser, 1983.
Four Yiddish Songs: Rozhinkes and Mandlen, Tumbalalaika, Sha! Shtil!, Der rebe
Elimelech. Medium (or high) voice and guitar. Saint-Nicholas, Quebec: DobermannYppan, 1983.
Three Moons. Cello and guitar. Byrn Mawr, Pennsylvania: Merion Music/Theodore
Presser, 1984.
Sonata. Violin and guitar. Byrn Mawr, Pennsylvania: Merion Music/Theodore Presser,
1985.
Nostalgia. Violin (or flute) and guitar. Byrn Mawr, Pennsylvania: Merion
Music/Theodore Presser, 1985.
Trittico. Flute, cello and guitar. Saint-Nicholas, Quebec: Dobermann-Yppan, 1985.
Outdoor Shadows: Slow, Homeward, Yes, What?, Seagulls. Byrn Mawr, Pennsylvania:
Merion Music/Theodore Presser, 1985.
Four Pieces: Prelude, Episode, Ritual, Dance. Oakville, Ontario: Frederick Harris Music
Co., 1986.
Confiding: Savior! I’ve No One Else To Tell, Ample Make this Bed, Wild Nights, Signal,
Star-crossed, The Lady To Her Guitar, Love and Friendship, To Imagination, Faith, This
Is My Letter To The World. High voice and guitar. Available from the composer, 1986.
Extremes. Flute, clarinet and guitar. Saint-Nicholas, Quebec: Dobermann-Yppan, 1987.
Mirage. Two guitars. Byrn Mawr, Pennsylvania: Merion Music/Theodore Presser, 1987.
The Cat That Walked By Himself. Four guitars. Byrn Mawr, Pennsylvania: Merion
Music/Theodore Presser, 1988.
Candles in Mecca. Violin, cello and piano. Available from the composer, 1988.
Local Lives: All one, Milton Longacre’s Death, The Cat, Delia Longcare Falling Asleep.
Mezzo-soprano and piano. Available from the composer, 1989.
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Five Songs of Devotion: The Lord if My Shepard, Song of the Sky Loom, The Breath of
Nature, Saint Clare, Silent Steps. Medium voice and guitar. Byrn Mawr, Pennsylvania:
Columbia Music Co.,/Theodore Presser, 1989.
On Jazz Terrain. Flute, clarinet, alto saxophone and piano. Available from the composer,
1990.
Heaven’s River: The boat, Light, To the Stream. Soprano and guitar. Saint-Nicholas,
Quebec: Dobermann-Yppan, 1991.
Embrace of Peace. Orchestra. Available from the composer, 1991.
Ad majorem Dei gloriam. Brass quintet. Available from the composer, 1992.
Freedom Fantasies: Go Down Moses, Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child, O
Freedom. Solo guitar. Saint-Nicholas, Quebec: Dobermann-Yppan, 1992.
The Survivor. Medium voice and piano. Available from the composer, 1993.
Clouds and Waves. Young peoples’ chorus and young peoples’ orchestra. Available from
the composer, 1993.
To Sleep: Sleeping on the Ceiling, The Unbeliever, Sonnet. Medium voice and piano.
Available from the composer, 1994.
Roaming. Three guitars. Saint-Nicholas, Quebec: Dobermann-Yppan, 1994.
Battlefield Requiem. Solo cello and percussion quartet. Available from the composer,
1995.
Fidelity: Our Forward Shadows, Are you the new person drawn toward me?, Moon, Sun,
Sleep, Birds, Live, O My Love the Pretty Towns, Tree Marrige, Sometimes he
contemplates adultery, Anniversary Song, Lullaby. Tenor and baritone and piano.
Available from the composer, 1996.
Nel Mezzo: Sonata. Solo guitar. Byrn Mawr, Pennsylvania: Merion Music/Theodore
Presser, 1998.
El Coco (The Bogeyman). Flute and guitar. Byrn Mawr, Pennsylvania: Merion
Music/Theodore Presser, 1999.
Visions of Orpheus. Guitar and string quartet. Available from the composer, 2000.
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Of Darkness and Light. Tenor, violin, oboe and piano. Available from the composer,
2002.
Acrobats. Flute and guitar. Saint-Nicholas, Quebec: Dobermann-Yppan, 2002.
Chance Awakenings: A Major Work, Architecture of an Afternoon Nap, The Fear of
Beasts. Soprano and piano. Available from the composer, 2003.
A Timely Procession. Baritone and string quartet. Available from the composer, 2004.
Bloom. String Quartet. Available from the composer, 2005.
Disturbed, A Lullaby. Solo Guitar. Available from the composer, 2007.
Labryinths: Shimmer, Shadow, Shiver, Shatter, Shelter. Solo guitar. Available from the
composer, 2007.
James Tate Songs: I Can’t Speak for the Wind, Never Again the Same, From An Island.
Medium or high voice and guitar. Available from the composer, 2007.
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I list here only the writings that have been cited in this treatise. This bibliography
is by no means the complete record of all the works and sources I have consulted. It
indicates the substance and range of reading upon which I have formed my ideas, and I
intend it to serve as a convenience to those who wish to pursue the study of American
guitar culture. This bibliography is presented in four sections: Books and Articles,
Interviews, Musical Scores and Methodologies, and Sound Recordings.
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Coryell, Murali. Interview by author. Tape recording, November 15, 2003.
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Watkins, Mitch. Interview by author. Tape recording, April 20, 2004.
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1974.
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Hamburger, David. Beginning Blues Guitar. Van Nuys: Alfred Publishing/Workshop
Arts, 1994.
Horne, Greg. The Complete Acoustic Guitar Method. Van Nuys: Alfred
Publishing/Workshop Arts, 2000.
Jackson, Ernie. The Music of Justin Holland for Solo Guitar, 10 solo pieces. New York:
Cherry Lane Music Press, 1996.
Johanson, Bryan. Four Humors. Manuscript, 1990.
Johanson, Bryan. Partita. San Francisco: GSP, 2000.
Johanson, Bryan. 13 ways of Looking at 12 Strings. Manuscript, 2002.
Leisner, David. Dances in the Madhouse. Byrn Mawr, Pennsylvania: Merion
Music/Theodore Presser, 1982.
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Verdery, Benjamin. Some Towns and Cities. Litchfield: Workshop Arts/Alfred
Publishing, 1994.
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Verdery, Benjamin. The Verdery Guitar Series. Two Volumes. Oakville, Ontario:
Frederick Harris Publishing Company, 1996.
Verdery, Benjamin. Easy Classical Guitar Recital. Litchfield: Workshop Arts/Alfred
Publishing, 2000.
Verdery, Benjamin. Happy Xmas/War is Over. Arrangement of John Lennon.
Manuscript, 2001.
Verdery, Benjamin. Kiss. Arrangement of Prince. Manuscript, 2001.
Verdery, Benjamin. How Great is the Pleasure. Traditional arrangement. Manuscript,
2001.
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